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_ COMET ENCKE6 JANUARY 196!
Therewasan old comet in space,
Whoseendwasa notablecase.
It puffed andit fumed
Till itscomawasdoomed,
Anda deadasteroidtook itsplace.
E.W.G.
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: ','_i_ ABSTRACT
This repoz _s concerned with feasibility, scientific objectives,
modes of exploration and implementation alternatives of a rendezvous
mission to Encke's comet in 1984. The principal emphasis of this study
was placed on developing the scientific rationale for such a mission,
based on available knowledge and beet estimates of this cornet's physical
: characteristics, including current theories of its origin, evolution and
composition. A main section of the report is devoted to a compilation
of these data and theoretical results, giving an up to date model of
Encke's phenomena.
: Our aim was to formulate a basic mission concept devoid of overly
costly and complex elements not absolutely necessary in achieving the
principal scientific objectives of the rendezvous mission. With this re-
striction in mind we studied mission pro£ile alternatives, performance
tradeoffs, developed a preferred exploration strategy, and defined a
spacecraft design concept capable of performin_ this mission.
0 The study showed that the major scientific objectives can be met
by a Titan IIID/Centaur, launched 17.5 kw solar electric _'opulsion
spacecraft (13 kw of this power being used for propulsion) which carries
_0 kg of scientific instruments and is c_pable of extensive maneuvering
within the comet envelope to explore the " _ma, tail and nucleus. Launched
in December 1981, and arriving at th_ cornet after nominally 800 days in
February 1984, 40 days before perihelio,_ passage, the spacecraft will
stay in the comet envelope for at lea_t 80 'lays. The residence time can
be extended by severa/ 100 days as the co_ _et recedes from the sun, for
additional scientific observations during tl:e comet's dormancy.
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qResults of this study are presented in two volumes:
I Technical Report
H Appendix
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_: 1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1, I STUDY OBJECTIVES
In this study we have investigated the feasibility, scientifici
objectives, modes of operation, and implementation alternatives of a
rendezvous mission to the comet Encke in 1984. It is assumed that by
| the time this mission will be launched, i.e., in i981/82, the new
technology of solar-electric propulsion will be sufficiently weU established
1 a,,d flight-proven to make a rendezvous mission, rather than a mere
flythrough, practical and economically attractive.
The study differs in scope from previous spacecraft feasibility and
design studies by aiming to establish principal goals and priorities of the
mission rather than assuming them for granted and proceeding to the
technical implementation problems. In fact the main effort was devoted
to defining the physical environment at the comet and developing a strategy
for conducting the exploration. As a result we formulated a mission con-
cept that we believe to be most effective in achieving the desired scientific
objectives. Spacecraft design tasks were given much less emphasis by
comparison. This allocationof task prioritywas made in concurrence
with the technical direction given us by JPL.
The overriding ground rule thatwe applied in formulating this mis-
sion concept was simplicity and cost economy. Thus, of the many
alternate options thatappeared attractiveand feasible,only the one that
could be defended as essential to the basic scientificobjective of a rendez-
vous mission was adopted as the preferred option. The ultimate criterion
of acceptibilityof any payload instrument, observation mode, or space-
craft feature was relevance to the basic rendezvous objective. Features
that would enhance the mission but did not contribute an essential
ingredient were considered as luxury and had to be given up. This applied
particularly in the payload instrument selection.
In performing the study we took into consideration the cometary
exploration goals published in recent years, particularlythe preliminary
report material available from the two recent NASA-sponsored comet
O conferences at the University of Arizona (Tucson, March 19700 Reference
I-I), and at Yerkes Observatory (June 1971, Reference I-2). Recent
I-!
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studies of comet rendezvous mission concepts performed by the Illinois
Institute of Technology Research Institute (References I-3 and !-4) also
provide useful and up-to-date source material. In addition, the recently
completed design studies of electric propulsion rendezvous spacecraft by
JPL, TRW, and North American Rockwell (References i-5, I-6, and I-7)
provided practical design concepts and a thorough documentation of the
technology base available today for implementing a solar electric propul-
sion (SEP) mission such as an Encke rendezvous.
Comet Encke was specified as the rendezvous target prior to
initiation of this study. It is well suited as a target for a deep space probe
because its short orbital period has allowed it to be observed on many
perihelion passes since its discovery, and its orbital parameters as well
as perturbative influences are better established than most othcr comets °.
For purposes of our study we assume that an Encke flyby mission in t980
will precede the 1984 rendezvous mission, and that this flyby mission will
have established the existence of a nucleus. More detailed observation of
this nucleus is assumed as one of the principal objectives of the rendez-
vous mission. _
The rendezvous spacecraft being considered has the capability of
performing in-situ experiments at the nucleus, as well as in the coma
and tail of the comet for a prolonged time period. This permits observa-
tion of time varying phenomena during the closest approach to the sun and
correlation with concurrent observations from earth to enhance under
standing of cometary physics. The mission plan foresees a rendezvous
40 days prior to perihelion passage with residence at the comet for at
least 80 days thereafter.
The principal advantage of electric over chemical propulsion in this
application is reduction by an order of magnitude of the propellant mass
for the large maneuvers In deep space that a comet rendezvous mission
entails, and hence a significant increase in payload capacity. Another
useful attribute of an electric propulsion system is the power capacity of
several kilowatts that becomes available for operation of sophisticated
payload instruments and high-data-rate telemetry after arrival at the
comet.
I-2
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-" i. 2 TENTATIVE COMET MISSION SCHEDULE
A tentative sequence of major events leading to the launch in t981/
198Z of an Encke rendezvous spacecraft is illustrated in Figure i-t. We
postulate that the rendezvous mission is preceded by a flythrough mis-
sion to Encke in 1980 which will provide basic data on the unknown physical
phenomena and hazards to be encountered at the comet. An alternate ]
target for an earlier t'lythrough mission would be Comet dIArrest (1976)
but this mission is unlikely to be approved, considering its time constraints.
The time interval between the flythrough event (October 1980) and the
launch date (early or late in 1981) of the rendezvous mission allows some
design c_u_nges or adjustments of critical parameters in accordance with
the data obtained from the precursor mission. Short transfers of 700 to
800 days (Option B) would defer the launch date by about ten months com-
pared to long transfers (Option A), thus increasing the time margin for
any necessary spacecraft (or payload) modifications from about 5 to 15
months, as shown in the lower right of Figure I-I.
'_5 ' ' ' ' , ' I , |
FIRST SEPMISSION(S) ,m. m mm mm
II_IIIHELION DATES) 3/'/7 12/110 3/84 'i
' i
FIRST ENCKE FLYTHIIOUG. I
_,_c_o__SS_ON) _ _o_o I I
I _
RENDEZVOU_ SPACECRAFT (A) =v_s I_. I i
DEVELOPMENT AND TEST _) -- [ ,_._.'_k I i
I I I i !
ARRIVAL
;TIME MAIOIN FOIl (A) $ MONTHS --_ _- I z,_
I I
Figure I-1. Key Events Leading to 1984 Encke Rendezvous
I-3
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\I.3 SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF COMET ENCKE _
The general characteristics of comets, their significance in models
of solar system formation, and the broad aims of cometary observation,
whether pursued with earthbound or spaceborne instruments nave been
well documented in the Literature. Certain less familiar physical features
I
of comet Encke which can affect the planning of a rendezvous mission are
summarized in the following paragraphs, i
Encke has passed flfty-six times through perihelion, at 0. 34 AU, I
since its discovery in 1786. Its orbital parameters have long been well
established, even to the extent that a mass loss of some 0. 03 percent per _
orbit has been inferred with confidence from its secular perturbation.
Despite its accurately calculable earth-crossing trajectory, however,
recovery and observability of Encke have not been consistently easy or
predictable. Recovery has commonly occurred several months before
Iperihelion at distances of I tc 3 AU, but has occasionally been delayed
until perihelion, or even later. Variable Earth-Encke distances and
angles, inconsistent seeing conditions, diversity of viewing technique, _
intrinsic variability of the comet, and relatively faint apparitions have
combined to give Encke a widely changing image. The comet has appeared i
on a few occasions as a naked-eye object; it has been described as having
no nuclear condensation at all, having a clear condensation asymmetrically
I
located in the antisolar section or at the edge of the coma, and having even
two separate bright condensations.
The oval or fan shaped coma varies in apparent diameter, appears to
shrink as Encke approaches perihelion, and is commonly diffuse and i
difficult to see after perihelion. Tails have been observed to extend to _
I
several times the coma diameter in length or have not been observed at
all. Presence or absence of a tail has been reported with roughly equal
frequency. Fan shaped and long narrow tails have both been observed.
Physically, Encke appears to be an old comet which is depleted in
solid particles, since it has shown little or no continuum spectrum of
reflected sunlight. Its coma and tail are primarily gaseous, with emission
t-4
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_'_ spectra displaying strongly the pres,-.nce of CN, C., and C3, and weakly
_:_" the presence of CH, NH, NH_, OH, CO +, and N2+. _ A comprehensive
model of Encke giving estimates of gas and particle densities and distribu-
tions apparently does not exist. Recently, Encke became the third comet,
and the first short-period comet, around which an extensive envelope of
neutral hydrogen Lyman-C_ was discovered by measurements from earth
satellites.
The following are some elementary parameters describing Encke
which are relevant to the formulation of the mission concept:
Orbital period 3. 3 years
Aphelion distance 4. I AU
Perihelion distance 0. 34 AU
Orbital inclination i2. 0 degrees
Velocity at I AU 37. I km/sec
Velocity at perihelion 69.9 km/sec
Estimated diameter of coma 20 x 103 to _60 x I0 _ krn
Estimated diameter of nucleus 1 to 4 km
Estimated minimal length of tail, _- x 10 5 to 2 x 10 6 km
when pres ent
I. 4 SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES AND EXPLORATION STRATEGY
In formulating the mission concept described herein, it is assumed
that a precursor mission has established the existence of a compact
nucleus. The projected mission profile, exploration strategy, and payload i
composition are governed by two principal overall objectives which are,
in order of priority:
I. To determine the mass, dimension, physical structure, and
composition of the nucleus.
2. To examine the configuration and composition of coma and
tail, together with solar wind interaction processes affecting
them.
The priority which is given to investigation of the nucleus does not i
downgrade the importance of other goals. The large net payload and ex- |
tensive maneuver capacity provided by a solar-electrlc spacecraft strongly i
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suggests that comprehensive measurements throughout the comet's en- ._
_J
vironment be included in the mission plan. The assignment proposed
here of spacecraft resources and capabilities reflects the view that most
cometary investigation will continue to be by remote (telescopic) observa-
tion, either with surface or earth-orbiting equipment, and that on-site
observations should be pursued in such a way as to improve the yield
from analysis of such earth-based optical measurements. A high-
resolution imaging system carried by the spacecraft will permit correla-
tion of phenomena observed optically from outside the comet with observa-
tions made locally inside the comet. An important further objective is
to correlate changing solar wind parameters outside the comet with
processes observed within the comet. T},e exploration strategy and pay-
load composition arrived at in this study are addressed to these require-
ments.
The primary objectives of the mission will be met by the spacecraft
penetrating the coma and the nearby tail region and performing excursions
that permit systematic mapping of physical characteristics provided that
adequate thermal protection of the spacecraft is feasible. E.v.cursions to
distances 50 x 103 km downstream of the comet center can be readily
carried out using the electric propulsion system for maneuvering. During
this phase the spacecraft will also search for and detect the nucleus
(unless this has been achieved prior to rendezvous) and approach the
nucleus for close-up observation.
i. 5 TYPICAL MISSION PROFILE
A typical transfer trajectory that arrzves at the comet 50 days
before perihelion is shown in Figure i-2. i984 trajectories :equire
typically 750 or If00 days with low-thrust propulsion continuing during
most of the transfer phase. Propulsion during the last several hundred
days prior to arrival is critical to matching the cometts orbital velocity
and to achieving rendezvous. Terminal guidance cor_e'ctlons can be ex-
ecuted conver, iently during this phase, facilitated by the low approach
velocity. After zero velocity rendezvous the spacecraft will maneuver in
a flexible manner on command from earth to search for and explore the
nucleus, coma and tail. Residence time near the comet will be about
I-6
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Figure I-2. Typica: t984 Encke Rendezvous Trajectory Profile
I00 days but can be extended if desired. This permits in-situ observation
of the comet through perihelion and perhaps all the way to aphelion.
In summary, compared with ballistic flythrough the rendezvous
mission profile offers the following principal advant:_ges:
• Flexi_iity of the mission profile, in terms of the departure
and arrival dates and the shape of the transfer trajectory.
• Extended residence time at the comet for hundreds of days,
ff desired.
• Large excursions for systematic mapping and exploration
of the comet's head and tail.
• Ability to search for, rendezvous with, and hover in close
vicinity of the nucleus, for detailed observation of surface
features and measurement of gravity.
• Flexibility of exploration strategy with adaptation to unfore-
seeable phenomena.
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i. 6 MISSION CONCEPT OPTIONS I
,alp
Figure 1-3 summarizes alternative mission options and spacecraft
types considered in thLs st-ady and indicates the preferred concepts
selected by us. The selection made at each level is shown in heavy out-
line with principal criteria for making each choice stated on the right.
The following p&ragraphs briefly describe the selected spacecraft and
mission concept. These will be discussed in greater detail in S-ctions 5
through 7.
CHARACTEIIISTICS SELECTION ClIITERIA
mN_ZVOUSJ
PERFORMANCE,
SPACECRAFT BALLISTIC SCIENTIFIC MISSION
TYPE SPACECRAFT SPACECRAFT VilELD
CONFIG_IIATION SPINNER MISSION FEASIBILITY
3
111ANSFER SHORT LONG RIOIAIIILITY OIF
700.,_00 DAYS I_lO*1100 DAYS SUCCESS,TEAJECTOIIY SIMPLICITY
ARRIVAL TIME SCIENCE OIJECTP._ES
IIEFORI AT OR AFTER (COMET MOST ACTIVE
PERIHELION FERII_LION IRFORE _RIHELION;
DURATION OF I SHOItT I LONG
II0 DAYS SCIENTIFIC YIELD
RENDEZVOUS I_ASE _0 DAYS PLUSEXTENSION
i 1
EXPLOITATION NONE LIMITED EXTENDED SIMPLICITY,
MANEUVERS TIME CO_ ._.TIIAINT
DE_o,..o. [ N_,._] . .O.,T_, .NGC_,--.S_S--IC,_
Figure i-_, Mission Co_cept Options
t
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_ i. 7 SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION
Figure I-4 shows a typical three-axis stabilized spacecraft con-
: figuration which may be used for this mission. The same configuration
i
i has been proposed by JPL for several other interplanetary missions in
the 70_s and 80is (Reference I-5). The solar-electric panels, measuringi
i _0 meters tip-to-tip, can be rotated around their commQn axis for pro-i
i tection against excessive heating when close to the sun, for unconstrained
z thrust pointing, and convenient comet observation. The large gimballed
J parabolic antenna provides unconstrained earth pointing at all times for
! high-data-rate telemetry at tens of kilobits per second.
!
I
P_VER CONDITIONING PANELS
ELECTRICTHtUSTERARRAY
ROt.LOUTSOLARARRAy
Figure 1-4. Solar-Electric Multi-Mission Spacecraft (JPL)
f. 8 SUMPtuaRY OF SYSTEM CAPACITY
The system capacity and the proposed operating modes, deploy-
rvent and maneuver options, and payload assignments are summarized
as fol/ows.
A large payload capacity (fifty to several hundred kilograms,
depending on selected solar electric power level) is available for
scientific instruments. A portion of the available payload capacity can be
0
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allocated, if desired, to extend stationkeeping and maneuver capabilities
rather than to scientific instruments. Payload capacity can also be
reduced and propellant loading increased to provide greater flexibility in
the choice of departure and arrival dates. Thus a reduction of the transfer
time by nearly one year (to gain time for evaluation and use of the results i
of the earlier Encke flythrough mission) is possible but would reduce the _
payload capacity by more than 50 percent. Arrival prior to perihelion i
observation of important sun-comet interaction phenomena and Ipermits
correlation wlth simultaneous observations from earth. Earlier arrival
implies reduced performance, for example, an arrival 100 days rather
than 50 days prior to perihelion would reduce the payload capacity by
40 to 60 percent.
The large solar-electric power of I0 to IS kw which becomes i
J_
available after arrival at Encke can be used for operation of sophisticated _
payloads, and for high-data rate telemetry. The spacecraft is three- _
axis stabilized to permit most effective use of solar-electric propulsion.
Body-mounted scientific instruments can be pointed over a wide range of
view angles unconstrained by solar paddle orientation. A two-axis
gimballed scan platform is also provided for convenient pointing of _
s elected instrume._,ts.
!
J
oi
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?Z. MODEL DF PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMET ENCKE
Z. 1 PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF ENCKE
Encke has exhibited at one time or another most of the familiar
features of comets, the principal exception being a Type II(dustltail. The
comet has appeared as a diffuse object without an obvious nucleus, but a
well-developed, bright condensation has also been noted, and a star-like
appearance has even been ascribed to the comet's brightest feature. On
one occasion (19181 two condensations in the coma were reported. J
The tail, when present, has been described as wide (1905), narrow
and straight (1914), slightly curved (19141, serpentine (1924 i, short(1937),
and Ion s (1895). Rapid increases or decreases in brightness have been
observed, indicating transient variations of the comet's activity, but
spectacular dynamic effects common to the comas and tails of larger
comets have not been seen at Encke.
One feature which seems to be typical of Encke is an elongated
C_ coma, sometimes fan-shaped, but repeatedly having the nucleus locatedtoward the antisolar apex of the eccentric coma. This characteristic
of Encke was apparent in January 1961, as shown in Figure 2-I. The
nucleus has even appeared detached and separate from the coma (1937).
A description of Encke_s 1961 apparition given by Roemer (Reference 2-11
includes most of the features seen separately or in partial combinations
at other times. She wrote: "Comet Encke was a rather strange look-
ing object during January, as it moved into the evening twilight just
before perihelion passage. The nucleus was a quite sharp, though no
longer stellar, point at the apex of a fan-shaped coma extending west-
ward several minutes of arc. Early in January a narrow tail develo i
oped, and this tail increased both in brightness and in length as time
went on. "
The approximate positions of Encke and earth at the time of the i
above observation are shown in Figure 2-2. Westward was sunward of
Encke when looking at the comet from ear¶h.
_ Another consistent characteristic for which Encke is noted is its !
:'_i_ faintness and featurelessness after perihelion. Generally, after l
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perihelion it is difficult to recover, even though its distance from earth
may not be excessive (see Appendix B). On two occasions, however, in
1921 and 1951, condensations were reported by post-perihelion
observers. On individual passes in which a comparison is possible,
Encke's brightness has been about one magnitude less after perihelion
than before perihelion, for the same heliocentricdistance (Reference 2-2).
Since the principalfeatures of Encke are by no means universally
T
observed, itis important in planning or evaluating a mission to this
comet to assess the prospects for on-site observation of those main !
features which give comets thtxr scientificinterest. Figure 2-3 displays _:
the orbit of Encke and the positions along the orbit where the appearance
of a nucleus or central condensation (N), tail (T), or coma (C) was first
reported before perihelion or last reported after perihelion. The
observations cover the interval between 1885 and 1951 (Reference 2-3).
The symbol 2N indicatesthe report, in 1918, of two distinctconden-
sations. The target point for the rendezvous of this study, 40 days
before perLhelion, is denoted by the small black circle just inside the
1 AU distance.
ELONGATED
COMA, TAIL CENTRAL
EARTH j / CONDENSATION
/ I /_ N. ' _/N L_ Nr STE:LAR
.34 AL "_
,FAINT DI _
3.3 YEARS
Figure 2-3. Location of First Observation of Encke Features.
L|
Z-3 i
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iOn some passes, of course, certain features were not recorded at 8
all. The data show, however, that a "nucleus" was first sighted when
the comet was between 0.9 and 1.8 AU from the sun in every case where
it was reported. Thus, the chances are excellent that this feature will
have been under observation from earth by the time rendezvous is
achieved in 1984. Since recovery in the sequence of favorable passes,
and generally in recent years, has taken place when the comet was
between 1.6 and 3 AU, it seems almost certain that an ionized, gaseous
coma is well developed outside of 1.5 AU and that both the coma and its
central condensation will be accessible to both earth and spacecr._ft
measurements 40 days before perihelion.
Initial appearance of Encke's tail has often been reported when the
comet was between 0.4 and 1 AU. However, the initial appearance has
occurred just as often between 1 and 1.7 AU. Overall, the appearance
of the tail has been reported less often than appearance of the nucleus.
Thus the probability of having the tail in view from earth at the beginning
of rendezvous is not high. Observation of the tail, or of tail formation,
by the spacecraft while this feature is still invisible from earth may be J
a valuable contribution of the mission, but any phase of the mission
directed at recording tail phenomena will have the best prospect of
success if delayed until the comet approaches within, say 0.6 AU of
the sun.
This conclusion is reinforced by examination of the possible effect
of solar activity on visibility of the tail. In Figure 2-4, all observations
of Encke are divided into two classes: those in which a tail was recorded
and those in which no tail was recorded. For each class, the number of
cases in each 20-unit interval of Wolf annual sunspot numbers, R, has
been plotted to form a solid-line histogram (the shading is discussed
in a later paragraph). The almost raw information represented in
Figure 2-4 does not take into account variations in viewing conditions
from pass to pass, but each observational result is associated with the
sunspot number for the year of observation rather than the year of
perihelion. The graph suggests that high levels of solar activity are
more favorable for tail visibility than low levels, t
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Figure 2-4. Histograms of the Number of Times the Tail of Encke
Was Observed or Not Observed, Versus Sunspot
Number
According to Biermann and L_st (Reference 2-4), statistical
studies have determined that the existence of cometary tails is independ-
ent of solar activity. This is not surprising, since the magnetized solar
wind blows continuously. The implication of Figure 2-4, then, is that
_ enhancements in solar activity contribute to raising some property of
EnckeWs tail above a thresl,old separating conditions of visibility from
conditions of invisibility.
This leads to an important conclusion for a 1984 rendezvous, which
would take place about two years before the expected 1986 minimum in
the sunspot cycle. Figure 2-5 shows the mean sunspot curve shifted on
the time axis to represent the next sunspot cycle, with the intervals of
hypothetical 1980 and 1984 rendezvous with Encke indicated on the graph.
From the figure, the average annual sunspot number of 1984 can reason-
ably be set at less than 30. The shaded boxes (dashed outlines) in
Figure 2-4 represent the respective numbers of observations for R < 30.
The number of apparitions of Encke with no tail outweighs the r_umber of
apparitions with a tail 2 to 1 in this range of R. It follows that tail activity
should be at minimal levels during the proposed mission. Visibility of the
tail from earth will therefore be unlikely for any comet position, based on
these data.
The correlation of Encke's features with sunspot numbers was I
statistically evaluated by Whipple and Douglas-Hamilton (Reference 2-5).
The results showed that the tail of Encke is observed predominantly when
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Figure Z-5. Occurrence of Prospective 1980 and 1984 Rendezvous
Missions with Respect to the Sunspot Cycle
; sunspot numbers are higher than the median and that the "nucleus" tends
strongly to be recorded when the tailis also recorded. A third correla-
tion showed independently the tendency for the "nucleus" to be noted at
times of enhanced solar activity. However, the possible effect of :_
Enckets highly variable visibility(SectionZ. 7.l) on the sunspot correla-
tions was not evaluated by Whipple and Douglas-Hamilton either. The
effectcould be significant,and Whipple (conversation 197Z) has stated his
beliefthat the correlation with solar activityis in realitya correlation
with Encke_s opticalaccessibilityfrom earth and thatthe evidence does
not establish a clear physical connection with sunspot numbers. One
implication is clear ifthese solar activitycorrel_._.ionstudies are valid:
Most recorded apparitions of the nucleus have, in fact, been enhancements
of a central, bright cometary feature made visible by heliogenic processes
affecting the material of Encke's atmosphere and were not images of the
nucleus at all.
An isolated solar event, or series of events, which can occur
during solar minimum, might activatethe tailand "nucleus" during an
extended rendezvous. The earth will have at least the western side of
the disc (from Encke's view) in sight as the comet approaches perihelion.
If the tail, or condensation, does become visible, there is a fair chance
that a preceding solar event will be noted and coordinated measurements
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_' obtained. The chances of this occurring will improve steadily as Encke
moves in closer than 0.6 AU from the sun. When Encke is at 0.6AU, the
central meridian from the comet's view will be roughly the east limb ,
from the earth's view• Of course, locally the comet may be expected
to respond primarily to long term, relatively stable solar wind features,
such as sector boundaries. These features can be monitored with some
confidence at or near earth assuming they have previously corotated past
the comet.
Z.Z DIMENSIONS OF ENCKE'S FEATURES _"
Like those of most comets, the dimensions of Encke are con-
jecturalat best. The only values that can be attached to individual
features are limits or ranges based on apparent sizes obtained with vary-
ing observational difficulty. Part of the uncertainty stems, of course,
from the intrinsicmutability of the coma and tail. Only the nucleus may
be thought of as having a definitesize at all.
Z.Z. 1 Nucleus
The nucleus cannot be resolved as an object of distinctoutlineby
telescope from earth, but reasonable limits to its dimensions can be
derived from analysis of the way the brightness of its reflected light
varies with solar distance. That portion of the comet's lightwhich is
reflectedfrom the nucleus should be identifiableby its inverse square
rather than inverse fourth power dependence on heliocentric distance r.
Unfortunately, itis difficult o resolve the contribution of the nucleus
to the comet's image, as the preceding discussion indicates. In mea-
suring the brightness of the nucleus, one must distinguishthe faint,
stellar-appearing nucleus from the much brighter coma. The distinction _<
has been attempted in recent years with telescopes of large aperture and 'I
of long focal length. With such instruments, itis possible in some cases i
to show thatthe central star-like condensation *'ollowsan asteroidal _
law: brightness ocl/(r2 AZ), where r and _ are the heliocentric and
geocentric distances of the comet, respectively. In these cases, itis
plausible to interpret the measurements as referring to a small body of
_... c_nstant radius (thenucleus). Following this interpretati_ the radius
J of the nucleus can be calculated, assuming a value for the albedo, and a
plausible phase function. This was done by l_4ianes,Grudzinska, and
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, t
'; Stanikowski (Reference 2-6) for P/Encke and P/Giacobini-Zinner, and
, later by Roemer {Reference 2-7) for Encke as part of a more general
cornet survey.
The actual dependence of magnitude on heliocentric distance for
Enckets ,,nucleus. is not. even in the best data, strictly asteroidal.
Indeed, some asteroids follow the r "4 brightness law. (Reference 2-8.)
It remains difficult to separate phase and distance effects, and efforts
q are still being made to isolate these factors (Roemer, Marsden, private
,.i communications). The magnitude estimates used by Roemer are reason-
-2 -3.3
._ ably close to a variation with r , certainly far better than the r ,
: -4
r dependence typically ascribed to Enckets magnitudes, and probably
i represent an approximation to true data on the nucleus itself, subject
,:'.
to qualifications treated in Section 2. 7.
! In computing radii from the rragnitude estimates, Roemer followed
t the analysis:
!
:_ HN = HG - S (log RN - log _ - log _) - 2. S[los A + log _(e)]. -
I = -26. 72, and
•" where the magnitude of the sun, He
r : heliocentric distance of the comet (in AU),
A= geocentric distance of the comet (in AU),
_.., RN -- radius of the cometary nucleus {in AU),
"_! A - the (geometric) albedo
_b(O) is the phase function, according to Lambertts law.
The result of the calculationis AR = 0.24, giving the radius
! versus albedo dependence o_Figure 2-6. The albedo was assumed to
lie between limits of 0.02 and 0.7. The former value corresponds to
1 material having the reflectivity of the blackest asteroids {Reference 2-9i.
1 and may be compared with the value of -0.03 for some carbonaceous
chondrites, the blackest extraterrestrial material known. The 0.7 value
corresponds to that of H20 solids and to Venus. Corresponding to these
limits of A, the radius of Encke was found to lie between 0.6 and 3.5 ks.
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An intermediate value of A = 0.1, roughly the albedo of the moon, gives
a radius of 1.6 ks, (Reference 2-7.) The r'robable range of R N, indi-
cated by shading in Figure 2-6 is based on the concept of Enckets
nucleus as a dying, asteroid-like object of low albedo (see Section 2. 3).
Pf_OIbABLESIZERANGE
2 _N 2 = 0.24
Z ! _
0 0.1 0.? 0.3
ALBEDO,A
Figure 2-6. Inferred Size of Nucleus Dependent on Assumed Albedo
Additional photometric work by Roemer for the same range of
albedos on 19 periodic comets and 10 nearly parabolic comets showed
that these values of the radi,ls are typical of periodic comets, although
a few (e. g. , Ote_'ma) are significantly larger. Nearly parabolic comets
are typically about twice as great in radius; some (e g. , Humason and
Wirtanen) appear to be very large. However, it is possible that these
comets are only apparently very large, their great brightness being at
_east in part a result of their possessing an unusually high albedo or an
optically thick atmosphere or halo.
2.2.2 Coma
The diameter of the coma is decidedly 7ariable In Vsekhsvyatskii's
compilations (Reference 2-3)*, there are thirty-seven Lnstances, from
1848 to 1964 in which the observational data on apparent diameter of
, !
E_;cke have been evaluated and normalized to produce an estimated
See also Appendix ,I. .'t
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! -:. " reduced head diameter D 1 (corresponding to A = 1 AU) ... averaged q
: over a certain time inverval". A is the symbol used for earth-comet
distance;D l is given in minutes of arc. The interval and the number
of measurements contributingto each determination of D l are
unspecified.
Figure 2-7 is a histogram of a'lthe values of D l given by
Vsekhsvyatskii, converted to kilometers. In some cases, ranges of
• D 1 were given, and the two extremes of each range were counted as
separate items, so there are more than 37 entries (actually51) contrib-
._ uting to the histogram. Itis obvious that the bulk of observations
(65 percent) has given an observable coma diameter of 25,000
to IZ5,000 krn. The most probable range of diameters is 75,000
to 100,000 kin. This range is most probable in a special sense for the
:"i rendezvous mission because the apparent size of Encke is dependent on|
{ its solar distance, and itis at rendezvous distance (_ l AU) thatthe
:j comet is commonly measured in this range. All but one of the values
_.j above I.4 x 105 km were observed when the comet w'as beyond 1 AU.
i!:i
_. =_ 4
_,_-_ Z 00, , , _ I1 2 3 4
-!
OBSERVEDCOMA DIAMETER, 105 KM
Figure 2-7. Histogram of Coma Measurements Give a Probable
i Diameter less than I0S km for Encke's Coma.
Encke's well-known dependence of D 1 on solar distance r is shown
in Figure 2-8(a),where a'_.preperihelian measurements have been plotted
from which Vsekhsvyatsaii's compilation gives a date or distance asso-
ciated with the reduced diameter. In some cases, distances or diameters,
or both, are seen to have broad ranges. The direct trend with distance is
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_.'_i doubtedly introduced by the variability of Enckets absolute size. The
strength of the diameterts dependence on distance is more clearly demon-
_- strated in Figure 2-8 (b), where pairs of distance-diameter combinations
obtained on three individual passes spanning a century are distinguished
from each other.
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Figure 2-8. Dependence of Coma Size on Heliocentric Distance
The shrinking of the coma with solar approach is consistent with
behavior expected from theoretical considerations. According to one
point of view, the visible diameter of the whole coma is proportional to
the initial (thermal) expansion velocity of the gases, w, and the photo-
dissociation time Vd. If W depends on temperature as T 1/2 and Tccr -1/2,
-1/4
then w ocr The dissociation time vd depends inversely on solar2
radiation, which increases with diminishing r, so Td ocr • It follows
that DlShOuld increase or decrease as r increases or decreases"
r-l/4 2 7/4
i D Ioc(w) (Vd)OC r = r
-!
In DelsemmeWs picture of coma formation, the inner coma contains
an icy halo from which g,_ses are emitted. (Reference 2-I0. ) The halo
itself contracts with solar approach because increasing solar radiation
reduces the vaporization time of the icy grains (Reference Z-l I).
The observed coma size behavior probably results from a combination of
both effects.
.i_i 2-11
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i• '_ 2.2.3 Tail
The tailof Encke has been highly erratic in observability. More-
over, the apparent relationship between its visibility from earth and
solar activity implies that dimensions of the visible part of the tail may
have littleto do with size of the tail itself. Figure 2-9 is a histogram of
tail lengths. Clearly, the range of measured lengths is extreme, but
most estimates have been below 106 kin. The two high values were
obtained when annual sunspot numbers were over 60. If actual tail
_ length is proportional to visible tail length, the relatively low solar
i activity expected in 1984, which may leave the tail unobserved from
"; earth, suggests that values well under 106, say (I-2) x 105 kin, may2.
be appropriate for that epoch. Maneuvers to carry a spacecraft into thei
:i tail need not provide extreme excursions in the antisolar direction from
the comet.
NM
-_ _ 12
_. 0 8
Z , i I"1 _ I--1
O0 1 2 3 4
i
:i" OBSERVEDTAIL LENGTH, 106 KM
" Figure 2-9. Histogram of Tail Measurements Giving a Probable
Length Less than 10 6 km for Encke's Tail.
No comparable measurements of tail diameter have been made.
%
Theoretical considerations of tail formation, discussed in a later see-
_ tion, suggest that the diameter should be between 10 3 and 10 4 kin, at
._ least near the coma.
;
J,
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2. 3 THE NUCLEUS OF ENCKE'S COMET
Direct, observational data on cometary nuclei consist only of
photometric measurements as a function of distance from the sun (pre-
ceding paragraphs; Reference 2-7). Further information concerning the
nucleus of the comet depends upon inferences based on observations of the
coma and tail, which are composed of material emitted from the nucleus,
and from studies of meteoroids derived from cometary nuclei (Refer-
ences 2-12, 2-13. -nd 2-14). It is possible that some meteoritic material,
certain carbonac. _ chondrites (C1 in the classification of Van Schmus
and Wood, Reference 2-15), for example, are derived from the nuclei of
comets (Reference 2-16). It is also possible that some asteroids, notably
Icarus, are dead comets so that further study of them might be directly
applicable to cometary research.
Studies of the comas and tails of comets indicate that not all come-
tary nuclei are identical. It is possible that cometary nuclei represent a
uniform type of object initially, but exhibit different stages of a rapid
evolution (time scale -100-1000 periods) having been subject to relatively
recent exposure to solar radiations. It is also possible, of course, that
there really are fundamentally different types of comets reflecting differ-
ences in their formational processes, which probably took place
4.5 - 4.6 x 109 years ago. A long-range priority goal of cometary inves- :
tigations, both earthbased and from spacecraft, is to obtain data bearing
on these possibilities and thereby increase our understanding of processes
during the formation interval of the solar system.
Inferences based on studies of the coma and tail, and of meteoroids,
place considerable constraints on possible nuclear models of Encke. The
model presented here is eclectic, based on the observations and ideas of
numerous workers, and the references provided are meant to be helpful
rather than complete. The obvious uncertainties in the model may pro-
vide some additional incentive to further earthbased study of Comet Encke
prior to the actual planning and payload selection of an Encke mission, _
thereby increasing the scientific information obtainable.
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2. 3. I Evolution of a Typical, Periodic Cometary Nucleus -)
The peculiar changes in periodic comets led to a general model of
their evolution. The following is quoted from Sekanina, Reference 2-17,
but with the appropriate figure number changed to refer to Figure 2-10.
"The evolution of the nucleus of the suggested "core-mantle" model
is schematically represented in Figure 2-10. Owing to intense
heating of the surface of the nucleus during possibly thousands of
approaches to the sun, the icy envelope, originally of considerable
thickness (Figure 2-10(a)), gradually sublimates, the radius of the
nucleus shrinks (Figure 2-10(b)), and after some time the underlying
nonvolatile core becomes exposed to the direct effects of solar rays
(Figure 2-10(c)). In the subsequent development, molecular desorp-
tion from the unprotected core's surface replaces free sublimation
in producing the comet's atmosphere, the transfer of volatiles from
the core's interior to its surface being provided by activated diffu-
sion. The ability of the nucleus to regenerate sufficient icy materi-
als at the surface is gradually weakened with time (Figure 2-10(d)),
and finally the whole reservoir of volatiles is completely exhausted
(Figure 2-10(e)). The model comet becomes a "dead" body.
We believe that Figure 2-10 gives a general idea of the possible
development of the nucleus of a typical short-period comet, though
the above description is extremely simplified. To create a more
realistic model, we should, for instance, assume a nonvolatile
constituent with mass density and tensile strength increasing and
porosity decreasing toward the center of the nucleus, and understand
the surviving deactivated core as only a portion of the original solid
matrix having sufficient tensile strength to withstand the pressure of
the ejected gases. This and similar refinements, however, do not
change the principal character of the model. "
|b| |¢|
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Figure 2-10. Typical Evolution of Icy Conglomerate Nucleus.
Suggested evolution of the core-mantle model:
dotted areas show the distribution of ices; empty
area within the circle marks the presence of 4"
nonvolatile material only. i
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"_ The model sketched above is complex in application. For example
the secular acceleration is affected by the phase lag of maximum out-
gassing as well as by the amount of outgassing. (Marsden, Refer-
ence 2-18, has deduced that for several comets the phase lag is of the
order of 6 degrees.) The phase lag must in turn be controlled bv the rate
of rotation, lack of spherical symmetry, and the structure of the outer
layers of the nucleus, but itis difficult o include the variations of these
quantitieswith time in any reasonably simple model. Despite such short-
comings, the interpretationof nongravitationalforces in terms of the icy
conglomerate model seems to have been successful. In particular, it
provides an explanation for the characteristics of the orbit of Encke with-
out invoking an encounter with one of the inner planets. Sekanina, Refer-
ence 2-19, showed that the aphelion distance of Encke must have decreased
at the rate of I AU/104 years as a result of nongravitational forces; hence
itis reasonable that itwas originallybrought into the inner solar system
as a result of encounters with Jupiter.
2.3.2 Evidence for the Evolution of Encke's .Nucleus
-:,_ 2.3.2. I Decline in Magnitude
The mean absolute magnitude of Encke has declined noticeably since
1786, when itwas firstobserved. Figure 2-II shows the secular change
in the absolute luminosity of Encke for forty apparitions, in terms of the
T
residuals during each apparition, for two models of distance dependence:
a) Hl0(I/r 4A_) and b) Hl0,(I/r4A), where r and A are the solar and geo-
centric distances inAU. The solid curves through the observed points are
obtained from a simple theory of the secular brightness changes (Refer-
ence 2-5). Figure 2-12, abstracted froma figure of Vsekhsvyatskii and
ll'ichishina(Reference 2-20), shows a second version of the change in
magnitude (decrease in brightness) from m_6 to I0 <-m <-14 for the entire
185 years. Figure2-11 suggests that the comet willdie (i.e.,lose itscome-
tary characteristics)during 1990-2000, but as is evident from the figures
the agreement between model and observations is fairlyrough. Indeed,
Sekanina, Reference 2-17, in a more careful analysis, deduces that the
"death date" will be 2030. However "death" is misleading; itmight be
argued thatwe are witnessing the 'birth" of a minor planet, or Apollo-like $
asteroid, and itis perhaps in this respect that Encke is most interesting. _.
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Figure 2-11. Decay of Encke_s Magnitude wL_n Time for Two
Brightness Versus Distance Dependences
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Figure Z-1Z. Decline of Encke's Absolute
Magnitude with Time
2.3.2. Z Nongravitational Forces
Encke_s was the first comet to show evidence for secular acceler-
ation, and it was suggested by Encke himself that a nongravitational
process might be involved (Reference 2-21). These observations have
been subsequently confirmed by numerous workers, and in fact Encke's
behavior was the inspiration for the general (icy conglomerate) model.
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The nongravitational effect was at first attributed to motion in a resisting
'i
medium, but later work (References 2-22 and 2-23) favored an interpre-
tation in terms of reactive forces, associated with the ejection of come-
tary matter (covered in next heading). Similar effects have been reported
for many other comets. The mos_ complete and recent study is described
ina series of three papers by Marsden, References 2-8, 2-18, and 2-24,
and a fourth by Marsden and Sekanina, Reference 2-25. In the first of
these papers it is definitely established that the nongravitational acceler-
ation of Encke was 0.04 day/period for the interval 1947-67. The second
paper contains the results of computations in which nongravitational forces
of assumed form were explicitly included in the equations of motion of
many comets besides Encke, and solutions to the equations were found
whose orbital elements yielded the smallest residuals when fitted to obser-
vational data. A continuous, rather than impulsive, force was assumed,
that increased exponentially with decreasing heliocentric distance and
decreased exponentially with time. The nongravitational force was intro-
duced with its full three components, F1, F2, F 3 in a rotating frame, the
_ first radially outward, the second in the orbitaA plane normal to the first
and positive in the direction of the comet's velocity vector, and the third
normal to the orbital plane and positive in the right-handed sense with _
respect to the other two (northward). For most comets, F 1 and F 2 are l-
positive, with FI/F 2 --I0, i.e., with a net force outward and about six I
degrees from the radial and in the forward direction of motion. For ","
Encke, the best solution for the in-plane forces (smallest residuals) give
negative values for both F 1 and F2, with FI/F z = 5/3. This implies a r
net nongravitational force pointing toward the sun and opposing the orbital
velocity, 194 degrees to 210degrees from the outward radial (counter-
clockwise, looking down from north of the orbital plane). The out-of-
plane component was found to have no significant effect on the residuals, _:
but inclusion _f the long-term time dependence of the forces was necessary i._
to maximize the agreement with observation. _
Although the solutions just described gave a good formal fit of the
orbital elements to observed parameters of Encke's trajectory, projection
of the trajectory backward in time gave cumulative, systematic disagree-
ments with measurem_at. The third paper of the series (Reference 2-24)
describes a stillmore elaborate force func_ionhaving a double-exponential
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time dependence. Application of this form removed some of the systematic _)
error. Examination of various sets of solutions for the nongravitational
forces (inboth References 2-18 and Z-24) showed that while the "transverse"
force F2, remained fairly steady from set to set, the radial component F 1
was not so reproducible, even becoming positive in one case. Recent
unpublished work (Marsden, private communication) has shown consider-
able historic variation in the apparent radial component, although the two
solutionsof the most recent years, based on the most reliabledata avail-
able, have been consistent and have yielded a positive F I. In sum, the
radial component is not well determined, but, very importantly, itis
definitelynot outward and ten times the transverse component, as for
other comets, so thatthe angle of the net force to the radial direction is
probably not as small for Encke as for most comets studied by Marsden.
In the fourth paper of the series (Reference 2-25) some additional
inferences about the composition and nature of the nongravitationalforces
are drawn, based on a physical model of forces developed by Sekanina,
Reference 2-17. One important quantity is an isotropy factork, which is
a measure of the net unidirectionalforce on the nucleus caused by the
center of most of the escaping gas. Essentially, k is the fraction of
escaping mass emitted in the direction of escape of the center of mass of
emitted gas. Perfectly isotropic emission would yield no net force and
would correspond by definitionto k = 0; perfect anisotropy, i.e., emis-
sion from a restricted region of the nucleus all in one direction, would
correspond to k = I. An anisotropy caused by vaporization proportional
to solar insolation_ would have k = 0.44. The paper of Marsden and
Sekanina (Reference 2-25)quotes a recent estimate of Sekanina's that, for
Encke, )_=0.3, as if 30 percent of the mass emitted from Encke's nucleus
were lost in a singledirection, thus providing the thrust responsible for
itsnongravitationalforce. The value k --0.3 was derived on the assump-
tions of constant emission at 600 m/sec and of a large ratio of transverse
to radial force components. The authors concede that the actual value of
k is "very uncertain."
Insolation synonymous with incoming solar radiation flux.
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2.3.2.3 Nonvolatile Component of Encke's Nucleus
Evidence for the presence of nonvolatile compounds in cometary
nuclei is provided by the dust tails often associated with new and long-
period comets (Reference 2-13) and by the presence of reflected solar
continuum in the spectrum of the comas and tails. A spectrum of Encke •
showing continuum at 0.76 AU, before perihelion in 1947, appears in the
Atlas of Representative Cometary Spectra, Plate 16, University of Liege _
and Astrophysics Institu_,e (1955), compiled by Swings and Haser. For
this comet, the ratio of the in_ensityof the 5165_ C 2 band to the continuum i
is >5 at a solar distance of 0.68 AU, whereas at the same distance the
nearly parabolic comets Arend-B.oland and Mrkos had a corresponding
ratio of 2.0 (Reference 2-2(_). The dust component of Encke's coma is }
A
thus very weak. However, the Tauridmeteors, which are derived from _
Encke at some rather uncertain time in the past, are relatively rigid
structures, show practically no fragmentation, but have average mass°
lmninosity properties (References 2-27 and 2-28). This represents evi-
dence for the former presence of relatively nonvolatile substances in the
nucleus of this comet, and it is assumed that a residual nonvolatile com-
ponent is still present.
2.3.3 Model of the Nucleus
The evidence discussed above leads to the following tentative model
of the nucleus of this comet, based fundamentally on the icy conglomerate
model of Whipple, Reference 2-23 (1951) and its more recent extension by !,
Marsden and Sekanina, Reference 2-25, and by Sekanina, References 2-17, :_
_-27 and 2-30, as quoted earlier. Models of this general kind appear
most suited to explain the diversity of phenomena observed in Encke's
comet as well as others i. e., models of gas loss from icy nuclear com- _
ponent. The nucleus is viewed as an icy conglomerate of meteoric, or "
lithic, matter mixed with, or containing a mantle of, frozen gases, mostly
water-ice or clathrite components. Whipple, Reference 2-23, showed
that the secular acceleration can be accounted for on the basis of mass loss !i
from a rotating, icy-conglomerate nucleus. An _ttempt to describe the
secular change of the magnitude in terms of the icy conglomerate model of
comets was made subsequently by Wh/pple and Douglas-Hamilton (Refer-
ence 2-5).
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2.3.3. 1 The Residual Core qj_
The weakness of the continuum radiation from Encke suggests that
relatively little solid material is being ejected by the comet, in contrast
to younger comets, as described by Sekanina. The peculiar asymmetric
behavior of the gaseous coma of Encke with respect to its brightness
before and after perihelion passage also appears to be consistent with the
idea that most of the small-sized, loose solid material has long been lost
and that the nucleus now consists of a relatively stable, but porous, non-
volatile core zurrounding or containing an ic7-conglorner_te component.
There is a fair probability that, in fact, Encke is evolving into an asteroid
very much like Icarus.
Thus, comet Encke is a highly evol=, _ _omet of the core-mantle
type which may originally have consisted of a mantle of volatiles and dust
particles ov,:rlTing a porous core consisting primarily of nonvolatile
meteoric material, posstbl 7 similar to type I carbonaceous chondrites,
but also containing ices of volatile materials within pores and crevices of
the core. These ices primarily consist of H20, probably containing other
more volatile materials as clathrates. In the case of Encke, the mantle _J
has been lost by sublimation due to solar radiation, and the residual
activity of this comet requires the migration of volatile material to the
surface before it can be emitted into the coma. In such a mod:l the sur-
face is presumed to be steadily supplied with volatiles which condense fol-
lowing sublimation from the core; the temperature of the surface and its
condensations varies greatly along the orbit, and on approaching the Sun
it becomes sufficiently _.igh for the evaporation rate to be so enhanced as
to exhaust the immediate supply of condensed volatiles. We must be pr_-
pared to take thi_ feature of Encke into account in interpreting observations
obtained from a rendezvous mission in tcrms of general cometary
characteristics.
The model assumes the nucleus to be rotating about an axis normal
to the plane of its orbit. In this orientation, the nucleus is exposed to the
sun's rays equally before and after perihelion, so the only explanation
possible for its unequal magnitude before and after perihelion is depletion
of volatile materials on the surface during the inbound journey. If the
8'
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_. spin axis were in an arbitrary direction, not necessarily normal to the
orbit plane, the comet's asymmetric behavior with respect to perihelion
might imply an irregular, nonuniform surface which exposes an accumula-
tion of volatiles to the sun inbound, but shadows the pocket outbound.
Attempts to separate inbound and outbound nongravitational forces have
not yielded a positive result, largely because post-perihelion data on Eucke
are of poor quality (Marsden, private communication). This "orientation'
explanation of Encke's visual behavior would modify, but not necessarily
ex,:lude, the hypothe s of migrating volatiles.
2.3.3.2 Mass Loss
Sekanina, References 2-17 and _-19, developed a formula relating
the mass loss AM/M to the nongravitational forces. His careful analysis
indicated that the mass-loss rate for a typical comet must be of the order
of 0.01-1 percent of the total mass per revolution. For Encke, the aver-
age mass-loss rate during the last 40 years is estin_ated to be 0.03 -
0.7 percent per revolution, assuming the gas leaves the s_rface of the
nucleus with a mean speed in the range 220-500 m/sec -I Indeed, Z_M/MO for Encke has been calculated .'-'_-_ function of time (Sekanina, Refer-
e:_ce 2-19), with the result that Z_M/M has decreased from 0.24 to
0.03 percent per revolution between 1800 and 1967. Marsden add Sekanix,a,
Reference 2-25, give Z_M/M=0.03 percent for the 1967 pass.
The variation of Encke's "nongravitational parameter" (K) versus
time is shown in Figure 2-13 (from Reference 2-17) and mean valv.e, of
both K and the mean absolute magnitude (HI0) for short periods are given
in Table 2-I (Reference 2-19). The curves of Figure 2-13 represent
theoretical formulas for the acceleration (due to mass loss) K appearing
in Sekanina's paper. At tl-e present time the nongravitational effects on
Encke appear to be regular hence predictable, rather than erratic as is
the case for other comets, e.g., Schaumasse.
O
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Figure 2-13. _ongravitational Acceleration K
(Seconds per Orbit) Versus Time
Table Z-1. "Dynamical _' and "Photometric" Mass Loss Rates and
Their Effective Ratio (R) for Encke During 1786-1967
Comet (AU7) e Apparitions K H 10 A/Vldy n AMphm log R
(mag) (grams) (grams)
Encke 0.34 0.847 1786-1819 +79.8 8.3 9.3.1013 1.1.1011 2.91
1819-1838 +58.0 _.5 6.'7.1013 9.9.1010 2.83 ,-
1819-1848 +58.7 8.6 6.8.1013 9.2.1010 2.87
1829-1848 +63.3 8.8 7.4.1013 7.8.1010 2.97 ?
1819-1858 +60.0 8.7 7.0.1013 7.9.1010 2.94
1858-1868 +50.0 8.9 5.8.1013 6.6.1010 2.0.4
1868-1885 +37.3 9.5 4.3.1013 3.8.1010 3.06
1871-1881 +32.4 9.6 3.8.1013 3.5.1010 3.04
I871-1885 +36.5 9.7 4.2.1013 3.4.1010 3.09
1868-]895 +42.0 9.5 4.9.1013 4.0.1010 3.08
1871 -1895 +40.6 9. _ 4.7.1013 3.8.1010 3.09 _
1_95-1905 "l'29.5 9.7 3.4.1013 3.2.1_ 10 3.03 !
1898-1911 _'27.2 10.1 3.2.1013 2.3.1010 3,15 _
oo,O
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Table 2-1. "Dynamical" and "Photometric '' Mass Loss Rates and
Their Effective Ratio (R) for Encke During 1786-1967
(Continued)
Comet q e Apparitions z HI0 AMdy n AMph m log R
(AU) (mag) (grams) (grams) ._,
1924-1934 (+22.8) II.3 (2.6.1013) 7.2.109 (3.56) _
1931-1937 +15.4 II.I 1.8.1013 9.1.109 3.29
1931-1947 +16.3 11.3 1.9.1013 7.9.109 3.38 :'_
1937-1951 +12.4 II.I 1.4.1013 9.1.109 3.20 :,
1937-1954 +11.9 11.3 1.4.1013 7.3.109 3.28
1947-1957 +12.6 11.1 1.5.1013 8.9.109 3.22 _
1947-1967 +10.9 11.8 1.3.1013 4.3.109 3.42 ':
2.3.3.3 Radius, Mass, and Gravity -:'
Marsden and Sekanina have re-evaluated Roemer's (Reference 2-7)
calculation of the radius of Encke by using a phase function more appro-
priate to the tmmantled core of meteoric material than Lambert's law, as
assumed by Roemer. Their assumption of a geometric albedo of 0. I
leads to a radius of I.8 kin. Uncertainty in the _orosity of the residual
volatilematerial causes some uncertainty in the density. An assumed _:
density of 1.01eads to a mass of 2x 1016g. Matsen (Reference 2-9), has
reported much lower albedos, in the range of 0.01 to 0.02 for some
asteroids. The surface of these bodies probably consists of carbonaceous
@.
material. If the surface of Encke is similar, and is free of highly reflec- _i•
tive icy material, a similarly low albedo may be appropriate. An albedo
of 0.02 leads to a radius about 2.2 times larger, and a mass of about .:
2 x 1017 g. , .-
When the uncertainty in radius is combined with the uncertainty in
the density of comets, the uncertainty range of mass becomes large. In
the case of Encke, the combination of a low density (e.g., 0. I g/cm 3,
corresponding to a porous structure) and a high albedo leads to a mass
2-23 !!
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of about 1014 g. On the other hand, the combination of a high density
e.F
3
(e.g., 3 g/cm , corresponding to silicate rock) with a low albedo leads
17
to a mass of 5 x i0 g. Ifwe take the mass to be on the order of
1016 -1017 gin. the acceleration of gravity at the surface is 0.025 -
-z -l/z0.25 cm sec Note that the derived radius scales as A , the mass
as A "3/2 and the acceleration of gravity as A -3/2
2.3.3.4 Chemical Composition
Indirect information concerning the chemical composition of the
nucleus may be obtained from emission spectra of the coma and tail. For
Encke, strong lines of CN, C2, and C3, with weak lines of CH. NH, OH,
CO + , and N2+ (References 2-31 and 2-32) are observed. These compounds
are alr,_ost certainly not constituents of the nucleus but derived by dissoci-
ation of compounds such as H20, NH 3, CH 4, CO 2, and possibly more
complex molecules. While it is not possible to infer the abundance, or
even th( exact nature of these parent molecules from the spectral data,
the spectra indicate that the abundant elements of the C, N, O group played
a major role in the condensation and accretionary processes leadi.lg to
.I
the formation of the cometary nucleus. Hydrogen is present at least
insofar as it combined to form compounds such as H20, k_-I3, and CH 4,
and as indicated by hydrogen Lyman- _ emission observed surrounding
Encke (around one tenth the amount surrounding comet Bennett). It is
likely that highly volatile compounds such as CH 4 are trapped as clathrate
compounds (Reference 2-10). Helium, and the other inert gases were
probably depleted, whereas the lithophilic elements Mg, Fe, Si, Ca. etc.
were probably present in something like their solar abundance relative to
the CNO group. This assumption leads to the conclusion that about
20 percent Iby weight) of the cometary nucleus consists of oxidized com-
pounds of these elements.
2.3.4 Relationship of Encke to the Taurid Meteors
It is established that the Taurid meteor shower is associated with
ejecta from Encke. Since volatile materials would be quickly lost from *
such small bodies well beyond their perihelion distance, the existence of
these bodies is clear evidence that the nucleus of Encke contains a non- _ :
volatile component. The a_sence of fragmentation in these meteors ,_
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indicates that this nonvolatile material is well bonded. Taurids are
observed not only as relatively small (_ 1 g) photographic meteors, but
also as bright fireballs photographed by the 5mithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory, indicating the presence of bodies up to tens of kilograms in
this meteor stream (Reference 2-33).
Estimates of the age of this stream (Reference 2-34) are in the
range of thousands of years. If correct, these calculations show that
Encke's comet has been a member of the inner solar system for a long
time, and lost a large amount of mass, both in volatile and nonvolatile
form.
It is difficult to estimate the mass of material in the Taurid stream,
as its dimensior, s are not .known. If it is assumed that the present rr'ass
of Encke is 2 x 1016 g (corresponding to a radius of 1.8 km and a density
of 1 g/cm3), and that the average mass loss ,_M/M per orbital period
over the last century is 0.2 percent, then the recent rate of loss of mate-
rial from Encke is about 1013g/yr. Although the relatively great age of
C_ E_lcke (in terms of time spent in the inner solar system) argues in favor
of its nucleus being enriched in nonvolatile material over its original
value of - 20 percent, it is likely that gas loss still predominates over
loss of nonvolatile matter, so a rate of loss of particulate matter of the
order of 1012g/yr or less is plausible. This must be primarily in the
form of large particles (e. g., - 1 cm and larger) to account for the absence
of solar continuum radiation from its coma at the present time.
Monte Carlo calculations (Wetb-'rill, unpublished) indicate that approxi-
mately 10 percent of the solid matter in this size range ejected from
Encke will ultimately strike the earth, provided that the particles are
sufficiently strong to resist prior disruption by collision with interplane-
tary matter in the ~ 107 years for the earth to sweep up this material. If _
Encke has been more or less in ite present orbit for 1000 years, the total
O15gejected solid matter is -- 1 at the rate assumed above. These calcula- !
tions indicate that the fraction swept up per year will be 10%/10 7 = 10 -8 ,
giving a total yield of -107g/yr. The actual impact rate of Taurids is
109g/yr,gre_.er, perhaps - probably in part as a consequence of the
:_ argument of Encke's perihelion having been such that over this period of ",:
time clooe approaches to the ¢;arthhave had a greater probability than
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that associated with a random orientation of the argument of perihelion. )
i In addition, the rate of mass loss was probably greater in the past.
Liller (Reference 2-26) estimates the mass of a "new" periodic comet to
be - 1018g, therefore containing - 2 x 1017g of nonvolatile matter. During
the initialphase of the comet's life,much of the emitted matter would have
been in the form of micron-size particles, subject to nongravitational
forces such as radiationpressure, Poynting-Robertson effect,and solar
wind impact. The survival of five percent of this mass in the form ofO
16
large particleswould lead to a mass in the Taurid stream of -I0 g.
Although all these calculations contain large uncertainties, estimates of
the rate at which meteors from the Taurid stream strike the earth are
consistent with estimates of the rate of loss from the nucleus of Encke.
•' It seems most plausible to suppose that the nonvolatile material
from which the meteoroids are derived was detached from the nucleus
near perihelion, being swept along with the escaping gas. However,
, Harold and Whipple (Reference 2-35) have concluded that the dispersion
among the Taurid orbits indicates that ejectiontook place in the asteroid _..
'i{ belt, .resumably because of collisons with asteroidal material. The mass
:_._! of m_terial in the Taurid streams is inconsistentwith the yield expected
•.::_ from a well-bonded body of this size moving through the asteroid belt
'i (Reference 2-36). Itis possible that the sublimation of icy material near
ii perihelion leaves loosely bonded nonvolatilematerial on the surface,
":\_! which is more readily removed by collisionin the asteroid belt, or that
•- cometary flares in the asteroid belt ejected this material at an earlier,
•_, more active, stage in the history of the comet.
-.._
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" ' 2 4 THE COMA OF ENCKE'S COMET
2.4. I General Properties of Cometary Comas Applicable to Emcke
2.4. I. 1 Gas Emission
The simplest model for the coma of a comet assumes spherical
symmetry of the nucleus both in terms of its physical properties and its
temperature, and the rotation of the nucleus and all temporal effects
(both transitory and evolutionary) are ignored (Reference 2-37). Since
the cosmic abundance of oxygen is large relative to that of carbon and
nitrogen, it is assumed that the bulk of the gas which escapes from the
nucleus is H20(References 2-38, 2-39, 2-40, 2-41). It is not obvious
on theoretical grounds that this must be the case, since H20 is less
easily vaporized than other volatiles (see Figure Z-14)• However, since
OH and large quantities of H are observed to be associated with P/Encke,
it seems reasonable to assume that HzO is the dominant molecule. More-
over, the laboratory work of Delsemme and Wenger (Reference 2-10)
suggests the gases more volatile than H20 are incorporated with water
"_ in the structure of clathrate snows, so that independent vaT, orization
rates may have limited meaning in the actual cometary environment.
The predominance of H20 among the volatile components of another
comet (1969g) has been argued by belsemme (1971) (Reference 2-42) on
the basis that an observed, identical heliocentric dependence of both H +
and OH- light flux probably arises from a three-step process in which
vaporization of water is the most plausible first step. Other molecules
can be assumed to be carried along with the HzO gas, but to behave
independently as far as photochemical and plasma interaction processes
are concerned,
It is expected that gas leaves the surface of the nucleus at approxi-
mately the speed of sound corresponding to the temperature of the
surface, and that the Mach number is unity at the surface, correspond-
ing to 400-700 m sec "1 for eurface temperatures of 250-750°K. As a
consequence of the spherical divergence of the flow, the Mach nurvber
increases rapidly, as shown in Figure 2-15a for _ = 1 AU, and beyond
:A a distance equal to a few times the radius of the nucleus the bulk speed
:_! is essentially constant and the temperature very small. The number _
i
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densities of H20 and other molecules
1020 decreases approximately as the in-
verse square of the distance from
the nucleus out to a distance of the
order of 10 4 kin, where the effects
_ of photodissociation become im-
portant. Figure Z-15b illustrates
the exchange of dissociationproducts
for water with increasing distance
N" from the nucleus.
1012
The radius of the region with-
in which the gas is mostly in the
10I0 form of parent molecules must be
l 10 of the order of T/V, where I"is the
HELIOCENTRICDISTANCE(AU) characteristictime for photodis-
Figure Z-14. _/aporizationrate z, sociationby sunlight,and V is the
tool cm -2 sec'*, for various snows
as a function of heliocentric distance, expansion speed of the undissoclated
in AU, computed for the steady state gas. Since for most molecules, .._
temperature of a rotatingcometary 04
nucleus with an albedo a = 0. I T I -1O5 sec at i AU, the charac-
teristicsize of the "molecular"
i
... H 109 - \ -
_F. 1.0 '_ 107 OH, H \ .,o -
-
1,oi- /o ..
0010 102 103 iO4 ,05 106 102l" / H2%;_-" i _•_.
RADIALDISTANCEFROMNUC_US (KM) I0 i I _ I I , I _ _I_'U
I47
10 Io2 mo3 io4 io5 io6
Figure Z- 15(a), Velocity l:)rofiles RADIALDISTANCE_OM NUCLEUS(1(/_ :'
for tEe Cometary Atmosphere at
I AU Figure Z-15(b), Density Profiles for
a HzO, OH, H, O Cometary Atmo-
sphere at i AU (According to a
Calculation by Mendis et al,)
(Reference 2-37)
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region must be of the order of 4x l0 4 - 4x l0 5 km at 1 AU. The region
i must shrink as the comet approaches the sun, since V is a very weak
function of r, whereas voc i/r 2. On the other hand the total brightness
of the coma must increase as the comet approaches the sun since this
depends only on the solar photon flux and on the total number of molecules
present, unless the coma is opticall,., thick.
The overall distribution of a given species of parent molecule
should be such that the dencity varies as r "2 exp (-V/rv), with the appro-
priate value of r being used for any given species. As indicated in Fig-
ure 2-15b, neutral daughter products should be absent from a small
region around the nucleus, and beyond that their density must decrease
less rapidly than that of the parent molecules, since the dilution
associated with the spherical expansion of the flow is to some extent ,_
counteracted by continued production. Eventually, however, when the
parent molecules are removed, the density of the daughter products in turn
decreases rapidly as they too are removed by photodissociation, photo-
ionization,or collisionswith solar wind particles. In the case of H
atoms, the main loss process is charge exchange with solar wind
" protons, but for other species the main loss processes are probably
photodissociation in the case of molecules and radicals, and photo-
ionization in the case of atoms. In order to conserve momentum, any
excess energy (i. e., above that required for dissociation) should be
given mainly to the lightest of the daughter products if it is not absorbed
in electronic, vibrational, or rotational excitation. Thus we must
expect that the atomic hydrogen component of the coma gas may be
strongly heated, and can therefore expand at a considerably higher
speed (i. e., perhaps several kilometers per second), than the
400-700 meters sec "1 to be expected Ior the parent molecules and
heavier radicals. This higher speed, together with a smaller loss rate,
enables the atomic hydrogen component of the coma to extend to far
greater distances than any other component (i.e., 105-106 kin).
These estimates of the expansion velocitiesand radial scales
for the density variation of the neutral gaseous coma are essentially
independent of the comet concerned, since the stat.._ "the nucleus does i
"!_ not affect suy of the arguments substantially. The nu_ _us must, of
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course, control the net flux of parent molecules so that the number
; density at any given distance from the nucleus can be expected to vary
from one comet to another, even if the scales of the spatial variations
must be more or less the same. Some distortion of the atomic hydrogen
coma from a meteorless spherical distribution can be expected since
the radiation pressure of solar Lyrnan-_ is comparable with solar
gravity, and this presumably is the explanation for the slightly
elongated emission contours that are observed for the scattered Lyman-a_
(Figure 2-16). This observation of Comet Bennett was made by OGO V.
An important consequence of an expanding cometary coma is that
it will cause solid material (perhaps coated with ice) eroded away from
the surface of the nucleus as the volatiles evaporate to be blown away
from the nucleus. For a particularly active comet, the nucleus may
be completely enshrouded by radially moving grains so that the apparent
magnitude of the nucleus can change significantly. The dynamics of grain _
motion has been discussed by Finson and Probstein (Reference 2-44), and
Delsemme etal., (References 2-I0, II, 42, 45). As far as the
_. grains are concerned the flow is free-molecular, although the expansion
of the coma gas as a whole is essentially hydrodynamic. The very /
smallest grains could, in principle, achieve speeds as large as the
-I
expansion speed of the gas (i.e., several hundred meters sec );how-
ever, speeds of the order of 1-10meters sec °I appear more likely for
snowflake-sized particles. The thin, sheet-like structure of Type II
tails is clear evidence that most of the grains involved have not been :_
accelerated tovery high speeds, The smallest grains are strongly
affected by solar radiation pressure, and all grains which undergo
substantial mass loss by evaporation may have their trajectories
affected if the rnass loss is not symmetrical.
3.4, I.2 The Icy Grain Model
Delsemme and Miller (Reference 2-45) have pointed out that the
processes of photodissociation and ionization associated with emission
of neutral gas from the nucleus cannot account for all the properties J
of t_ coma and tail because the solar flux is insufficient over a
i_) 10:-lO 4 km cross section of neutral _as at several AU to account for
" the amount of excited material needed to supply thes_ features. They
z-3,
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have suggested that gases emitted from the nucleus are already in the
form of radicals or molecules in elevated energy states. Also, the
desorption times of gaset trapped on an icy nucleus are too long to pro-
vide the observed mass of the coma.
Combining these objections with the results of laboratory experi-
ments simulatinfs cometary c¢_nditions (Reference 2-10), Delsemrne
and Miller propesed a model of cometary emissions alon S the ._ollowing
lines: The t'vpe of envi-onment in which cornets find themselves when
far from the sun favors the condensation of water in a snowy, lattice-
like, rather than smooth, icy form (e.g., CH 4 • 6H20). The snowy
substance is a clathrate ifitis or partiallyformed of radical gases. As
a cometary nucleus including an exposed clathrate component approaches
the sun, some of the most volatileabsorbed gas or ga-'esof the core or
icy mantle (CH 4 is a good candidate) is desorbed by energy f,'om the
increasing solar fl,tx and expelled from the surface ¢f the nucleus. On
bein& expelled, the gas detaches small ,.'cygr_tinsof th# snow, an effect
consistent with thatobserved in the laboratory, and presumably releases )
frozen nonvolatileparticles as well. The gas molecules are then accel-
erated and dissociated and ionized. In leaving the nucleus, the escaping
gas blows the smaller detached icy grains and released dus_ along with
it. The grains in turn contain more .'rapped,volatilegas which they
release by absorbing solar radiationas they move outward. They also
evaporate to water vapor as they go, and the trapped gas molecules
break them up further as they escape from the grains themselves,
perhaps releasing _dditionaldust as wp11. Water vapor is, of course,
evaporated directlyfrom ice in the nucleus as well.
The result of the process should be to surround the nucleus with
l a halo of icy particleswhich are accelerated fro.n the nucleus along with
the primary neutral gas. The grains become progressively smaller
with increasing cometocentric distance because of sublimation by solar
energy and pulverization by secondary desorption of additionaltrapped
gas. The gr_:.nspresumably deliver radicals to largez cometocentric
distances in tnisway, acting as a surrogate nucleus of enlarged diana-
eter in p._ce of an i,_ner coma of pure neutral gas. _._
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The icy halo model has implications with respect to every cometary
feature, but the model is still too new to have been evaluated thoroughly
in all its ramifications. ]_o attempt at such an evaluation is made .%ere,
but selected attributes of the halo are quoted or deduced where appropriate.
Delsemrne and Miller (Reference 2-II), in the third of a series of
four papers on the halo, giv_ considerable attention to vaporization rates
ofvarl-:,s possible volatile constituents of cometary ices. Their estimate
of the number and mass of grains in the halo follows (reproduced from
their paper):
"Two ways are open to assess the possible number of grains
in the halo: the laboratory experinuents (paper I) and the
cometary ob_ e zvations.
L_ the laboratory, the production rate observed was only
assessed visually. This _ives an order of magnitude of
one grain crn-2 sec -1. '-he average grain_s diameter is
0. 6 mrn (Fig. 2A, paper I). With an apparent density of
0.44 crn -3, its aver,._e mae_ "is about 5 x 10 -5 g, _ivin 8 a
mass production rate oi" :ra'ns of 5 x 10 -5 g cm "2 sec-l,
as compared with _,rn,_ssproduqtion rate of water vapo," +
rnethave of 2.65 x 1018 rnol crn"- sec -I : S x 10-5 g cm "2
? sec -1. The ratio of the grain and gas production rates is
therefore m = 0.63, w_-ose order of magnitude only-/ should
be meaningful.
The assessment from cometary observations relies on tLe
comparative brightness of the central condensation to the
global brightness of the continruzn. In many cornets
showing a continuum, and in particular in new quasi-
parabol_: cornets which usually show a strong continuum
the light d lstribution is often stronger in the continuum
than in the rnolecul_r emissions. (On the other hand
E. Roemer's determinations (1969) show that in most "'
cases, the brightness of the head is, on the average,
at least five rnagnitude_, that is 100 times brighter, than
the central condensation.) Assuming that the albedo of
the grains is the same as the albedo of the nucleus, the
total cross se,.tional area of the visible grains is at least
100 times larger than the cross sectional area of the
central condensation, which might stillbe slightly
orighter than the 'true nucleus'. "Ibis conclusion i,__nde-
pendent of any phase function, as itwould be the same for
the nucleus and the grains. Ifwe assur_e a spherical
_ucleus of 2 _ radius, its cross sectionai. area i_
i011. 1 cruZ. This means a cross sectional area of at
leest i0 TM I cm 2 for the visible grains. The initialmean
, diameter of the grain being 0.6 ram, as the evaporation
pro-_eeds linearly, the average cross-section per grain
is 10-L. : cm 2 and there are I016 gr visible in the coma.
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This result implies that the number density of the grains i
is small enough to see almost all of them. Their life-
time being I02_-5 sec (Section 9, formula (25), with
Z = I017.2.), there is a grain l_roduction of 10 TM 5 gr/sec-l
or a produ _ion rate of 0. 67 g-/cm-2 sec-l. Their initial
mass bein_ _0 -4- 3 g, the masa flow rate of t}'e_rains is
about 107.'2 g sec -I, or amass flux of m G = I0-'-4,.5g
cm-2 sec-1 Therefore m = 0.43.
This coul.dbe a lower limit, as it is based on the assumption that
the central condensation brightness is the brightness of the true
nucleus. It could also be an upper limit as the fine dust component
might also contribute a sizable fraction of the continuum light even
ifits mass component remains negligible, because of the small
size of a large number of grains; therefore diminishing the con-
tribution of the large icy grains. The fact that our two assess-
ments point to the same order of magnitude shows that ther_ is
at least no inconsistency. "
One of the principal effects of the halo phenomenon would be to
alter the relative amounts of constituents of the coma at various dis-
tances from the nucleus. Since some of the water vapor would be pro-
duced by sublimation of the expelled grains rather than the snow or ice
of the nucleus itseli, and some radicals would be preformed in the ice,
having been deposited with, and trapped in, the snow, the curves of
Figure 2-15b should be modified to account for the necessary redistribu-
tion of densities. No quantitative assessment of the redistributed densi-
ties is available, but radical modification is not anticipated. The relative
grain and gas production rates quoted above suggest that perhaps half the
water in the coma arises from the grains rather than the nucleus, thus
flattening the initial slope of the H20 curve in Figure 2-15b and moving
the remainder of it outward. Adjustment of the other curves would have
to be made accordingly.
The dynamic behavior of icy grains is treated extens._vely in the
third paper of Delsemme and Miller. Most grains reach their terminal
velocities of 0. 1 to 1 kin/see within 1000 seconds of their departure from
the nucleus. The size of the halo is also estimated in this paper. The
radius of the halo is not unique but is a function of grain size. Fig-
ure 2-17 and its caption, adapted from Delsemme and Miller (Refer-
ence 2-I 1), show the dependence of halo radius on certain selected
particle sizes. The uushaded section of the graph defines the range of _"
heliocentric distance, 0.34 to l AU, applicable to the 1984 Encke
rendezvous.
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Figure Z-17. Extent in Kilometers of a few Icy Halos Built
Up with Grains of a Single Size, as a Function
_ of the Heliocentric Distance, AU.
The parameters correspond to grains of clathrate hydrates plus
some free methane (k = 5, A = 0.9) stripped from a nucleus whoseO
! C_ radius is Z km. Eighty-seven percent of the distribution observed in the
_ !_ ._- laboratory lies between the two solid lines (a ° = 0. l and 1 mn_); the
....: radius of grains is given for other hypothetical halos in dotted and dashed
• _ lines. The envelope of all halos for different particle sizes is also shown
::, by a thin sol, id line near log RTr = 4. Z for a nuclear temperature of Z00°K,
and log RTr = 3.9 for a nuclear temperature of 50°K. Observe the sharp
._._ gravitational cutoff near 3.5 AU.
; Nearly 90 percent of the particles, as anticipated from laboratory
"" results, would go no farther than 4000 km from the nucleus at 1 AU, and
the largest would not survive beyond 16,000 kin. The radius for all but
r
the largest grains decreases monotonically with decreasing r. The
dependence of the average, halo radius R H on heliocentric distance r for
the average 0.3 mm grains, represented in the figure by the wavy line
1.22
segment, can be written R H = 3Z00r , with r in AU, R H in kilometers.
Clearly, the halo is e.xpected to occupy much the same region as is gener-
all), conceded to the neutral inner coma in prehalo models of coma forma-
tion {Figure Z-15b).
, An impc rant aspect of the halo is its visibility. Figure Z-18, from
g__ Delsemme and Miller (Reference 2-1t) illustrates the calculated bright-
i _*_: ness profile based on their model. The hal. is clearly expected to be
substantially brighter in the center than at the circumference.
t
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:- Figure 2-18. Brightness Profile of the Continuum,
,0 , RefIected by the Icy Halo, as a Function of its
/ __i Distance from the Nucleus. To limit the central
_,,_ peak, a simulated seeing of x = 0.0! has been
adopted. This corresponds, for a halo radius of
,o2 10 kin, to a 0.3 _eeingwhen the comet is at a
geocemtric disr_uce of 0.4 AUo
!
_.s 0 *.s 2. 4. 2 Specific Properties of Encke's Coma11 FluJ,c_Oe_OF_AO _It_
2.4. Z. I Emitted Mass
: The nucleus of Encke begins to emit sufficient quantities of volatile
material to produce a visible coma at a distance of about I.5 AU. The
total emission of gas per perihelion passage _s at present 0.03 percent of
the mass, according to Marsden and Sekanina (Reference Z-Z5). Using the
:: value of the albedo adopted by these authc.rs, this corresponds to a mass
1012loss of 6 x g per perihelion pz.-.dge, or an average loss of
_6 x 105g/sec during the approxi_,ately tOO-day active phase of the
, perihelion passage, prim_: l| prior to perihelion.
= ; 2.4.2.2 Volatile Compouent
,_ If we adopt Sekanina's value of 10 g per revolution as a first esti-
--_ mate of the present outgassing rate, tne density of H20 molecules in the
•-_ coma is approximately a factor 10 ).e:_s than indicated in Figure Z-15b and
.--b: ; a factor of 40 to 800 less than the _.st'i_n; te of Delsemme and Miller quoted
• :::" earlier, which was not for Encke, but fc _ another comet. The mass loss
: which takes place during the few n_,:,nths around perihelion (where the
planned rendezvous will occur) corresponds to an evaporation rate of the
order of 10 Z9 H20 molecules sec "1 A l._etter estimate will be possible
when details of recent observations of the Ly-man-a emission from tlae
coma of Encke become available. Ac :ording to the icy halo model,
roughly half the emission would be :n the form of icy grains,
:_ 2.4. Z. 3 Nonvolatile Comr)onent
• : Although the "dismantled core" consists p- marily of nonvolatile
" " ._._ mate,-i_!, according to the _roposed model of the nucleus this material is
now in the form of large aggregates, po_siblg a single piece and is not
] 97202 ] ] 77-06
f . • .
readily swept along with the escaping gas. IfEncke has a radius of
"_ 1! gram _ _.(- I.6 kin, a mean density of I.0 cn_ "3. and ernitn In29 H20 mole-#
-I -I
'_ cules sec at a velocity of 500 meters sec , then the maximum radius
. °3
of grains with density I.0 gram cm which can be blown away from the
comet is ~2.5 cm, assuming a drag coefficientof unity. The absence of
continuum radiationin the coma of Encke (References 2-2_, 2.-32)svggeets
that the coma wind is too weak to blow any significantquantity ok"solid
_ material away from the nucleus, or the supply of sufficientlysmall grains
e in the surface layers has been exhausted. Although the low continuum
.t radiation stillpermits as much as I0 percent of the emitted matter to be
in the form of grains a few millimeters in radius and an even greater
p
axnount in the form of larger particles with a lower ratio ._f surface to
._ mass, there is no evidence that such particles are now in the coma, and
it seems plausible that the fraction of volatilematerial lost is consider-
• ably greater than the fraction of nonvolatilematerial. A figure of
•_: 6 x 104g/sec during the activephase can be used for the rate of emission
"-, of meteoric matter; an uncertainty of at least an order of magnitude
I should be associated with thisfigure.
_: _._" 2.4.2.4 Asyrnrnetr_-
,._ The eRrlier discussion ox the nucleus of Encke pointed out the prob-
'_ able asyr_netry of emissions that _:reimplied by the existence of a non-
} gravitationalacceleration. Itmay. be inferred that the coma densities
._.} share the as}_-nmetry of the emitting surface, thus explaining, at least in
part, the asvmrnetric coma described in an earlier section. To a first
°.
_: approximation, then, it should be anticipatedthat gases in some parts of
-_
_ the coma are two or three times as dense as they are elsewhere. The
same statement would apply to icy grains and lithlcdust particles in the
absence of any theory or data to the contrary.
2.4.2.5 Visible Constituents
Sekanina (Reference 2-I9) has compared the totalgas abundance
_ deduced from dynamical considerations with the observed abundance of
*- C 2 for 23 short-period comets (see Figure 2-i9). There is some evi-
-_. dence that the ratio between the totaland C 2 densities,might tend to
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increase secularly. This is not surprising, since one would expect dif-
ferent volatiles to escape with differing rates from the nucleus. Despite _'_
}_ the fact that the nongravitational parameter has decreased markedly and
S_ the comet appears to be approaching its death date. Encke still shows
:_, 'evidence for a surprisingly large arnoui_t of gas. Its spectrum is well-
:i!I documented, and all the molecular species typical of comets have been
:_}_ observed. The spectrum is especially Strong in C 2 and C 3 and especially
_i;-,_ weak in continuum. Furthermore, Encke has recently been observed to
_'i have a large hydrogen cloud associated with it.. Accordingly, we might
expect that the physical processes associated with the coma are' similar
to those in younger and more spectacular cornets, but on a n.ornewhat
reduced scale. Table 2..2 lists the identified _n01ecular constituents of
Encke's coma and tail. Presm'nably these species are in the coma _n
varying proportions beyond 104 km from the nucleus, and theY or their t
(invisible)parent species (HzO, NH3, CH 4, etc.) are in the inner Coma
as well. "
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:_:i Table Z-2. Gas Species Present in Coma of Encke !
L
Molecular Species Emisslon Wavelengths P/Encke ::
CN 388 _ S
CZ 474 S '
516
56_
C 3 405 S
CH 428 W
NH 336 w
NH 2 630 w
OH 309 w
CO+ 400 W
4Z6
455
NZ _ 391 W
-_ Continuum " W
S = Strong M = Moderate W Weak
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2.5 INTERACTION WITH THE SOLAR WIND: THE CONTACT SDRFACE _AND THE TAIL :'
,>_
One major area of interest in cometary research is the nature of
the interaction between the plasma of the solar wind and the gases of the _/
,?
coma. The interaction may involve as many as three related processes. _*
First, the solar wind flux may contribute to the mechanism by which the !.
neutral parent molecules of gases emitted from the nucleus are dissocia- i _:-
ted and ionized. Second, the solar wind, and the interplanetary magnetic :;_!
field embedded in it, must play a dominant role in sweeping the ionized :_
constituents of the coma into the Type I (ion) tail and in shaping and main- 4
_C
raining the tail as it streams away from the coma in the antlsolar direc- "
_ion. Third, the solar wind, being supermagnetosonic and superalfvenic, .'_"
must prepare well upst,_eam for its encounter with the ionized coma by a ,,_
plasn_a physical process of deceleration, either through a coUisionless _
shock or a transonic ion exchange sheat. ",:
Encke has shown a Type I (ion) tail, especially during years of
e:_hanced solar activity. Whether visible from Earth or not, a tail should
be present as long as gases are emitted. Type I comet *.ails are the J
direct result of the interaction of the solar wind with the coma. The
solar wind does not impact directly upon the nucleus of the comet itself,
except perhaps at very great distances from the Sun where the surface J
temperature is so low that the coma effectively disappears. The cross (
sections for the various interactions between neutral atoms, radicals and
molecules in the coma, and ions and electron in the solar wind, yield L
such small collision rates that the neutral gas comprising the coma can
expand freely through the interplanetary plasma and magnetic field. On '_
the other hana the interplanetary magnetic field introduces an effective •
coupling between the solar wind and any ions produced from the neutral _:,
coma gas by charge exchange or photoionization. This can have a pro- ":?
nounced effect on the dynamics of the solar wind, since a transition to {•
subsonic flow should occur approximately at a point where the solar wind ;_
has doubled its mass flux by picking up new ions of cometary origin. _/
Two concepts of a comet's plasma interaction are current. The _ _z
first postulates a process analagous to that sunward of the earth's magnet- 4[b ,
osphere, where a collisionless shock would form upstream from the _
Z-40 + ,_ ,
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cornet. This model is still being developed by Bierman, Liist, Schmidt, _
and their collaborators. The second concept, developed by Wallis, pro- <_i
.._
poses a "transonic 'T process in which no shock forms.
A detailed description of the shock interaction model of the solar ,_
wind and the neutral coma gas is provided by Bierman et al.) Refer-
ence 2=46 (see Figure 2=20). The calculations were carried out only along :L
the Iine joining the Sun and the nucleus of the comet. Apart from the _.
effects of the inerplanetary magnetic field, this should be an approximate ",i
axis of syr_metry for the flow, and there should be a stagnation point .!
somewhere ahead of the nucleus The hydromagnetic detached shock '::
stands somewhere from I0G to 107 km upstream, reducing the bulk flow
velocity from an average of about 400 to I00 km/sec, and heating the ,_
plasma. Behind the shock, the solar wind gradually flows to a few Km/sec ,,_
• ,,t_
before arriving at the contact sur(ace, where an accumulated flux of _
>•)
interplanetary field stops or deflects the flow completely.
Unfortunately the calculations of Biermann et al. are not completely
consistent in that the treatment is' quasi one-dimensional, and the diver-
gence of the flow around the comet is accounted for in an ad hoe manner.
It is found that tile stagnation point occurs some lO 4 -lO 5 km ahead of
the nucleus, under the Conditions assumed. This stagnation point is .,
interpreted to lie on a contact surface which separates plasma of comet-
ary origin (on the inside', in the region containing the nucleus), from .!_
<
plasma which is partly of solar origin and partly of cometary origin on
the upstream (solar) side. The calculation is consistent only if the _:!
cometary plasma within the contact surface c_n exert a sufficient pres- _-.
sure to balance the solar wind pressure, which is unlikely at such a large _,
distance from the nucleus. It is more probable that the contact surface ,
lies at a distance of 10 3 =10 4 km in front of the nucleus, with the smaller %
figure probably more appropriate in the case of Encke. It seems there- .-:,
fore that Biermann and his colleagues overestimated the effects of flow .,
divergence in their first calculations, especially since t_his/is the only "
parameter controlling the position of the contact surface if the solar wind
parameters, and the parameters determining the flow of gas from the _
nucleus to the coma, are fixed. _)
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4_ important process in deceleration of the solar wind behind
An the
ili!'i the shock is exchange of charge between the solar wind and the cometary
":_ gases. Some of the solar wind protons are neutralized while some of
'._-_ the cometary gases are ionized and forced to flow downstream with the
%;! interplanetary field. The relatively rnassive local ions added to the flow
_ result in a net deceleration of the plasma. This process has led Wallis,
,_
_. in a calculationignoring divergence of flow altogether, to the conclusion
: that charge exchange and photoionizationcan occur in such a way that the
solar wind iS gradually and smo0thlydecelerated from supersonic to
subsonic speed without the generation df any shock at all. This result,
which contradicts earlier suggestions•that,astrong shock should be
present , is probably close to the tz'uth, However, since itdoes not allow
for any divergence from the flow/ it does not help us estimate the posi-
tion of the contact surfaQe, Which should certainlybe present.
:_ The general character of the solar wind or interactionwith the:
._ coma of Encke at I AU is indicated in Figure Z-2I. A shock transition
" occurs on the fringes of the interaction'region, but immediately ahead of
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Figurez-z . Principal ReflOns of Coma and Sohr Wind
[.."ki_, the comet the transition from supersonic to subsonic flow: II_y' be slliooth- , '
.::L_ as described by Wallis, This is indicated by the dashed eection ofthe
• ] '
':if! nominal shock curve in the figui_e. Within the subsonic region_ehind .the[. -,
...,_,] shock wave,, the plasma is heavily loaded with ions of comet_rYr,,_origi[n, : "-
.:"_ and the magnetic fieldis stronger than itwould be in theundist_i_bed solar
:., wind. The mixed cometary and solar plasma flows ar0undthe contact - /
"';. surface and the interplanetary magnetic field(s compressed against it y,-/ _ ._
: with the fieldstrength reaching sometihing likethe stagnation value o.f" [[_
50- 10O ¥. Within the contact surface there can be nosolar wind plasma, _
and the plasma that exists must be entirely, produced by photoioni_t_io_-of
neutral coma gas. Collisionsbetwceen _he outflowing neutral coma g_s and
the coma plasm_ force,the latteragainst the inside of the contact surface
in _uch a manner that there is pressure _balanceacross the surface, _
Y Ultimately of course the momen_m fluxof the solar wind can l_e,co_,-
•i, sidered as held off.by the fr_ction between the CO,ha plasma and t_e fiow:. ",
_ f" ing neutral comagaso' Unfortunatel_rthe[d_tailedbebivio_ Of'tlle i_:: ,• , ,
plasma has not Yet been._nalyzed-qu.anttta ively_(_ Conse_._in_y _ ,_.[_o} :_%... v ._.
;; ,'.",¢ ' ,,. ' , ,,1 , , ',''_"_.,'_"-." _..,'_ ,_:w_ ' "'_,,_i;.,__ _,_ _,_
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yet know whether the coma plasma is lost mostly by recombinat_.on in the a
vicinity of the contact surface or by the flow into the wake of the comet,
thus leading to the formation of a Type I tail.
The temperature of the coma plasma should be maintained almost
_ntirely by photoelectron heating, since there is almost no other source.
, In any case, the mean thermal energy per electron ion pair cannot be
m,_re than about 1 eV. Consequently to achieve a pressure balance at the
contact surface, it is necessary that the number density of the coma
: plasma be of the order of 104-10 5 -3" cm At such densities the recombi-
nation rate can be expected to be rather high, since most of the ions
•' CO2+); concerned will be molecular (e.g. CO +, and therefore liableto
dissociativerecombination with a recombination lifetime of the order of
• ",;
_]I 10Z-10 3 seconds. These lifetimesare less than or of the same order of
"_ _ the time required for plasma tc [low out of ttz coma ifthe characteristic
!':J speed of the flowis 1 km sec -1, andhence recombination must be an
::* important process as far as the coma plasm_ is concerned.
'_ The contact surface is liable to flute instabilities on its forward
_'i side since the interplanetary magnetic field around the outside i_ curved
: _ in such a way that it would be likely to contract and enter the region of
':!i., co_ _a plasma. Friction between the outf]owing neutral coma gae and
. t the coma plasma may exert a stabilizing influence, but it is far from
'"_i clear that complete stabilization can be achieved. Indeed just such an
; instability is required to mix the coma plasma with the .nterplanetary
;
field and so produce the rays and other features assoc.;ated with Type I
• i' tails; hence the above description which implies the existence of a sharp
contact surface should be modified accordinoly. The contact surface is
also liable to Helmholtz instabilities wherever there is a substantia,
shear between the coma plasma and, the external flowing plasma. How-
ever, it is not easy to see the effects of such an instability in the presence
of the flute instability, which in a sense allows magnetic fields to diffu3e
into and be captured by the coma plasma; thus producing a proteative
,_ envelope which could tend to stabilize the contact surface.
.}' Many attempts have been made to correlate tail activity with activity
_;:. on the sun. Some such correlation might be expected since solar activity .j
"7i_ is associated with increased solar wind flux, and an enhancement of the
Z-44
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_!. solar UV flux. The empirical results of Whipple and Douglas-Harr_iton
(Refereuce 7.-5) and Whipple's recent amendment o£ them are described in
an earher section.
Z. 6 ENCKE CHarACTERISTICS COMPARED WITH OTHER COMETS
The value of a selected cornet mission sould depend heavily on
whether the targeted comet is likely to provide information on comets
as a class. For the forseable lucre, no mission to a nonperiodic comet
can be anticipated, so a target for a comet mission will necessarily be
drawn from the subclass of periodic comets, and it is all the rn_re impor-
tant to know that a given comet is a suitable object of study.
Althoagh all comets are individuals, Encke is reasonably represen-
tative of others in dimension and composition. Figure 2-_)2 shows how
certain characteristics of Encke compare with the rang of these charac-
teristics shared with comets in general. A separate compilation of the
comparison follows in Table 2-3.
NUCLEUS OTt_E_ C0_,._TS
0.5 5 15 2_ KM
_. • RADIUS D..,CKEL _ J I i
• ._zSS 1014 1017 1020G_
L I I 1 i I I |
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{VOLATIUE/NONVOt_TIL_| O_HE_: VOLAT|CE [ E_--_I. _O_JVOLAnLE
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Figure Z-ZZ, Encke Characteristics Compared with Other Comets
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Table Z-3. Characteristics of Encke Compared with Other Comets -_
"_ Other _omets
(From "Ati_ ot Cometar_ Fcrrns';J Encke
General: The compc*s_tion, _peciailv the gas/ High gas;d'_$t ratio. _'_¢ percent
dust ratio, var:es _idely among comets
:;ucleus: D.u%,'neter, I to S0 km D*arneter..). 5 to _ krn
M_ss, |015 to _0Zl g Mass. to R.-n1014 [9 I'
C_mposiuon, _olatile molecules Composh;on. r,on_o_tt|e _cre "tith exposed
_paren_s of obs_r%ed spec_es_. _o|at1[e _ onstlt..zen_s
Meteoric particles, micron grams
Coma: Obsez'_ed constztgev_'s, _, CN, C Z. Observed col_stltuents, C._, C Z, C], CH, NH,
., C_. CH. NH, NH z. OH. CO*, NH Z, OH. CO _. .";;
_:oI. x_.cH'. o.t d,_
": " , Diameter,, t0 4 to !'0 h k._n . Diameter. l,_ "_ I_ 4 x 10 5 km
Gas density; t{Y 14 _rnolec_es/cm ] Gas den saty. 4 x l012 , 5 x 10 i3 cm -.'_
a_ nucle_ts fcr tery bright comets
"_ Velocitzes. neutral species and Velociue_-. V _1 kin/see ,
- . dust-up to I kmlsec expansion
Hydroge.. coma, postulat:d. Hydrogen coma. observed
" obser_ea i_ ".h.-ee case_
. :" _ Tail: length, up to 10 8 krn length. 10 5 to 4 x t0 _ km
Width, _p to t0 6 km Width, 4&10 b krn
Ion tails are present in about Ion tai] onl_
i 30 percent of comets
g
i" 2.7 I_HSSION RELATED PROPERTIES OF ENCKE
-.-_-:; 2.7.1 Viewing Conditions -_.}
:.g_ Coordination be_ve_en local measurements by spacecraft instru-q
andments remote measurements by eazth-based observations will
_I undoubtedly play an important role in a rendezvous _nnission. The dura-
_'I tion and quality of earth-based observations for a given mission will
_ depend on the changing relationships of earth, sun and comet. Since the
_._i
_:_ orbits of earth and Encke are asynchronous, these relationships vary
;-: from pass to pass, and at= not all equally advantageous from the stand-
'_ point of acquiring correlated observations.
Apparitions of Encke can be divided into three categories: th_se in
which the comet is observed only before perihelion, only after perihelion,
or both before and a_ter perihelion. ,A history of Encke acquisitions from
1885 to 1951 is the subject of Appendix B. The implied viewing condi-
-tions for possible Encke missions are summarized here.
-_ The categories of Encke acquisition are defined by the,position of
¢ the earth in its orbit at the time of the comet's perihelion. Figure 2-Z3
!ii displays three views of the earth's orbit corresponding to the three cate- "_
;,._ gories designated above, At the left, the heavy arc corresponds to the
" 2- 46
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f'_- range of positions of the earth, at times of Encke's perihelion (small
circles), for which the comet was observed only inbound. In the center,
the hea_/archas the same meaningfor acquisition_ only outbound. At
the right, the heavy arc represents the range of _arth's positions corre-
_ sponding t.';acquisition before and after perihelion. The asterisk on the
arc at leftindicates the location of earth at the time of Encke's 1980
perihelion; telescopic observations of the outbound comet in 1980-81 are
extremely unlikely in this case. The asterisk at right shows the earth's
location at the time of the comet's perihelion in 1984: Conditions govern-
ing telescopic obsezvation o£ Encke both before and after perihelion are
favorable in this case.
ACQUISITIONS BEFORE
P_tHELO_ONLY ACQUISITION 0F.FORE
. AND AFT_ PBIIHELION ,
, ¢ -- \ / /
Zl ¢i
_ ...__ \ _ r_._._....;---_ " | i ; ,_,_ I ;
. - "_._._- I. 7/ _.
_'__ ACQUISITIONS AFTB_ "_.PEIilHELION ONLY _ "_-
Figure Z-23. Positions of Earth at Encke's Perihelion Times
for Various Viewing Conditions
Figure 2-24 shows an ecliptic plane projection of earth and Encke
orbits in an inertial system. Sinmltaneous positions of earth _nd Encke
are shown in the upper half ol the figure for the comet's 1984 app,-ouch
tothe sun. Actual positions of observation during the 1951 approach, ,_,
one of the most completely monitored of all, are shown in the lower half
.
of the figure. The 1951 experience and the summary of historical condi-
tions in Figure Z-Z3 suggest that the _dewing angles of i984should be' :,i
advantageous to comprehensiv,_, telescopic observations of Encke from :.
earth and correlation with measurements made at the comet.
i_,_ The next duplication of the favorable geometry of the 1984 oppor-
tunity will occur in 1994. The 1987 pass; with perihelion iu July, belongs ,,
to a sequence of relatively unfavorable passe.s. It would be represented
2-47 ' ' ,_
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Figure 2-24, Comparison of Vie_ving Geometry from Earth to Encke
_ for 1964 and 1950 Apparitions
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!'': by a point in the lower right quadrant a litt}ebeyond the end of the heavy _i
arc in the center of Figure z-Z3. During the most recent of these ur.fav-
orable passes, in 1954, the brightness of Encke was never reported as
better than 19th apparent magnitude, according to VsekhsvyatsMi's notes.
The 1980 pass, with perihelion in December, is part of a relatively favor- _,
able sequence in which good observations have been made before peri-
• helios,, out there were no post-perihelion recoveries in 1937 and 1947,, _
_cr,_rding to Vsekhvsyatskii. The 1980 opportunity should on balance,
be almost as good as the 1984 one, as far as pre-perihelion coordination _
with earth-based observations is concerned. _"
2.7.2 Nonuniformity of the Nucleus
It is not possible to say anything with much certainty concerning ,*_
the details of the structu're of ,eitherthe surface or the interio--of the ._
nucleus, It is poss[bl e, however, to draw some inferences for mission .r.*
planning. It seems quite reasonable, for example, that e'scaping ga_es
have caused the surface of the nucleus to become vesicular, but +.hesize .':
-:. of the pores is a completely open question, The internal structure of
• J
the nucleus could consist of a single core or of a number of sn'_lIe_
bodies which will become separated following the final loss of all .'_.e
volatile material. Migration of material from the interior reservoir of
•
volatiles could be either through a single porous structure or through _,
i
the interstices of a conglomerate of individual accumulations of nonvola, i'_,
tile material. The former seems the more likely prospect for thlm .:_:
apparently late s:_ge of Encke's active era, _!i"'
Regardless of how the material to be emitted finds its way to the . ._
surface, where pre=perihelion heating removes the bulk of it,it:is cleat,
that emission itself is not uniform over the surface of the body. An '.
asymrnetri_ :emission is necessary to account_for the imbalance Oir forces "?
causing, the nongrav;.tat[onal acceleration, Moreover, t_tewell-known
asymmetry of Encke's egg-shaped coma suggests a higher density of "_:
expelled gases 0_ one side of the comet than on the other. _The:preferred
direction of efflux seemed to be toward the sun and in the chrecti0n of " : .
.._, motion Of the body along its orbit, with:an angle to the sun-comet lin_ : ..2t .
"_ greater than the six degrees that applies to a nurr_ber ofother camets.," " : _i
Since the maximum insolation occurs at the subsolar point Of the : i
• ; ', ,', • . . _ ., - ,
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'.:, surface, the offset in emission is taken as evidence of rotation of the :)
: nucleus with a period some tens of times the elapsed interval between
maximum heating and maximum endssion. Some asteroids are highly
irregular or elongated. Examination of light curves for Icarus and
others might yield an approximation to Encke's period. It would be of
great interest to determine whether the emitting area is a partlcular
section which is exposed each time it comes around to the sunlit hemi-
' sphere or merely the warmest section of a unLforml'y coated surface.
In either case, three implications are straight-forward: First, the
apparent dependence of emission on local heatingmakes certain regions
• , around the nucleus, e.g., behind itor along the axis of rotation, auspi-
'_ cious for observation with the least hazard t6 a hovering spacecraft;J
second, ifthe emission streamers proceed from particular locations
-%
on the surface, the surface should show visible structural detail, and
" observation from a pos_.tionabove a pole should afford an opportunity to
measure the spin rate, even at considerable distance (where nuclear
" features are stillUnresolvable); third, removal of most of the available
volatiles by the time of perihelion, at,the latest, should reveal an irre- 7_
,_. gular surface with resolvable features, making uost-perihelion measure-
_ ment of spin rate feasible with reduced hazard in any position around the
} •
5 nucleus.
;_ " 'Encke does not become entirely inactive _fter perihelion. Fig-
,]
. ure 2-2-5 is a scatter diagram of magnitudes against heliocentric distance,
":j where the macgnitudes' are those compiled by Vsekhsvyatskii (Ref-
_ erence 2-3; see Appendix J) for post-perihelion observation since 1885. ,
The Cla'shed lines define the general:trend in the magnitude-distance ._r-
relation. While the:scatter is too great to define any dependable curve
throug_ the points, it is immediately apparent that theslope of H with r
is much too high for the l/r 2 asteroidal taw ofbrightness 'to apply, The
solid line 1"epresenting,an arbitrary asteroidai dependence through the •
center of the magnitude range_ shows this. It may'be Concluded there- "
fore that Enckeis asymmetric behavior With re'spe:ct to'perihelion has
,_ the advantage that many,measurements, including those Of the., mom'entum.
, properties' of emitted gases, may be made at close range during the 0ut_
• " bound pass with little risk. , . _-
_ _" .
¢ : ": 2-50 :
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Figure 2-25.. ScatterDiagram of Post-Perihelion Magnitudes
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2.7, 3 V ar!ation:0f, i.T.e._D,p'¢_at_re of Nucleus with Heliocentric Distance
' ': ', 7, ,.,:' ,.,..,-- • ,
The :ther_',pr_i_t_'es:'_t:..th¢ coma, both un-ionized and ionized
the size'of'_e "_6",m_'_':a_:_t_e,'.'d[stribut[o_of various gas species within it
, _ ,,., .':',,:'_ :, ;;,'_,,. :, :,.' ;., ,,, , _ ,, . , , !;
depend.on'the te!_peratur_ ef"the surface,of the nucleus from which the
.gases areerr_tt_,!,:/.T._'s:ite_ra_ure.should properly rise with the soT:at
radiation 're'e_ived by::t_ie nuc.leus as .tlie sun is"approached. A nominal
functi0_l form for.,the:tempdrature of an asteroid is (Reference 2-2)
:', ' 3SO
," ,. , T = i--_2 /
_ The evaporation of the .iceof a 'come.tarynucleus •requires modification
of this simple relat£onsl_p, 'which is not applLcable to ,a uniformly _
' 2-5i'. , -_,"
' _,'I,"_,,
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iceuencrusted comet when it gets close enough to the sun to emit an :_
appreciable ammmt of material. Delsernme (Reference 2-12_ studied
the effect of the heat of vaporization on the surface temperatures of
comets and concluded that the correct temperature between r = 0.3 and
4 all should vary with an exponent of r equal to 0.06 and 0.12, i.e., the
power of r itself varies With r, but the net effect is to maintain a tempera-
ture with relatively little heliocentric dependence once a minimum of
about 200°K is achieved at r = 4 AU.
In the case of Encke, with its probably depleted, nonuniform
nucleus, a nonuniform surface temperature should be anticipated. Large
areas of exposed, nonvolatile surface may follow Levin's asteroidal law,
at least approximately. Figure 2-26 displayed this possible heliocentric '"
dependence of temperature for the exposed material between peri_lion
and 3 AU. The temperature of sections of the surface of Encke's nucleus
that emit the ice grains and gases forming the halo and coma may be _ •
expected to deviate significantly from the curve of Figure 2-26, and
remain relatively constant at about 200°K. ._
_r
_ The actual distribution of
temperature of the nucleus is
dependent on aE those unknown
properties that only a closely _'
_ approaching spacecraft can _
_ determine.
Z.7.4 Photometric Properties
andofEnckePr0_ectedI'ma _es
2.7.4. 1 Magnitude Laws ,_
I | I 1 l t- _ =J_ _ J _ l _ '.I.o _.o 3.0
,:Au_ An assessment of the , :>,-
Figure Z-Z6. Temperature and Velocity photometric aspects of an Encke
of Emission rende;:vous mission begins with
two basic functional forms of the comet's brightness, or light flux density "_:;
L. The flux density L N from the nucleus is assumed to follow the ,:
asteroidal law "_'_'
L N oc A_RN2/r 2&_2, ._,:
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i" where A, ¢, RN, r are as defined in Section Z. Z and AS is the distance
from the s cecraft to the comet. Light from any ,material emitted by the _
nucleus is ssumed to follow a higher power law exp_ressing the increasing
luminous material with decreasing r (Reference 2-Z),
pprox_,: :ed without phase ty_ically by
Lc _ _N z/r4_ sz"
' -4 '
Subscript C in this case stands for coma. The r dependence is a fair
_ppro_matio_to sometheoryIRefer_ce Z-47),*andhaSbeenfo_d by
experience to apply roughly t o thecomas of many comets , including
Encke's (Reference 2-47, 2,3). Delsemme (Reference 2-42) has recently
presented an argument for an r -6 dependence of ceztain three-stage
spectral emissions, notahly from H and OH. The principal component of
Encke's observable coma is C2. EXpressions for flux L are converted
to magnitude H by
2
A_R N
C _ H = -2.5 log L = H 0- 2.5Iog ........
where H0 is a standard magnitude accountlng for the required proportional- ::
ity constant, and n is .chosen to correspon_i tot he appropriate source object.
2.7, 4.2 Ma#nitude of the Nucleus
One basis for estimating nuclea r magnitudes is the same equation
used by l_oemer (Reference 2-7), already cited:
A4?RN 2
H N = -26.72- 2.5 log 22_2 .r
2
Roemer found that the product AR N _ 0.24 (which gave R N = 3.b km
for an assumed albedo A = 0.02),* Substit'uting this value (with.R N in AU)
in the above equation yields:
H N = 13.2 - 2.5 log _b .
2 A 2
e_See also Section 2.2
2-53 *
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Here, HNo --- 13.2 represents the magnitude of Enckets nucleus as it _
would have been seen circa 1960 at 1 AU from both earth and sun, with
phase angle e = 0° (_- 1), i.e., looking at it from the sun when it
crossed the earthts orbit inbound. As will be pointed out, this expression
is not entirely consistent with other estimates and may give a res-..lt a
bithigh.
2.7.4.3 Magnitude of the Coma
Evaluation of coma magnitude does not have the foundation provided
by P.oemer for the nucleus. Values of I0.4 and I0.8 were given for the
;.n1961 (Reference 2-48), which would make a littleless
: constant HCo HCo
: than three magnitudes brighter than H N during that pass. The coma was
,\
, also said to have been four magnit-_des brighter than the nucleus in the
same epoch, but itis not obvious how the various "nuclei" and estimates
are to be harmonized among independent references. For example, the
were linked with an r " brightness i_10.4 and 10.8 figures for HCo -4
:; dependence, different from the r usually quoted.
The equation used here for the 1984 apparition is
:I
r4A S 2,,,, H C = 12.5 + 2.5log
which serves as a compromise among heuristically-determined formulae.
.: The value of HCo = 12.5 was obtained by taking HCo = 10.5 in 1961 and
, assuming a two-magnitude loss in brightness of the coma by 1984, a
-4
reasonable extrapolationof the mean trend in Figure 2-12. The r
, dependence is used in here for simplicityand in deference to tradition.
The comparative results which will be presented would not be severely
' altered by other choices, given the uncertainty of many of these quantities.
2.7.4.4 Magnitude of the Halo, or Halo-Nucleus Combination _._
In the icy halo ._qodelof coma formation, the nucleus is surrounded
b_ " region of s_blimat_n'n_c_e particles of possibly very high al'bedo. The
, "_ 4 km in radius (at I AU) for theentire _Io is graded, being _ I0
largelt, most slowly sublirr,ating,_mosized grains and progressively 4
_,_ , 1mailer for prol|ressively smaller--g_s down to micron size. All grain
_ 2-54 "
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. _ _ _ sizes are presumably present near the nucleus, giving the lmlo a -
coml:_rat_vely dense. ]_lg_ly reflective center (Figure 2-18). The
brightness of the hLlo _ere_ore deserves attention because, _ present,
part of it would _ear in an __Ee of the comet's ce_te_, e-yen at cloee
range, conceivably competing with the nucleus in intens|ty. CompeUtlon
-/
between halo and nucleus nmy very well _ect the estirr#_tes of nuclear
magnitude above. The approach adopted here is a combination of
empiricism and theory that results in reasonable, although speculative.
values of the range of Imlc brightness.
According toDelsemme (Reference Z-4Z), the production rate of
expelled s_ow particles shouldvary with heliocentric distance as r
while the productlon og _ses, depending directly on_solar radiation, should
" follow the usual inverse _squat e :law. The secondary_production of neutral
• and radical gases trapped in the snowy grains, an essential feature o_
Delserr_ne's model, would then vary as the product- r -2" It'2 = r "4" 1.
- T_rtiary production of H+ or0H"-from the grain-released gases could
add a third r factor, and Delsemme's paper was in fact written to record
 r-6"' _" the close agreement of some H a._d OH" observations with an
._ dependence for one comet (1969g). " ":
" -2.1
Ifthe halo's production varies as r , and if nuCl_ear brightness
i: follows the asteroidal r-2 law, lightfrom nucleus and the center of the _
' halo should be virtuallyindistinguishablein high-resolution images of
_ the comet, £his might partiallyexplain the reported failureof Encke's
i "nuclear" magnitude to follow exactly an inverse square law with heliocen-
tricdistance (Section2.2). Unknown phase, spin axis, and asymmetry
effectswould also contribute to the comet's true magnitude vs distance
depcndence, Obviously, the reverse also holds: the contributionof the
halo cannot be separated easily from that of the nucleus. The following
calculationsallow for the d;,fficulty.
Iflight_rom the nucleus and part of the halo are indistinguishable,
then so.ne of tke lightattributedto the nucleus may come from the inner-
most h_lo. The lightfrom the entire halo should not exceed this by much,
,: since the center is itsbrightest part, The nucleus magnitude HNtherefore
: ( " represents something of a_ upper limit to the halo's magnitude, ifall the
_
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! light attributed to the nucleus is assigned to the halo. I_y the same!
i reasoning, the nucleus is not as bright as the ezpression for HN suggests.
I The nucleus should not be exptected to exhibit the same secular
decline in rr_ gnitude as the emitted n_terlal from Encke, now that it is
largely depleted and not likely to be uniforraly =sated with an !cy el"tilt.
The halo, however, should conUnue to diminish from pass to pass. Ig
two magnitudes are added (meaning brightness _.s dir_._shed) to account
for secular decline in grain production by 1984, an upper limit is
obtained for the central halo's _rightness. The resulth_g expression can '
serve as a crude version of the expected maxima1 brightness of the
; central halo charing the subject n_ission:
= Z
H H 15.2 - 2.5 log r2.1_S
The phase _ is not necessarily the same function as in the earlier
expression.
2.7.4.5 Magnitude of the Tail
No simple means of estimating the brightness of the tall of Enck,_
is at hand. Its dependence on solar activity v_a some thresholg effect is
not amenable to computetic _. When the tail has appeared, it has obviously
been bright enough to be recorded along with the coma and, especi_,,_ly,
the nucleus, while its density probably approximates a_ r "4 or r "(" l_:w.
Since the taft has tended to appear more often at r < i AU (say, r : 0. •i5)
than at r > i AU, it seems reasonable to attribute to it an absolute
brightness some two or three rr_-.gnitude fainter than that of the corn_.
It should always be remembered that the llght whose brightness is
discussed does not have the same spectral content lot the n_cleus, coma,
and tail.
Z. 7.4.6 Image Brightness
In additio n to the brightr_ess cf entire cometary features, it is
desirable to know the relative "viewing °_ or "surface, " brightnesses of
these features as they appear in a* ;rnage of the comet. The relative _
.I
brightness of two featu,'es can be treated directly in terms of brightness
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per unit area or per picture element. If, at a given atstance from the
" comet, a feature of magnitude H I occupies a reiaLive area A I, and a
second feature of magnitxlde H2 occupies Area A 2, the r_0tio__,_)_of.re t've
br-'ghtness per unit area is given by BI/B Z = (Az/A I) I0 ' " .
Typical area ratios for cometary features discussed above are, if
P
R N = I.8 kin, R H {central halo radius) = 10" km-
AN/A C = 3.24 x 10-10
ANIA H = 3._-4 x 10 -4
AhlAc = l0-6
: Comparative brigh*.ness ratios are useful for estimating dynamic ranges
: needed by an image system, but it is also important to place expected
brightnesse.¢ on a common, absolute, scale for all features. The magni-
tudp equations of the preceding paragraphs apply to stellar objects without
" _.% resolved images, or to the total, integrated light from resolved
:.: Once a feature has been resolved, its surface brightness foll_ows a different
rule from its total brightness. If we consider only the simplest represen-
• tation of a resolved feature, where the feature and its image -_re assumed
circular, then the area of the resolved image will vary with _he square of£
the imagets radius, hence with its subtended angle, and finally therefore
; with _S2. Meanwhile the whole feature's brightness will continue to in-
: 2
crease with ._S-Z as a result, the t_$ terms will cancel, and ti_esurface
brightness or brightness per unit area of a resolved feat_xrewill remain
_ndependent of AS after it has formed a measurable image. Dependence
on r wil], of course, remain unaltered.
2. ?.4.7 Comparative Brightness Durin_ Approach
The plots of Figure Z-;_7 display the behavior of the brightness
{magnitudes) of coma and nucleus, or nucleus-halo, vs tS {t_S _;i AU)
". i'. '
._. "%. ,.__.
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during the approach of the rendezvous spacecraft to Encke along the pre-
ferred trajectory for the mission, i he lunar phase function of Figure
2-28 was applied in obtaining the estimates, for both nucleus and halo,
Out _.t8 contribution was negligible. None of the functions HC, H H and
,.o[ H N in Figure 2-27 (upper three
c _ curves) are likely to be accurate to
I\ better than ._.i to ±2 magnitudes, but
0e!\ their relative position should be
07! _ quite reliable.
5 0_ \ Dashed and solid line repre-
0.s_ _ sentations ol brightness character-
e,L \ istics are used to distinguish between
! \ the integrated brightness of a resolved
t
0"3t _ feature (dashed line) and the aver age
_._ x_ brightness per unit area of its re-
g
_ solved image. Therefore below the
01 !
distance AS at which the image sys-!
_ .? r_As_A_GtZ_c.,_.) tam begins to resolv_ the feature
Figure 2-28. The Lunar Phage two line representations are shown.
Function At the left of the graph (_S = I AU)
the magnitude H N of the nucleus is 16.6. Until the period where image
resolution begins (A S =" 0.7 • 104 AU) the magnitude varies in accordance
: with r"2. From there the integrated brightness continues to increase,
but the surface, or average, brightness of the resolved image remains
constant. The magnitude of the central halo follows a similar pattern,
but with the surface brightness becoming constant earlier (_S = 10-2 AU).
The coma, having been already resolvable at distances greater than 1 AU,
has its integrated and averaged magnitudes entirely separate throughout
the figure. The remainder of Figure 2-Z7 will be described-below.
2.7.4.8 Image System
For the following description, an imaging system is assumed of
viewing angle 4 x 5 degrees and resolution I00 microradians. It is on
the basis of this resolution that the points at which surface brightness
4 .t, '
,, See Appendix F
_, :_.
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¶... becomes important in Figure Z-27 were determined. In the description
below, coma and central halo are treated as though uniform in surface
brightness, which is almost certainly not the case.
The sketches in the upper part of Figure 2-27 are conceptualiza-
tions of Enckefs appearance at the times of significant events during the
approach of the spacecraft to the comet. They are described as foilows,
;, numbered as in the figure:Q
I) The coma is resolvable but is probably an undiscernible
t object of surface magnitude HC _24 when LS -- I AU, at
the leftedge of the figure. Theenucleus or nucleus-halo,
•( is a central condensation of stellar appearance. Nucleus,
halo, and integrated coma are some 5-8 magnitudes
brighter tahan each element of the coma's image, which has
_ varied little in brightness per unit area from the point of
_." itsresolution, depending only on r and not on 6S.
_ 2} At LS = 2 x 106 km_ 10°2 AU, the coma ifdetected begins
to be truncated by the image system, while itsinner region,
": made up of parent gases and halo form a discernible
central bright center. The central halo is barely resolv-
able dot. Its resolved remains constant
as a 100_rad image
in brightness per unit area after this point, with HCH g 6.5. 1
_i_ 3) At iS = 1.6 x 10-3 AU _2.6 X 105 kin, the inner coma, or
=L'_ halo begins to be truncated. The central halo is a dis_-inct
:_ feature, although probably appearing only as a bright
central condensation around a brighter, but unresolved,
"i nucleus. Its (uniform) surface brightness >6.5 shouldcontrast with the still stellar nucleus of magnitude H N _ 0.
-.$ 4) The prbbe enters the coma at gS = 105 km ,-_6.6 ×I0-4AU.
i 5) At = 7 x 104 km= 4.7 x 10-4 AU, a large nucleus of
AS
•_" R N = 3.5 km should become just resolvable as an lement
" of H N = -3.5 much brighter (_I0 magnitudes) than its
surroundings. The central halo ought to appear as a dis-
.. tinctly asymmetric condensation.
• " 6) Nominal rendezvous occurs at [aS _ 5 x 104 km (see
Section 5, 5.4).
7) A nucleus I%R4N2U i 8 kn. becomes resolvable at
_S = 2,4 x i 3.6 x I04 kin, with HN_-7.
8) The probe enters th> inner coma or outermost halo at
_'S = 104 kin.
9) At _S --7 X I03 kin, the central halo should become M
truncated while a 3.5 km nucleus should be a distinct,
Z-60
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: brilliant object with image el_nents much brighter
(10 magnitudes) than those of the halo surrounding it.
L_.horn.ugeneities 1/10th the diameter of the nucleus should
be barely resolvable, and rotation of the nucleus should
be apparent.
The foregoing synopsis of milestones is indicative, rather than
accurate. The contact surface, for example, has not been included,
although it may turn out to be the most obvious feature in the images of
the comet, while the halo may be negligible. Visibility estimates, based
on present technology, may be conservative for 1984. All objects except
the nucleus should be understood as little more than regions whose out-
i lines are defined by steep photometric gradients, rather than discrete
boundaries. Temporal effects caused by possible solar activity, come-
tary bursts, or distinct streamers may be visible on approach to the
comet. Finally, the formulas on which photometric magnitudes of halo
and coma are based might become poor approximations as the comet is
:
approached because the complicated viewing geometry for a large, close
object is not incorporated in the photometric laws applied here.
,,_'_ To complete an assessment of the mission-related photometric
properties of Encke, the variation of surface b_ightness of the nucleus witl_
r is shown in Figure Z-29 for various positions from which the spacecraft
might view it as the comet approaches perihelion. The plotted estimates
are for two nucleus radii, i. 8 and 3.5 kin, and five phase angles, indi-
cated in the figure.
-16 i_ ......
Figure 2-Z9. Surface Brightness
,_'_
-_- of Nucleus from Rendezvous to
/_ - Perihelion for Two Sizes of Nu-
_ _" cleus and Five Viewing Angles
|
3
LO 0.8 J.$ 0.4 0._
_ RN,3,SKI_AHN_-7-2.,_LOG_,$LOGt.... _ I .# KM lN _ -3.$ -_'.$ LOG • • $ LOG - ,_
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/i 2.7.4.9 Implications for Encke Rendezvous Mission _
: No aspect of this evaluation of Encke's properties ary, ues more
strongly the value of a rendezvous-type mission than the above attempt
to assess the brightness of Encke's component parts. The heliocentric
brightness laws of any comet are intimately connected with the physical
processes that produce them. Surely one of the most valuable results of
:_ rendezvous with Encke will be the establishment of the correct depend-
encies of light on r for every contributing feature, especially those such
as nucleus and halo, whose theoretical functional forms have kept them
: cs_entially inseperable to the present time.
! 2.7.5 Interference by the Icy Halo
; The snowy conglomerate model of Delsemme, with its postulated
• halo of ice crystals surrounding the nucleus, poses a potential hazard
to the integrity of the equipment, the clarity of optical images, and the
performance of mass-sampling devices on a rendezvous spacecraft. The
discussion which follows suggests that proper instrumentation and explor-
ation strategy should reduce any hazard considerably. (Cf. Sect:on 6.3. ) ]
As Figure Z-17 shows, the nearly 90 percent of ice crystals that
_ lie between 100_ and 1 mm in radius would be expected to reach no fur-
ther than 1000 to 3200 km from the nucleus over the heliocentric distance
between rendezvol__s and perihelion. Many would not go beyond 400 km at
-2 -I
perihelion. If the number of grains released at 1 AU is 1 cm sec at
• the surface of a spherically symmetric nucleus, then the flux of 100_ to
-2 -1
I mm particles is no n,ore than about I0"7 cm see at 3200 kin, equiva-
.i 2.
lent to one particle per cm in 125 days. Smaller particles would not
reach 3200 kin, and ordy aboat fivepercent of the total,or 5 x 10"9
-2 -1
cm sec of larger grains would pass the 3200 km cometocentric dis-
-5
tance. Ifthe average particle (3 ram radius) weighs 5 x 10 gin, the
momentum with which itwould strike the spacecraft at l km/sec would
be 5 gm-cm/sec, and its energy would be 0.025 joule. These values
represent extreme upper limits: The initialice grain sizes and masses
used in the estimate are reduced to zero by sublimation by the time
they reach their estimated maximal distance, and few, ifany, ever t
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• _ /_ acquire a terminal velocity of l, km/se-. If the production rate of grains
.r Z.1
_, varies with heliocentric distance as r" , the estimated fluxes would
34)2. 1: increase to only(I/0, or 10 times the values above, at perihelion.
But, of course, at perihelion the bulk of the grains would no longer reach
beyond about 1000 km from the nucleus.
The rough calculations suggest tfmt the comet's gas emissions can
be corrffortably exarrfi.ned from outside the halo by a mass spectrometer
Q located between 10 3 and 10 4 km cometocentric distance, while most of
• _ the inner halo is observed and nuclear features just barely resolved
_
-_. optically {Section 2. 7.4.8), without a serious hazard to the optical
' :._ sensors. The spacecraft can approach the nucleus for better image
:_-:"_ resolution as Encke approaches perihelion, with no increased hazard.
_ After perihelion, there should be no difficulty at all. Unfortunately, the
rate at which an optical particle detector, such as Sisyphus can expect to
count grains is low at 103 kin, but it could be improved by moving the
_:_ spacecraft closer to the nucleus. It might be desirable to add heating
"-:_ elements or heated glass windows to expo: ed sensors to evaporate the
_ tiny ice grains occasionally encountered. Ludeed, it might be worthwhile
-,._ to develop a frost or snow detector that would measure the size and flux
• _ d;_L_bucions oi icy grains by ubserving their effect on a polished surface
or through a glass plate and their response to heating.
The foregoing calculations probably overstate the grain densities
, for Encke. The total emission of grains, if the same proportionality is
._ assumed between grain and gas production, is some 3 x 105gm/sec, which
2
i for a nucleus of R N = 2 kin, gives only 0.03 grains/cm /sec, or three
: percent of the production of "average" grains in the estimate above.
. Thus, the grain flux at various distances from Encke's nucleus is sub-
stantially los s than that above and if the nonuniformity of production is
translated into an asymmetric flux distribution in the halo, observation
;, from a spacecraft at the proper angles should be safe at virtually any
4 distance, even near perihelion.
Comparable arguments apply to the presence of nonvolatile dust in
Encke's coma. The production rate ol such dust is believed to be even
O lower than that assumed for ice grains.
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3. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
3. 1 SCIENTIFIC PRIORITIES
Most cometary specialists would no doubt agree that acquiring
information abc ut the nucleus should be the primary g_,al of a mission
to rendezvous with a comet. The nucleus, after all, is the comet most
of its lifetime along most of its trajectory and is the source Of the more
familiar, secondary features it displays on approaching the sun.
Moreover. it is the nucleus whose substance and structure may offer
clues to the material and dynamics of solar system formation and to the
ultimate formation of an extinct coxnet. No + all cometary nuclei are
likely to be equally approachable or observable, however, because of
potentially hazardous dust, dense snow, or high momentum of expelled
gas. At the same time, the resources available for cometary missions
are limited, so that even a comet ideally suited to nucleus observations
cannot justify a mission solely for that purpose. A mission to Encke in
O 1984 should therefore seek a balanced set of measurements tailored to
this particular comet in that particular year.
3.1.1 Specialized Characteristics of Encke/1984
The three most significant peculiarities of Encke/1984 and their
implications are summarized in Table 3-1. In 1984 Encke will offer a
target whose properties invite a mission with the very priorities a comet
investigation should have. The nucleus will be as nearly depleted of
emissible material as a moribund but still active nucleus can be and will
be exposed to observation by an imaging optical system. Nonetheless,
the activity of the nucleus should produce enough material similar to that
emitted by other comets to aUow reliable sampling of the gases respon-
sible for the coma. Also, the processes of interaction between the coma
and the solar wind should be detectable locally even though the tail is
unlikely to be observable from earth. Finally, it should be possible to
approach the nucleus closely, say within I0 to I00 kin, after perihelion
if not sooner, to inspect it in detail and measure its mass and surface
O properties. The assignment o_ priorities to measurable features ofEncke is guided here by these special considerations, _-
r
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Table 3-I. Special Considerations of Encke Missior -_
CHD,RACTERISTICSOF ENCKE PHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS MISSION IMPLICATIONS
I. STEADILYDIMINIStIING ABSENCEO;" RETAINEDICY CRUST; NUCLr'Js SHOULD BE DEFINABLE,
OBSERVABLEOBJECTWITH DISTINCT
EM,_SION AND OUT- MIGRATION OF VOLATILES;BOUND INACTIVITY FEATURES;
POROSITYOF SURFACEOF LOW OUTBOUND EMISSIO!',I
NUCL[IJSI APPROACHING FAVORABLETO CLOSEOBSERVA-
TION OF RELATIVELYINACTIVE
EXTINCTION NUCLEUSAFTERPERIHELION;
SUFFICIENT .",'*,ISSION BEFORE
PERIHELIONT(J PROVIDEDATA
ON GENERAL COMETARY GASES.
2. VARIABLEOBSERVA- SMALL OBJECT; CLOSEAPPROACHNECE$SARY.t
1984 FAVORABLEI OR TELESCOPIC
BILITY APPEARANCEPOSSIBLY CORRELATION, BUTPROJECTED
DEPENDENTON SOLAR SOLARACTI"ITY POSSIBLY
ACTIVITY UNFAVORABLE FOR VISIBILITY
OF TAIL FROM EARTH;EMPHASIS
ON NUCLEUSJUSTIFIED
3. LOW CONTINUUM RELATIVELYLITTLESOLID RELATIVELYFAVORABLEENVIRON-
REFLECTION PARTICLEE/'_ISSION MENT FORCLOSE NUCLEUS OB-
SERVATION BEFOREPERIHELION,
ESPECIALLYOUT OF ORBITPLANE
3.1.2 Classes of Observable Features and Their Priorities
The feature3 of the comet nucleus may be divided into relatively
superficial, astrometric qualities and physical or chemical qualities
associated with the detailed composition and structure of the nuclear
material. These may in turn be divided according to whether they
refer to the lithic, nonvolatile or the icy, volatile components of the
nucleus. The coma is more finely comprised of t&e neutral inner coma,
including the possible icy halo, the ionized coma, and the vast hydrogen
cloud, or extended coma, that reaches out to a million kilometers from
the nucleus. All these features _re grouped into six classes in Table 3-2
from a combined phenon_enological and mission-oriented standpoint
that lists their measurable properties and emphasizes the priority with
which they ought to be observed. In this view, the inner coma is regarded
as a source of derivative ir_ormation about the nucleus rather then
primary information about the origin of the visible coma.
The classes in Table 3- _- do not represent a 9rogressive and
gradual decrease in priority from top to bottom. Rather, the first three _._
classes together represent priorities differing littl_ among each other ._
3-2
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pTabie 3-2. Clas_es oi Observable Features in Decreasing Order of
Priority fQr 1984 Encke Rendezvous
CU_S MEASUR,_LE FEATURES
I. EXTEPNAL PHYSICAl. C_L- • SIZE • MASS
i,_IUSTICS OF NUCLE_ • ROTATION • SHAPE
• APPEARANCE OF DETA_S • ALBEDO
• PHASE FUNCTION Q FINE SCALE TEXTL_,E
• TEMPr_AT U_E
2. _T_..UCTLEE_NID COMPOSITION • SURFACE MATEPIAL • SUBSLRFACE ,"EM,P__RATLIItlE
OF NUCLEUS: NOI_Ot.A'I_ES ABU_IDANCE • IN'/ERNAL THERMAL AND
Q SUBSURFACE THERMA.LAND ELECTRICAL CO, _DUCTMTY
ELECTRICAL CONDLCTNITY
• MAGNET,_C PROPEPTIE-_
• INTERNAL STRUCTURE • SURFACE CHEMICAL
• EXPELLED PARTICLE CG'_POS ITION
COMPOSITION • ExPEtLED PARTICLE SIZE,
VELOCITY AND SP.ATIAL
DIS TI:'I_UTICN
3. CO_POS'TIO_I Of NUCLEu_ e FLUX, _ELOC.ITY, CO/VUDOS_ION AND DENS!I"Y OF NEuTrAL GASES
AND INNER COMA: VOLATILES
• ICY GRAINS
4. COMA FOEMAT|OIx • FLUX AND SPATIAL DISTRI- • FLUX AND SPAT!AL DISTRi-
BUTION OF RADICALS _JTION OF IONS
S. SOLAR WIND INTERACTION AIND • RADICAL AND ION • SPATIAL DEr_.",')ENCE OF
L '. FOit,MAIIOIN SPATIAL DlSl_IgUTIONS FLUX, VELOCt] v DENSITY
• SPATIAL MODIFICATION OF AND CC_OSIT,gN OF
SOLAR WIND MAGNETIC MOD!FIEO SOLAR WIND
FIELD • OCCURRENCE AN3 DISTRI-
./ " _UTION OF PLASMA AND
ELECTROMAG I,,_TIC WAVE.
MODES
6. EXTEN_.ED COMA • SIZE AND SHAPE OF HYDROGEN CLOUD
but all considerably higher that that of Class 4. The highest priority
is assigned those characteristics ic-_t known and _east likely to be
r._easured without a rendezvous mission. The listing in Table 3-2 is an
expression of priorities appropriate to a 1984 rendezvouz n_ission to
]£ncke strictly from a _cientific point of view. An actual mission and an
aczual payload must take other considerations into account. The :ist,
however, is important as a guide to the selection of scientific objec:ives.
The selection in this report requires additional discussion of these
cometary features together with the techniques that might be employed in
their observation.
3.2 SELECTION OF OBJECTI'vES
3.2, I Candidate Measurements
( Table 3-3 lists the types of instru_entation and theLr special
requirements from which a comet rendezvous mission is expected to
draw for its payload.
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Clearly, the entire list is too extensive to be assigned to any -_
single mission. Moreover, certain instruments impose special require-
ments, e.g., a lander package, that are rather demanding for any
mission. It is also clear that certain instruments can fulfill several
functions. Thus selectivity is essential in defining mission objectives
and payload i._" _ments.
3.2.2 }_'_issionConstraints
[
: The scientific object'yes of the rendezvous mission developed in
|
:. this report have been subjected to three major constraints:
_i l) T_e suggested instrtu-nent complement is to represent
a "fundamental rendezvous payload" which is
justifiable in the sense that elimination of any
instrument would make the mission substantially
less appealing, scientifically, while addition of any
.{_| instrument would burden it unacceptably from aneconomic standpoint.
i Z) In the interest of economy, the simplicity of a
I single spacecraft is preferred over the complexity 3
inherent in the use of separable instrument packages
for landing on the nucleus or monitoring the solar
wind outside the extended coma.
3) The mission will be unique, or at least likely
i! to remain so for a long time. That is, it may not
be assumed that the proposed payload wiU be one
of several, each of which can be specialized to
observe certain features, leaving other features;, to be examined by different payloads.
'_ In addition, a fourth, weaker constraint has been considered"
- i
_ that a separate flyby or flythrough mission *.oEncke or to a similar comet
will take place in the foreseeable future, e.g., as a precursor.
The first constraint obviously calls for judgments not likely to be
made identically by all cometary researchers. All the constraints
together have been interpreted in the following way in preparing this
i assessment: a preferred set of objectives and a payload-are to be
selected which depends o- a single spacecraft, provides substantial
i information within the first three classes of measurable features, and _:
provides some information on allclasses thatwould be difficultor impos-
sible to obtain without a rendezvous-type mission.
!!
.i
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_'j 3. Z. 3 Considerations in Selecting Measurements
The iollowirg paragraphs discuss the considerations involved in
selecting an instrument corrLplement satisfying the constraints of this ':
mission.
3.2. 3, I Remote Observation of the Nucleus '_
Characterization of the nucleus remains the principal objective
of the mission, regaroless of constraints. Unfortunately, almost the
whole of the Category 2 properties of the nucleus require an extremely
close approach or an actual landing on the nucleus. These properties :,
must therefore simply be skipped over in developing a W_fund_mental" "_
set of objectives an,9 instruments. Since the nucleus is a completely
unknown and uncharted Gbject, a lander package can hardly be justified
as part of a "minimal" payload when even the most elementary propertiss _:
to be found by the lander are undetermined at the outset. The fate of
the recent Soviet Mars lander underscores this.
C; In contrast, the elementary, or astrometric, properties of thenucleus are measurable from a distance and their observation should be
the primary objective of the mission. The items of Class l (Table 3-2)
are vital features, none of which has been directly measured to any
accuracy. This objective is made more feasible by the numerous
properties of the nucleus that can be recorded by a relatively few i:_stru- "
ments, especially by a TV imaging system. A system capable of _
resolving features of dimension one-tenth the diameter of the nucleus i';,.,
would be adequate for the scientific imaging requiren_ents. :_
Although the material of the nucleus wiU be essentially inaccessible
while at rest on the surface, some of it will be expelled and thereby _-
amenable to measurement at a distance. The most promising avenue is _=
analysis of rkeutral gases by means of mass spectrometry in the inner :
coma. Such analysis, since it be_rs on the question of composition of _-,<,
nuclear constituents is next in importance to remote measurements of ._
the nucleus itself.
,_,
Along with the gases emitted by the nucleus there should be solid
particles, both litl_:icnonvolatiles, and icy grains. Provided the space- ._
craft is not moving too Quickly, the impacts from the emissions should
3-7 i_
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• be of relatively slow speed, and thus not cause much physical damage. "_i
However, this characteristic makes it also difficult to make any direct
i
. measurements of the nature of the solid material since it is necessary
to make one pass hhrough the coma at a relatively high speed (of the order
of 1 km sec "1) if the traditional methods for detecting soDd particles
are employed. Whatever compositional data can be obtained on solid
particles will have been acquired by detectors carried by a fast flyby or
flythrough mission and need not be contemplated here. In £ny case,
careful use of the TV, a photometer, an optical part;.cledetector, and a
polarimeter, allowing the instruments to look in a direction other than
the nucleus, may be of great help in recording the physical characteristics
of the solid debris. An effort might be made to fly the spacecraft through
the plane of the orbit of the comet several times in order to determine
whether there are any traces of a Type ILdust tail.
"-:' 3.2.3, 2 The Neutral Coma
• The neutral gases emitted by the nucleus are of interest not only
_ because they represent nuclear matter, as already discussed, but also "_
._._
:._::..._._ for their own sake as hitherto unobserved parent material of the visible
:._ coma. It is desirable to measure their density distribution, wind speed
and direction, and composition. Some attention should be given to the
=:: possibility of measuring time variations in these quantities both from
(i_._ the point of view of sudden brightenings (if any), and the more gradual
S _ changes associated with the motion of the comet towards and away from
\._ perihelion. As far as the atoms and free radicals are concerned, it
! will be necessary to make observations of the emission and absorption
- of light (IR, visible, UV) by one means or another. The molecules which
are the parents of the atoms and radicals can be examined in more
detail, since a mass spectrometer can be used without any fear that
wall effects will distort the results. A mass spectrometer must
effectively rreasure the flux of a given constituent from a given direction.
In most applications this does not create a difficulty as far as measuring
densities are concerned, since it is usually possible to estimate the
relative velocity by some independent means. In the case of a cometary
coma, however, we are dealing with a neutral atmosphere which is ")
expanding radially away from a nucleus at an unknown highly supersonic
3=8
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speed. In order to measure this speed, and hence convert flux
measurements into density measurements, it seems necessary that some
use should be made of the motion of the spacecraft, since this will pro-
duce an aberration of the neutral molecules. Ifthe mass spectrometer
scans in a plane defined by the velocity vector of the spacec:aft relative
tc the nucleus, and the direction to the nucleus and the aberration angle
can be measured, then from the known speed ot the spacecraft it should
be possible to determine the speed of the exFa.nding coma g_s. It is
assumed, of course, that the gas is moving- -dially away from the
nucleus. It may be more convenient to use _. serie_ of separate entrance
ports rather than physically moving the instrumenL """ . ..gular
resolution required will be determined by the radial spe_d of the gas,
and the speed of which the spacecraft moves around the nucleus The
spacecraft must not move too slowly, since then the aberration ".viii be
too small to measure•
3.2.3.3 The Ionized Coma, Contact Surface, and Tail
2
} Reasons have been given for believing that there should be a ::i
relatively dense nionosphere" surrounding the cometary nucleus,
bounded by a contact surface on the upstream side and flowing away as
a Type I tail on the downstream side. The ions are likely to be mostly
photoions produced from parent molecules (e. g., CO +, CO2+), but
there may also be appreciable quantities of ions of daughter products i
especially H + and O +. The electron temperature may be high, since
:,
they are photoelectzons and may not have sufficient time to come into
equilibrium with the rest of the gas. The ion temperature may be only
1000°K or so, but the electron temperature couJd easily be several
times larger. The plasma may also be flowing into the tail of the comet
at rather high speeds (several km sec'l). Experiments include multi-
channel photometers, retarding potential analyzers, or Langmuir probes
to measure the electron density and temperature, ion mass spectrom-
eters to n_.easure the cornposition of the plasma, and an orientable
Faraday cup or simiiar device to measure the flow speed of the plasma. "
The electron content of cometary plasma along the line of sight does not
seem to be large enough to make propagatic._ experiments worthwhile, _"
but radio frequency plasma resonance experiments may be a useful means "#
_"
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of determining the density and composition. In both the neutral and
ionized components of the coma it should be possible to make use of
techniques which have proved successful in the earthts upper atmosphere
and ionosphere. Figure 3-I shows the spectral range covered by a
combination of one UV and one visible-light spectrophotorneter.
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Figure 3-1. Spectral Range of Principal Constituents
Magnetic fields play a vital role in the interaction of the ionized
coma with the solar wind. The most important measurement to be made
with a magnetometer, apart from supporting the sola.rwind measure- !
ments, xs to determine the manner in which the interplanetary magnetic J"
field penetrates tie ionosphere of the comet. It is necessary to deter-
mine whether in fact a contact surface exists, and the extent to which
it is stable. Type I tails appear to have their roots in the cometary
ionosphere, and it appears that the magnetic field can be held for a
considerable length of time. It is not out of the question that a neutral
sheet should form in the wake of the comet, and that transient recon-
nections of the field in the tail should occur similar to those which appear
I
to occur in the tail of the earth's magnetosphere.
3.2.3, 4 Solar Wind Measurements
_t is important to _etermine characteristics of the solar wind flow
aro_md the comet, and in particular to determine (1) the strength and
configuration of the bow shock, and (2) the shape and presence of the _
L_contact surface. The characteristics of the flow ,#ill be somewhat
similar to tho_e of the earthWs magnetosheath (i. e., low Mach number),
3-i0 "_,.
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_;,(._' but itis complicated by the probable presence of substantialquantities
!/ ""
of singly-ionized ions of cometary origin. A Faraday cup, or electro-
staticanaly_er of the usual type should be adequate to measure the
gross features of the plasma flow. Determination of the composition of
the interaction-influencedsolar wind (which is probably the most
' interesting)will necessitate the use of more sophisticated instrumenta-
:' tion, perhaps a crossed-field spectrometer of the type flown on several
recent IMP spacecraft.
,_ 3.2.3.5 Energetic Particle Measurements
There seems to be no case for measuring energetic particle_ of
galacticand solar origin as part of a comet rendezvous mission.
However, itwould be useful to include in the payload a thin-walled
Geiger tube capable of detecting electrons within energies >Z0 keV,
and soft X-rays. The X-ray albedo of the nucleus inay in itselfbe of
'_ some interest, and there is a reasonable case to be made for expecting
:_ that energetic electrons may be produced in some of the more violent
• _ and unstable regions of the whole solar wind cometary environment
:;, (notablyat the bow shock, the contact surface, and in the tail).
3.3 SUMMARY OF SELECTED OBJECTIVES
,I
Table 3-4 is a compilation of selected_scientificobjectives chosen
to be consistentwith the prioritiesand constraints discussed above for -
._ a single spacecraft on a 1984 rendezvous mission to Encke.
: Table 3-4. Selected Minimal Objectives of 1984 Encke
Rendezvous
1) Measure external physical characteristics of nucleus
(all of Class 1 in Table 3-2).
2) Measure size, velocity, and spatial distribution of
expelled nonvolatile particles (last item of Class 2
" in Table 3-2). .
3) Measure flux, velocity, density, and composition of
I, expelled neutral gases and icy grains (allof Class 3
_ in Table 3-2).
4) Measure flux and spatialdistributionof ionized coma
gases (second item of Class 4 and firstitem of Class 5
in Table 3-2).
3-i!
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Table 3-4. Selected Minimal Objectives of 1984 Encke
Rendezvous (Continued.)
5) _Ieasure the magnetic and electrical properties in
s_lar wind interaction phenomena (second and last
items of Class 5 in Table _-2)o
6) Measure modified solar wind in coma (item 2
in 'Class 5 of Table 3-2). '",, "
3-12
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4. SCIENTIFIC PAYLOADS
4, 1 SELECTION OF INSTRUMENTS
In order to translate the scientific objectives and reasoning/of .'i
preceding sections into a payload list to which rnission-plarating factors
can be related, a set of specific instruments has been selected as repre-
L
sentative payload hardware. It is recognized that actual flight payload
assignments are often difficult, controversial, and occasionally even
arbitrary. The constraint that the selection ma, _< : re define an essen- .
tial, minimal, or fundamental payload mak;_s the probability very high '= "
that the choice will suffer all three characteristics. A given measure .... _"
ment may be regarded as essential by one scientist, superfluous by a _
second, and cause for mission cancellation by a budget planner.
4. I. I Criteria of Instrument Selection :_
I) Instruments having multiple application to several unknown
properties of the comet should take priority over those
with comparatively limited use. ._
Z) Instruments of secondary priorit) should place corre-
spondingly less demand on the payload, e.g., less mass .,.
allocation,
3) Relatively undemanding instruments aimed at secondary
objectives and very likely to make successful measure-
manta are to be preferred ov£r instruments aimed at .:
primary ohjectives but which are partially redundant, .
demanding, 'or of doubtful prospect, :"
4) The choice of instruments and the judgment of whether
they satisfy the other stated criteria should be based on
an examination of the available parameters of "typical" :
existing devices. :_
5) An instrument aimed at relatively superficial measurement :_
of a secondary property is to be considered fundamental
and preferable to one aimed at detailed measurement of a _
primary property if inclusion _f the former seems likely _:,
to encourage 'q_roadened" support of the mission in the _i
scientific community.
6) In addition to being selected for, or rejected from, a
"fundamental:' payload, all instruments considered should _
,_ be categorized according to the roles they might play in ,_
-: a rendezvous mission and displayed so the selected ones *_
may be examined i u the context of all those reviewed. _ -
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"_-"2_S " ,,_ 71 Tentative provision should at least be made for instruments
.. .:.'/ ., - that promise to fulf, ll pr,or_ty functions ,n a unique way,
:, _._ : .... even at the risk that subsequent calculations show that
" _ "_, _ _ucceSsful measurements are uncertain.
4. 1.2 Categories og C_ndidate Instruments
_
Instruments have been grouped in four categories:
Cat_._ory I. TLe fundamental payload. Instruments in
this category measure properties inaccessible
from the earth and thos_ unpromising for
; measurement with a flythrough payload; they
• would be relativelysimple and tested by
experience.
._ Category II. Instruments individuallyomitted from the
fundamental p_,yloadbecause of at least one
" significant drawba:.k, but from among which
•":_ the payload complement mi .-htbe augmented
:: - if weight and fiuancia__considerations were
•._./: to permit it,or from which substitutions
• -... might be made if justified by further study.
_, ."...._, Category HI. lq.etatively simple instruments making up, and
"'":; -.'-_
."_...... requiring, a separable lander package. This
" ._ is a category of instruments aimed at high-
....._•-"__...., priority objectives, but eliminated by the
•"-;_ constraint that only a unit_,ryspacecraft be
-_ :._ regarded as fundamental.
•- .-•-_ Category IV. Instrumentation which would be valuable to a
, :.'_/:/i comprehensive mission in which constraints
"j4-::"::'..':..:= i_ on spacecraft size, complexity, and separa-bility were lifted entirely.
•_ 4. Z THE FUNDAMENTAL PAYLOAD
' ! Table 4-I lists the instrument complement selected for the f, tnda-
q
mental payload. At the end of the table the estimated mass ,_f this , -.m-
plement is shown, broken two different ways int_ subtotals. The subtotals
display the emphasis on measurements of nuclear properties and on opti-
cal means of measurement. The _ir_t breakdown reflects the preferenc_
"_ demanded by the situation anticipated for Enck_ in 1984. The secont,
reflects a bias toward measurements compatible with the remote earth-
, based data whose Lin_itations the rendezvous i s intended to overcome, but
: " on which most future comet_try observations will continue to depend. As
-..:,V_<, 4 -2
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._ C -_" Table 4-]o Category I Instruments. Fundan:enta_ Scienti£icPayload
_ .._,"" Complement for 1934 Encke Rendezvous
F,_h_ument Prof_lrty to Wtllch Applied
T_ Image 000 r_a Size of r,ucleus
' resolution-,) Rotarian oE nucleus
_ Ai0nearo,_ceof detailsof nucleus
_. -.,_ Size of h_do
• ,- St_ of halo
":.5?•
.:.:" Sizeof tall(unc_I,_)
" ". _ Shol0eof toi_ (uncerta/n)
i':_":'_" -_ Mult'_cha_nei White Light Albedo of nucleus
_C::"2 ._ PholOmr.ter Phasefunction af nucleus
./ :.._ Albedo ofh_I,_": -- ffnasefunction of 1_o
...."' '_ IR R_Jdiometer Temperature of nucleus
-'- _,;"{ Fine stole t_ture of r,udeue
!_]!_ _ F;_ scale size distribution d ice gro_nsoe hate• ._ ; _e i ist_'.:b_ _,_af nonvolatile pml|cle_ of ,:area
"_""'_i Size of nucleu_
,.'-_ S_,efoce c0mpo_/tion of nucleus
__i Ru_i_l_e,"e _ |OCO_IL_IOOA Distribution o_ _onizedgo_e__ncm¢_, co,'_toctsusface, a_d t_il
C_._,co| ,-mtlcie Detecto, Disrributlon, velocity of icy g_ins of coma
(_.'-'sypbu_l Distribution, velocity of na_vo_atile parffcles _ coma
Moss Sp,_ctrometer FI_, velocity, densit),, spatial distribt_ti_ ol neutral _d ionized gasesof com.o
_._agnetomete, /v_:_e,ization of nucleus
_: ._. Magnetic fieid con._igueafionsof _.onI_;! Iu_of._, tail, and inleraction regionPlasmaWine Detector Ele_trlc waves in contact it_e_ toil, and interaction regior,
" Local electron dens;lies i, ionized coma
" Longrnuir ProLe Local electr_ densilieS in ;oni_ed coma
" Plasm_Probe Flux, density, • .ergy spec:rum of solm wlnd and. reduced sa4or wir_ in interoclicn region
J_
Fstimaled mossof instru,_.entsmeu:uring direct prf._ertles c_ the nucleus 43.0 Kg
Mass of remaining instrument: 9.0 Kg
_stim_ted massof optical de:ect_-s 33.0 Kg
' Estimatedm_ssof altimeter 6.0 g_
•"" 12stlmatedmossof gas and plasma propert/a_alyzers 13.0 Kq
- ,
• _ Total m_ _._.0 K9
-:;. 4-_
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the table shows, most of the demanding instruments have application to _)
several properties, some to properties of both nucleus and coma.
The list of instruments splits into two groups, those mounted in a
fixed position and orientation, and those requiri,ag a scanning capability.
The fixed group consists of the optical particle detector, magnetometer,
plasma wave'detector, and Langrrmir probe. The scanning group is
divided into detectors that will predominantly follow the nuc:eus: the TV
camera, photometer, IR radiometer, mass spectrometer, and microwave
altimeter" and detectors that wili scan the coma or interaction region as
well, i.e., the UV radiometer, photopolarimeter, mass spectrometer,
7
:' and plasma probe. These subgroups should be mounted to have scanning
capabi'ities independent of each other. As will be seen in Section 7, our
spacecraft implementation does not reflect the latter requirement, but for
simplicity provides only a single scan platform. This _latform is time..
shared in the sense of serving nucleus pointing and coma pointing needs
on a part-time basis.
Obviously there are many details of instrumentation such as mea- -_'_
surement rangzs, power levels, indi_tidual masses, sensitivities, look
angles, and data rates that are omitted from the table and, indeed, from
the report. Eventually, an effort to define these quantities will have to be
, attempted, and the capacities of reai_instruments will ha_,e to be matched
' to these quantities, Since most of the.principal objectives of a rendezvous
mission involve features of which no ci_rect measurements whatever exist,
it is difficult to assign a desired accuracy to a given measuremenL Vir-
tually any figures would advance our krzowledge. Indeed, it may be that
accuracies or sensitivtties with which irdividual measurements sh,.-dd be
made can best be described in relation to each other. A poll of cometary
specialists might reveal just how precis_.ly the mass or reflectivity of the
nucleus :_ecds t) be determined to derive, information about Encke that
would differentiate among theories of cmlaetary, or solar system, origin,
if this is a serious goal of cometary research.
4-4
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_: 6 One area in which scientific work needs to be done is in the
-_e theoretical characterization of the nonacqueous and ionized coma. No
= theoretical computation like that of Mendis et al. (Reference 2-37; see
_ Figure Z-15) for the HzO gases has been done for CH 4 or fox the ions.
The question, therefore, of how much rr_ss flux el, say, CO + a mass
£
spectrometer should expect to encounter at given cometocentric distance,
_. or how much light flux from, say, NI-IZ a spectrophotometer should antici-
pate over a given solid view angle at a given distance in a given directi6n,• is unanswered, even to a reaso able pproximation. A decision whether
• particular existing instruments would be suitable to determine such
unestimated fluxes is clearly not now supportable. It would be misleading
_ to include data that would suggest that such questions had been answered
5_ in the context o£ selecti-lg a "fundamental" payload as defined here. A
b4
i_ considerable amount of work is stilt to be done.
_: 4, 3 EXPANDED-PAYLO.4d9 COMPLEIViENTS
_ 4.3.1 _Category II Instruments
0 Table 4-Z is a list of devices considered for the fundamental pay-
i load but omitted because of various drawbacks affecting each individually.
7__ If a payload of capacity larger than that needed for the fundamental com-
_- plement were available, instruments on this list might be chosen for fur-"-j-
_ ther study and possible addition to £he experiment package. The gravity
gradiometer or.multichannel radiometer seems an appropriate first
choice for inclusion in an enlarged fundamental corr, p!ement. In addition,
:) instruments are currently under development that wilt be capable of
, determining the composition of nonvolatile particles without requiring
high-_'elocity impacts (WetheriU private con ._unication). These are no_
included in the chart, but should they be available by 1980, would cer-
tainly belong in Category II, and probably in Category I as defined here.
The argument by which the gravity gtadiometer way assigned to
Category II instead of Category I is worth recount_ag, since it illustrates
the way in which the criteria of Paragraph 4. I. I were applied. Measur-
ing the mass of the nucleus i _ an objective of the highest priority, one for
wh _ch _edundancy could be justified. Nc _ravity gr_-dio_Tzeter has yet been
flown on a sFacecraft, howeve,, and two other mean_ of determining the
.2
mas,. are available without the addition _£ a separate device.
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Table 4-Z. Category LIInstruments. Instrumen,-sIndividuallyOmitted !
from Fundamental Payload
I
Instrument j (Kg) Property to Wh|ch Al_lied Raas_ Excluded frc,_ Fu_ldam¢ _al Payload
t
Scanning Muhichannel ! 8.0 Kg AJbedo, F_am function, Mmslve and partially redundant to
Spectroradlometer br|ghtncu prdilet o_ white-light IN_otometer
nuc.leusand halo in
selKted spectral bands
Gravity Gradiomet_ r 2.5 Kg Gravity gradient of Redundon, to da1_er tracking mea_um-
nuc.leut ments available without special equipment
X-Ray Spectr_eter and 18.0 Kg Cc_nposltlon of surface Subject to interference (l_ckgrou_d)
"f-Ray Spectrometer rectorial of nucleuL i_oblee.s; require very close approach to
; nucleus for utility
Visual RangeSp,ectrameter, 45.0 Kg Compo_itio_ of emitting _ive instruments partially redundant tc
IR Fourier Spectrometer, gasesof carno earth-based measurementsof secondary
•_d UV Spectrometer l I properties, possibly requiring unacceptably
, _ long intcgratlon times
I IImpact IonJzaHon Sensor 6.5 Kg C_nposltlon Of asteroid Expected relative velocities of vehicle andbelt sol_dparticles pamcle$ t¢_ low in coma; expected density
j Of part;ties too low during cruise tt
Tot_ mass JO.O Kg ' t
__ i
First, there is the prospect of hovering at a measurable thrust just ,.J
b_'ancing gravitationala_traction. Secondly, minute gravity perturbations
of the spacecraft passing the _ucleus at close range can be determined by
dopvler tracking from earth, provided the relative velocity is only a few
meters per second. (These methods will be discussed in Section 6.6.3.)
The emission of gas from the nucleus would obviou'_lyaffectthe applica-
tion of either m_thod, perhaps drastically. But a device to measure the
outward mass flux is part of the fundamental payload (mass spectrometer).
Thus the proper correction for the wind should be available a posteriori.
Further, nonuniform emission from. the nucleus and the reduced cometary
activityafterperihelion passage may _ielddata at times when a signifi-
cant correction need not even _e applied.
4.3.Z _ry III Instrument e
T_ !e _ -3 encompasses ._ set of what might be termed "fundamental
experiments" of a lander package. The set would provide some detailed
46
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Table 4-3. Category HI Instruments.
Fundamenta_ Lander 72
•: Payload Complement
Landin 8 Instrument s "_'
Neutron ActivaUon -Spsctromet ry
X-Ray Activation Analysis
aBack-Scattering
Thermal Probe
Electrical Conductive Probe
IVlapetometer _
_ Seiamomeb_ r -_.
Magnetic Induction Meter )
Esthnated Mass 20 Kg ,_
| Lander Vehicle 30 Kg
i
•I Total 5o Kg
data on composition and structure of the nucleus, which might have : ._
implications regarding formation of the comet and possibly of the solar
systerf_ as well. This set is of priority interest but has not been examined
carefully for this mission because of the unacceptabIe complexity entailed
in provision for a separable package.
4.3.3 C_a_':egoryIV Instruments _
Table 4-4 presents two sets of experiments that represent what :,
might be termed "luxury" packages for a 1984 Encke rendezvous. The ,
first set, which wo_dd b_.• stationed in the solar wind in front of the comet
and free of its iz_nuence, is o£ vital importance to real understanding of
the interaction of the solar wind and the coma. This is especially true _or _
n_.easurement_ made in the interaction region near perihelion where the
properties of th_ solar wind are currently unknown. The properties of the
interaction region, _owever, constitute a secondary objective of the mis-
sion under study, "_
7
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;i1 Table 4-4. Category IV Instruments. Comprehensive 4
PayloadCompteme.ts... .....
' Solar Wind .Monitoring [nltr_rnenta
Solar Wind Plasma Analyzer
Magnatometer
UV Photornet_.r
-, Plasma Wave Detec:tor
Estimated Mass 7 Kg
ii DetachaI:Ie Vehicle 40 K__g
_ Total 47 _g
Land in_ Instruments
i_ Active Seismometer
! Gas Chromatograph
Samptt ng Devic,r,
ii Estimated Ma3s 56 Kg 3
The second set of TabIe 4-4 would allow sophisticated analysis of
" the properties of the surface and interior of the nucleus ancl could be partQ
_: of a fully comprehensive lander package. Such devices on a first rendez-
_.!_ vous seem improbable, even under relaxed constraints, but would provide
.-,i! important data.
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'"" ('i'i!_: 5. MISSION ANALYSIS
_°
"" 5. i OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS
• _ Mission characteristics for the 1984 Encke rendezvous were in-
i vestigated to determine payload performance as a function of flight time,
i arrival time, and thrust parameters. A representative set of trajectory
data was "_itiaUy furnished by Mr. Carl Sauer of JPL. Additional
trajectory simulations were performed by TRW in the course of the study.
i!] Principal criteria and constraints in the selection of a nominal
trajectory and of spacecraft size and power are: (I) sufficient payload
i- capacity to carry the basic science instrument complement defined in
Section 4; (2) reasonably fast transfer to the comet; (3) favorable timing
_'- _' of the rendezvous from the standpoint of most effective comet exploration;
"::_ and (4) achievement of these objectives at a reasonably low-power level.
The trad _.offs involved in selecting the mission profile and system charac-
teristics are discussed in this section.
i _ In addition to the characteristics of the transfer phase, operational
_'_ modes in the comet's vicinity are of principal interest and are discussed
in this section, Relative excursions, maneuver and stationkeeping re-
: quirements,-and other dynamic and kinematic characteristics associated
'_ _*
_t] with exploration close to the nucleus were investigated. Navigational re-
-'::_,._ quirements of the comet rendezvous were derived on the basis of earlier
•"._._
. _ work by JPL (Reference 5-1), IITRI (Reference S-Z), and TRW, with
_._"- emphasis on the combined ,_.seof onbcard and ground-based navigation.
_ 5. Z ASSUMED ELECTRIC PROPULSION AND LAUNCH VEHICLE
PERFORMANCE DAT .%
_. The following engineering characteristics and constraints, con-
;_ sistent with the state of technology of solar electric propulsion, were
assumed:
• _ l) Sola._array
'_ • The boom-deployed rollup array of the type
.-L._ developed by General Electric under JPL
•"_-_ __ contract has a _pec,ftc mass of 15 kgll_v.
An increase of panel size to power levels
:.._, greater than the Z. 5 kw prototype, as re-
x quired for the Encke rendezvous mission,
•s consistent with G. E. Zs design apprcach.
5-I
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J, .,+_ Z) Power processors
• , • Specific mass 5 kg/kw
,+ • Efficiency 91 percent
3) Ion thrusters
• Mercury electron bombardment thrusters are
assumed here. The maximum burn time on any++
single thruster is not to exceed 104 hours
,+ (,I16 days). (Actually, on the basis of earlier
_t studies by JPL and TRW, a maximum of only
350 days per _hruster is anticipated for this
mission. )
• In our performance calculations we assume a
+'_- fixed Isv of 3000 seconds consisten_v,ith
._ cur_rentlyavailableofthrusterdesigns, with a
:i._: thruster efficiency O. 70.
_i! 4) Total specLficmass
• Values of the totalspecificmass of the solar
array plu3 electricpropulsion hardware was
-_ assumed as 30 kg/kw in trajectory Calculations.
• .1_ This value was subsequently confirmed to be
..+ realisticby taking intoaccount the required•.-_ number of spare thrusters and power processors. +'_
:._r._
__._=. 5) Propellant tankage
" • For preliminary mission analysis, the tankage
mass is assume#_ to be three percent of the
maximum propeAant load.
6) Solar array power output
:.+'._i!_ • The solar array output power as+function of
"+-_J: solar distance (for distances above O. 68 AU)
•.+_:_ is assumed as shown in Fif+ure5-t, based on
: JPL data.
• For solar distances below 0.68 AU a constant
power output (i.40 times re_'erencepo+eer at
I AU) can be achieved ifthe maximum array
temperature is limited to 140°C through array
rotation e,,way from the sun. O.therw.+'sethe
power output would drop sharply°as tempera-
ture increases {see Figure 5-I).
Boosters of the Titan family, Titan ILID/C.,::,.ur D-IT with fiveor
/
.j:, seven se merit solid rocket strapon_,were specifiec .',:l_unch vehicle
'+ candxda, J. Trajec_.orycalculationsimmediately e'_ :: ,fishedthat the
!!i::.+
"197202"1"177-'1"13
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE(_40°C) - '-
THROUGH SOLARARRAYROTATION
|o0 ' '
I POWERLOSSDUE TO
z J "
0. I " _
°'°0 2 -3 4 5
SOLAR DISTANCE (At I)
Figure 5-1. Normalized Solar Array Output Power
(Reference: 3PL SEMMS Study)
higher performance seven-segment Titan, is not required since even the
five-segment Titan has mc re than sufficient injection capability for this
mission, Its nominal performance specified )y JPJ-, is shown in
Figure 5-Z assuming a standard I4-foot Viking shroud. Fur the optional
t0-foot I.ntelsat shroud considered in this study the injected mass capa-
..... bilitywould be about tO0 kg great_:r.
5.-3 ,
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Figure 5-Z. Injection Performance of Titan IIID(S)/Centaur .
(JPL Model) 1 ';"
5.3 TRANSFER TRAJECTORY CHARACTE.RISTICS _ _i!:
Discus slon5.3. I General " "
Various types of transfer trajectories are available for a 1984 -=_
Encke rendezvous as illustrated schematically in Figure 5-3. The sazne ):
arrival time, 50 days before perihelion pas _age, is assumed in the ex-
/ amples shown. We dis+Anguish between direct (Mode A) trajectories :
; with transfe: angles significantly less than 360 degrees and indirect :_
(Mode B) trajectories with transfer angles apprc ,thing or exceeding
360 degrees. _-
L_unch dates for tl_e dlr=ct trajectories occur about one year apart , ,'i'
wher arth is near the longitude of the cornetts perihelion. Typical trip :_
times are 700 and 10S0 days, r,_specti,/ely. The smaller or larger i_
_phelion distances reflect the different trip times. ,:/_
Subseq_,ent tradeoff studies showed that a later arrival, 40 da)rs before /_
perihelion, is pre__erable as will be discue_ed later. _,_
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• _ Figure 5-3. Basic Characteristics of Transfer Trajectory
:; and Payload I'_rf_r_nance
Launch da%es fo:: indirect trajectories are spread oyez a wide
range of longitudes, com:,)lementing the launch dates for direct flights.
Trip times range from 800 to i000 days. A typical feature of indirect
trajectories is the initial passage inside- the•earth orbit. This is
_2
necessary to _dapt the flight tir_e to given departure or arrival drtes
incompatible with direct transfer,
he graph inserted at the upper left of Figure 5-3 shows the trend
.%
of net Sl_acecraft m_ss variation with flight _ime b_sed on optirr_
'_<i propulsion power. Actually, only a fraction of the "optimal" power level
• The term net spacecraft mass is used to designate the mass remaining
":_:_ after the mass of the solar array, electric propulsion hardware, a,_d
.r propellant mass is subtracted fro m the L_itial gross mass.
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indicated in this graph is required to deliver an adequate paylm_d. EarLier _ :_
studies by JPL. TRW and IITRI have established that power levels of ?0 kw
and below arc cuffic:ent. If the resulting net spacecr,_ft mass i_ at least > _,
500 ks, about tOO kg of this mass is _vaiiab)- for net scientHic (ln_ru 7 " ._ _:
i 'ment) , ,yload_ allowiug abcut 300 kg for spacecr_- _tr'_cture and eng[_ !_neerlng subsystems, and i00 kg for varioUs weight penalties and con- i
_ Cingencies. $calir_g laws that relate _iet spacecraft mass to power_levei , _
_ , _ have been derived _md are well doct_mented i_ the above referenced studies, _;
; '
,. __,_;_ _nese are directl I, a,_pllcable here. - - ,- ._.
- " .<o aZL_i_.O._ of::the time-var_v_ng thrust prcfLles tliat are usee in the _):
" direct a_d-indirect fiigl_t modes is needed. The principal thrust corn- i_,"
pone_"-appl_,d.':in,the or_!-,_:l pl_ge must initially ._int h: a forward
-- direction to _increase t_e aphelion radius. Subsequently, as _Ite :pace- _,
craft aPProaChes aphelion the thrust vector must b_ pointed in a retro-
,a
grade direction t6:_ecrease the perihelicn r_dius. To m_tch _ncke_s ,_
small periheiion raditls (0. 34 AU) a large total retroiml ulse is required .'_
near aphelion although the solar electric power available here is only i0 _,_ _
to 20 percent of its imtial level at earth departure. TMs explains the-
relatively large initial power that is characteristic of thP, Encke ren- !
dezvous mission. After aphelion and during the rende_-vous approach the '_
thrv, st vector points ag_tin in p._sJgr_de direction to lurthez it, crease the
apheliov of the spa:ecraft orbit until it matches that of the comet. ;,
An appreciable amot,_t of out-of-plane thrusting is required in _
addition to the principal in-plane thrus ::. to match the comet's orbit ir_- .ii
clination {12. 0 degzees) and line of nodes. In the direct transfer trajec- '::_
tories launched near the comet's descending node the out-oI-pla_e thrust ",/,
component is needed largely to increase orbit inclination,, In the case of _!
indirect trans_er_ the out-of-pla_e componen_ is needed_for inclination _.
changes as well as nodal shift. _
,4R
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5.3.7 Representative _erformance Characteristics
i _'_ Figure 5-4 shows performance characteristics of representative
f-
trajectories for a SEP reference power of 15 kw. The upper portion
presents net spacecraft mass as function of flight time for fast and slow
transfers, with arrival time as a parameter. The lower portion of the
chart shows the net spacecraft variation with SEP power ranging from
5 to 15 kw for trip times of 800 and t050 days.
FAST TRIP SLOW TRIP
700 "_ i 1200, ', i
O_ ARRIVAL,I_EFOREDAYS _ 100C DATA FROMC. SAUER(.IPL)__.
' _ _ 6o0
• Z
20( a I 200
•_ _;,;._ 650 700 750 800 950 1000 1050 I 100
'_ "" FLIGHT TIME (DAYS) FLIGHT TIME (DAYS)
-j
:" 700 , I ' 12gg, , wI '
: _' DATA FROM C. SAUERUPL)
TRIPI 800 DAYS -30 TRIP = 1050 DAYS
_ 500 -40
Z
21111o s lO IS o 5 IO 15
POWER,%(Kw) POWER,%
Figure 5-4. 1984 Encke Rendezvous Performance vs Flight Time and Power
', (Isp = 3000 sec; _ = 30 kg/kw; Titan lllD/Centaur/SEP)
.t
_ z.e., the input power into the electric propulsion power processor,
i referenced to I AU solar distance.
!
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Time of arrival has :_ significant effect on net spacecraft mass,
with an increment of up to t00 kg obtainable for a 10-day delay in arrival
time in the case of fast missions. An even stronger influence of arrival
time is noted in the case of slow trips (upper right of the chart). A change
of the trend in payload mass variation with flight time and arrival date is
also apparent in this graph, in contrast with the characteristics of fast
missions. (See also Figure 5-6.)
The net spacecraft mass obtainable in fast trips is between 350 and
600 kg; this increases to about 1200 kg in slow trips. The fast trips use
direct transfers for flight times between 700 and 750 days, and indirect
transfers for longer flight times. The slow trips also include direct and
indirect transfers depending on the launch date, the steep portion of the
performance curves corresponding to direct flights, and the shallow
portion to indirect flights.
Figure 5-5 shows the influence of hyperbolic departure _elocity,
Voo, on payload performance for fast and slow trips, with arrival time
as parameter. The upper portion of the chart shows required thrust time;
the lower portion shows net spacecraft mass. Performance increases with • J
diminishing departure velocity because more of the total energy is con-
tributed by electric propulsion, as reflected by the increase of total re-
quired thrust time (shown in the upper portion of the chart). The lower
limit of Voo is reached when the thrust time equals the flight time.
Increasing the total thrust time as a way to gain payload capacity is
desirable as long as this does not compromise system reiiabiiity. We
have investigated this tradeoff and found that in the case of "short" 700 to
800-day trips an extension of thrust time is much more important in the
interest of gaining payload capacity but also more acceptable from a
reliability standpoint than in the case of long trip times. Nevertheless,
it appears desirable to allow for at least some coast time even in a short
flight mode to provide a margin against certain propulsion system con-
tingencies. (As will be discussed below the selected nominal 800-day
mission profile includes a coast period of about 50 days. )
5-8
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Figure 5-5. Payload Performanze , nd Thrust-On Time
(1984 Rendezvous; Po = t5 kw; Isp = 3000 sec;
_ (X = 30 kg/kw; Titan 111D/CentaurTSEP)
*i Figure 5-6 shows an overall mission map which summarizes results
of the trajectory and performance analysis for 15 k_ of SEP reference
power. Contours of net spacecraft zT,,:ssa'e plotted against launch time
and arrival time. Flight times are inclicated by diagonal lines of slope +1.
Payload contours are shown for short and long trip times. £he choice of
direct or indirect transfer trajectories is determined by the launch date.
5.3.3 Selection of Preferred Transfer_?rajector)r
; Regions of favorable and unfavoratle operating conditions, and
:* criteria for selection of a preferred trar sfer trajectory can be conveniently
_ delineated in the missioz, map as shown in Figure 5-7, The following
factors exhibited in this map are relevant to the trajectory selection (not
: necessarily in the order of priority):
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Figure 5-7. 1984 Encke Rendezvous Mission Map; 1
Criteria for Trajectory Selection
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t a) Net spacecraft contours delineate regions of
adequate payload performance, indicated by
cross hatching.
b) The preferred time of arrival, dictated by
scientific observation objectives, is indicated
by a shaded horizontal strip (50 to 30 days
before perihelion).
c) Diagonal lines are time of flight contours.
Since reliability decreases with flight time,
(and total thrust time) these lines %n also
be interpreted as reliability conto zs. Short
flight times are preferred.
d) The launch date is relevant in dictating the
required procurement schedule and in relating
the 1984 rendezvous to the [980 flythrough
opportunity. Time elapsed between the post-
ulated earlier Encke flythrough (November i980)
and launch of the rendezvous spacecraft is shown
in a separate scale at the bottom of the map.
A late launch (e.g., December 1981) is preferable
for most effective utilization of data on Encke
l'. received from the flythrough mission. It also
. provides additional lead time for program
development.
The launch date also dictates the use of direct
or indirect flight modes with April 1981 and
198Z being in the center of direct flightoppor-
tunities, indirect transfers that initiallyapproach
very close to the sun (e.g., with launch dates in
the fall of 1980 and 1981) should be avoided, as
they may lead to potentially severe early solar
array degradation.
e) Navigation is constrained by timing of the
spacecraft arrival at the comet: for ground
based navigation the time of comet recovery and
for onboard navigation the time of earliest onboard
acquisition (indicated at the left)is relevant.
Terminal navigation is facilitated by arrival timing
50 days before perihelion or later consistent with
scientific objectives.
f) Spacecraft design criteria and environmental con-
ditions favor arrival timing no earlier than about
50 days before perihelion and no later than about
30 days before perihelion consistent with science() constraints.
5-i i \
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Some of these criteria require further discussion.
Payload performance (criterion a) must be reinterpreted if an SEP
power different from 15 kw is selected. Direct scaling is appropriate;
e. g., if the power is scaled down to 10 kw a net spacecraft mass of 500 kg
would correspond to an equivalent value of 750 kg on the map. For 12 kw
the equivalent net spacecraft mass is 6Z5 kg.
4
} Time of arrival (criterionb) is partly dictatedby the comet explora-
•_ tion strategy (see Section 6). Ou_."study shows that with arrival 40 days
._, before perihelion adequate time is available for coma/tail exploration
_ maneuvers when the comet is most active, while arrival at the nucleus
._ is stillpossible before perihelion.
.?
'3 Other criteriafor time of arrival selectionare imposed by space-
craft design, spacecraft environmental protection and electricpropulsiont
.'i constraints. For example, latearrival with the _erminal thrust phase
_._" occurring close to perihelion makes the mission more criticallydependent
:( on the solar array, increases the thermal load on the thrusters and 3demands additionof standby thrusters.
_ The preferred operating region is delineated by the brackets of
iI favorable arrJ.valtimes (30 to 50 days before perihelion), short flight
times 750 to 850 days and the lower limit of ne" spacecraft mass, 500 kg.
The dates of the selected nominal trajectory (Option I) are:
•'i • Flight time 800 days, arrival on 16 February 198440 days before perihelion
"._
• Launch date 8 December 1981
¢
The net spacecraft mass is 527 kg at 15 kw, or 42Z kg at 12 kw of
nominal SEP power. Ifa small increase in payload capacity is needed we
may use one of the following options:
• Increase flighttime to 830 days: AM I = 25 kg!-
• Change arrival date to Tp - 35: AM 2 = 32 kg
_ • Change SEP power to 13 kw: AM 3 = 35 kg
• Combination of all three options: ZAM. --9Z kg4 i
We conclude that sufficientincremental payload capacity is available in
._ the immediate vicinityof the nominal operating point.
.:.
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_ An alternate operating point that is available if increased payload
'__ capacity is absolutely required is shown in the mission map as Option 2:
• • Flight time i075 days; arrival on 16 February 1984
40 days after perihelion
• Launch date 8 March i98i
+ The net spacecraft mass is If00 kg at 15 kw or 880 kg at iZ kw. This
_ trajectory option would permit a reduction in SEP power level to 5.8 kw
,¢
L to yield the same payload as Option i.
' _ Figure 5-8 shows the ecliptic plane projection of the selected
nominal trajectory (Option i). Note that this is an indirect trajectory
. which passes to within 0.74 AU of the sun 65 days after launch. Fig-
._, ures 5-9 (a) through 5-9 (c) show time histories of heliocentric longitude
t 210" 180" 150°
_ 240" , 120"
+i'll! , / y. .IARRIVAL: 16 FEB1984(Tp - 40 DAYS1 ,_ ! ,-TRIPTIME: 800DAYS ..<.. /
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• _
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,i_i C"_t Figure 5-8. Nominal 1984Encke RendezvousTrajectory(Projectedinto Ecliptic)
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_ ( and latitude, radius, power profile, thrust acceleration, thrust cone and
clock angle and relative geometry characteristics with respect to earth,
sun and comet. A.:oast period of 49 days is included starting 130 days
after launch. (A payload increase of about 30 kg is achievable by ex-
cluding this coast period, i.e., increasing the total thrust time to
800 days, and using a departure hyperbolic velocity of 7.5 rather than
8 km/sec. )
Figure 5-10 shows the relative trajectory with respect to the comet
for the last 100 days of the transfer, pzojected into the comet orbit plane.
The graph at the bottom of Figure 5-10 shows thrust vector cone and clock
angles as well as line-of-sight angles to the comet in spherical coordin-
ates for the last 100 days before rendezvous. During the time interval
critical for onboard terminal navigation the thrust vector orientations are
almost diametrally opposite to the line-of-sight orientations. It follows
that the optical navigation sensor must look in the general direction of the
thrust beam, subject to field-of-view obstruction by the spacecraft body.
This may require reorientation of the spacecra_ " long enough to permit an
O unobstructed view of the target by the TV sensor, possibly accompanied
by thrust interruption.
5.3.4 Non-Optimal Thrust Pointing
A study of payload reduction that would result from non-optimal
thrust pointing was performed to determine whether a rotatable solar
array is essential to the mission. As shown by the time history of optimal
thrust vector cone angles for the nominal 800-day mission (Figure 5-9(b)),
the largest departure from the average, (about 90 degrees from the sun-
line) is +80 degrees. Constraining the cone angle to a fixed value in the
70 to 90 degree range reduces the net spacecraft mass by about 20 percent
(104 kg), i.e., more than the total projected net payload capacity for
science instruments. A 3.1 kw increase in pcwer would be required to
offset this effect. In the case efa slow transfer (I050 days) the net space-
craft capacity is decreased by about the same amount (100 kg). In view of
""Cone and clock angles are defined in accordance with conventioz,al JPL
usage, (see also Section 6.7.2).
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the much larger payload capacity provided by this mission mode this loss
is only iO percent and therefore more acceptable.
The possibility of rotating the entire spacecraft by a limited angle
(+_?O degrees) from the average fixed orientation, was also considered as
an alternative to asing solar array rotation. This resulted in a payload
loss of about 50 kg, or 10 percent, in the fast mission mode. It would
stillhave to be compensated by an equivalent power increase of i.6 kw.
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'i'_ (, The weight increment required for adding a solar array rotation
i drive and electronics is estimated to be 16 kg based on an earlier design
study. The decisive factors which make a rotational solar array drive
preferable are not only the improved payload performance, but also the
important functional advantages of unconstrained thrust pointing for
guidance and comet exploration maneuvers, and greater convenience in
rotating the solar array away from full sun orientation for thermal
protection at solar distances below 0.68 AU, as will be discussed in
Section 7.
5.4 RELATIVE MOTION
5.4. I Relative Trajectories Through Coma and Tail
._ Coast trajectories of the spacecraft relative to the comet center
•_ were calculated to permit:
• Investigation of alternate coma and tail
exploration modes
• Selection of a preferred excursion pattern
• Evaluation of time and maneuver require-
ments during this mission phase.
Figure 5-II shows typical coast arcs in cometocentric coordinates
i
with the sunline pointing to the left and the comet's velocity pointing up-
d ward as indicated by arrows. The trajectories originate at the comet
-_ center, running toward or away from the sun. To illustrate the influence
of the comet's orbital position we assumed two starting times,
T = T - 50 days (Figure 5-11(a)) and T = T (Figure 5-11(b)_. The
o p o p
curves are for different departure angles e defined as the orientation of
the initial velocity AV t relative to the vertical coordinate axis, positive in
clockwise direction. The elapsed time is indicated parametrically by
dashed curves.
To simplify the computation the effect of the infinitesimal nucleus
: gravity was neglected and the initial velocity was assumed to be the
result of an impulse maneuver, although electric propulsion is preferred
over chemical propulsion to conserve propellant mass. The impulsive
(;__ thrust approximation is quite adequate because the low-thrust system
!
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having a AV capability of 40 to 50 m/sec per day would be used only
during a very short initial segment of each arc. The curved characteristics
reflect the effect of solar d_fferential gravity and Coriolis acceleration
in the rotating fram¢ of reference° Figures fi-lt(c) and 5-11(d) show
the maximum lateral excursion and the crossover range achievable with
initial velocity increment AV! as parameter. For example, with
_V 1 = 30 m/sec applied at T O = T a distance of about 50,000 km can beP
reached in 20 days.
Figure 5-12 shows corresponding trajectories for _V -- 20 and
30 m/sec obtained with an initial offset of 50,000 km on the sunward side
starting at T ; T 50 days and running toward the cornet center.
o p
Identical coast arcs ""ould be obtained for a symmetrical offset point on
the other side of the comet center simply by rotating the graph 180 de-
grees around the origin, as can also be seen in Figure 5-tl. This is
explained by the symmetry of the dynamic effects governing the relative
motions.
In addition to coast arcs that are the result of an initial velocity,
.J Figare 5-12 also shows the drift,or control-free path, thatwould occur
if no AV were applied, as the result of the solar differential gravity that
exists at the offset point. The rate of drift increases linearly with the
radial offset distance. Continuous or intermittent thrust is _ecessary
to cancel the drift rate if st_.tionkeeping is desired.
Since the relative motions considered here are very small orbit
perturbations relative to the comet, maximum excursions being at least
three orders of magnitude smaller than the solar distance, the velocities
and resulting excursions can be scaled l.roportionally. With this tech-
nique composite pattern of excursions and their velocity requirements
can be readily synthesized from _he data provided above.
Figure 5-13 shows two types oz c)met exploration maneuvers thus
obtained. The first type has been analyzed by IITRI (Reference 5-2). It
provides excursions of +20,000 km from the nucleus for about 60 days
including a stationkeeping period of ten days. The AV requirement is
about 160 m/sec.
J
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The second type starts at a 50,000 km offset on the sunward side
rather than at the nucleus and includes an excursion toward or into the
tail to 50,000 kin. The time requirement is 30 days, and the total AV is
about 240 m/sec. The depth of tail exploration can be adapted in accord-
ance with observations from earth, as determined by the presence or
absence of a prominent tail during the t984 encounter. This exploration
mode appears preferable, since it permits systematic mapping of the
coma and tail during the most active phase of the comet while avoiding
the more hazardous nucleus environment during that time. This will be
further discussed under exploration strategy (Section 6).
:5
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An important consideration in defining preferable exploration
patterns is that of effective protection against the severe thermal en-
vironment during closest solar approach, i.e., the 60-day period centered
at perihelion. We note that in the second comet exploration pattern
shown above the final nucleus rendezvous phase occurs almost at perihelion
and thrust modes that require pointing the ion engines directly at the sun
X
must be avoided to prevent excessive heating.
It should be noted that the
excursion pattern discussed in
this section is confined es- _
sentially to the orbital plane of
the comet. Excursions out-of-
plane should be minimized be-
cause, in contrast with relative ._ N
motions in the plane, the veloc-
ity that would be required to
return to the nucleus increases
rapidly with distance. Out-of- _
plane relative trajectories are o
shown in Figure 5-14, where x Figure 5-14. Relative Trajectories
with Out-of-Plane
and z are coordinates of the Components
cometls meridian plane with x pointing radially away from the sun, and
the z axis pointing south.
5.4. 2 Perturbin s Forces and Stationke_eping Requirements
The principal perturbing influences acting on the spacecraft that
are of interest from a standpoint of stationkeeping requirements are these:
1) Solar differential gravity
Z) Solar pressure
3) Gas flow pressure
4) Nucleus gravity
Solar differential gravity is only an apparent perturbation effect which is
introduced by our adopting the rotating cometocentric coordinate system
as a reference frame. However, it is by far the dominant effect that
must be compensated if stationkeeping at a fixed relative position, more
5-24
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than a few hundred km from the nucleus, is desired. It may be expressed
in first order approximation by the following linearized equations:
Zia r - - _ (3 + sinz yo )
r
o
Aap - -Zr_ sin 2¥o
o
where
Aa = relative acceleration along the solar radius,
r positive inward
Aa = relative acceleration perpendicular to the
P solar radius, positive in the direction of
the comet's motion
p = radial component of relative distance of
the spacecraft from the comet center,
positive in antisolar direction
r = solar radius0 o
_t : gravitational constant
¥o : orientation of comet velocity vector with
respect to circumferential direction in
heliocentric coordinates, positive when
pointing inward.
The component Aa is much smaller than Aar, and vanishes atP
perihelion (Yo = 0). Because of the factor t/r 3 the differential gravityo
effect is about Z5 times larger at perihelion than at 1 AU, i.e., at the
time of arrival. For an offset of Z0,000 km at perihelion the acceleration
is about 6 micro-g. Thus for a i000-kg spacecraft a compensating thrust
force of about 0.06 Newtons (13 millipounds) would be required for
stationkeeping, i.e., more than ten percent of the typical SEP thrust
capability (100 millipounds) available. A duty cycle of f:8 would be
required if full thrust were used intermittently for stationkeeping at this
distance. This corresponds to a AV of 5. ! m/sec, and a propellant ex-
penditure of 0. 166 kg per day of stationkeeping.
0
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Figure 5-15 shows the different perturbing forces acting on a 1000 kg )2
spacecraft having a 100 rn solar array, as function of distance p from
the nucleus. The solar distance is 0.34 AU (perihelion). Forces due to
gravity and gas flow pressure, decreasing with the inverse square of the
distance p tend to cancel if the solar array is fully deployed. A model of
maximum gas flow pressure was derived from the estimated mass flow
1013rate from the nucleus of 6 x 105 grams/second, or g/year (see
Section 6). Note that this mass flow model has an uncertainty range of
an order of magnitude. The resulting maxfmurn gas flow pressure is
about 60 mill/pounds at the surface of the nucleus, but only one rnilli-
pound at a distance of 10 krn. Partial retraction of the solar array would
reduce the gas flow pressure effect, but at the same time makes the net
difference between gravity and flow pressure forces larger.
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Figure 5-15. Perturbation Forces and Thrust Requirements
in Center of Comet
Gravity acceleration at the surface of the nucleus (radius = 1.8 krn),
based on an assumed mass of Z x 100 g is 0.41 x I0 "3 m/sec z. Thus the
gravity force that would be acting on a spacecraft hovering near the _ ,
surface is 90 rnillipounds. The nucleus gravity and solar differential _ _
5-Z
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• t
_ (•_ gravity effects are equal at a distance of 30 to 40 km as shown in the
graph.
A
Solar pressure at perihelion was determined for a fully deployed
solar array and a feathered array, i.e., an array turned away from the
sun for thermal protection. It ranges from O• 1 to about I millipounds.
We observe that the combined effectsof the various perturbing
forces are smallest at distances ranging from Z0 km to several hundred
kin. This local dip in the perturbing forces is of interest, ifthe space-
craft should be required to maintain stationfor an extended period (20 to
_t
30 days) in the penumbra of the nucleus for purposes of thermal protection,
as discussed in the following paragraph.
• _i
"! 5.4. 3 Thermal Protection of Spacecraft Behind Nucleus
•4
•_ The possibilityof placing the spacecraft behind the nucleus for some
i period ._ftime to provide thermal protection during close solar approachil has been suggested in the literature. Preliminary analysi of this c n-
ii 0 cept leads to the results shown in Figure 5-I6 (a)through (d). If,for
__2 example, the spacecraft hovers in the penumbra at about 196 km distance
_"'._ from the nucleus in partial solar eclipse of 50 percent, the maximum
",_ attainableat this distance, i.fthe sun subtends an angle of I 58 degrees
• .') •
,0 a .euc, onO,Oratio• of local solar fluxto fluxat i AU) by 50 percent can be achieved. The
_ maximum thermal factor reached at perihelion, Qmax = 8.65, is thus
-.,., reduced to 4.33 which corresponds to an equivalent solar distance of
_ 0.48 AU. Figures 16(c)and _d) show the shieldingeffectiveness of staying
in partial eclipse as a function of time. For example, the thermal factor
is reduced to 5 ifthe probe remains in partialeclipse for 23 days
centered at perihelion. The required dwell time for 60 percent shielding
is 33 days. These cases correspond to an equivalent closest solar ap-
proach of 0.45 and 0.54AU, respectively.
e
The .-adialdistance from the nucleus must be varied with time as
,f
ii 0 shown in Figure 5-16(d) to maintain a specified effectivethermal factor
_ Q_:"which is Q times the eclipse fraction• The dependence of the eclipse
fraction upon radial distance and lateraloffsetis shown in Figure 5-10(b).
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Figure 5-16. Thermal Protection of Spacecraft Behind Nucleus
As previously mentioned, the stationkeeping requirements to
compensate for solar differential gravity are modest at distances of i00 to
about 1000 kin. Intermittent thrust at duty cycles of the order of one
percent, even with a partially retracted solar array, would be adequate
to maintain the desired position in the penumbra. The spacecraf_ will tend
to drift in a r_t _.'ograde direction and must be pushed back toward the
penumbra's leading edge by intermittent thrust action. In addition, low
thrust will be required to change the relative position with respect to the
nucleus from ZOO to about 500 or 1000 km in accordance with changing
solar distance as shown in Figure 5-16(d).
The advantage of thermal protection must be weighed against the
constraint on spacecraft position during an important part of the mission,
hence a possible reduction of scientific data yield, and against the
stationkeeping maneuver requirements. We recommend this thermal t
protection approach only as an emergency measure to cover unforeseen
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(. contingencies and to save a mission that would otherwise _:11 due to ex-
cessive heating.
5.4. 4 ChemicalPropulsion Requirements
In addition to performing the primary propulsion tasks of the earth-
to-comet transfer, including the necessary guidance rnaneu'/ers, the SEP
_ystem can also serve to perform most of the auxiliary thrust f,'nctions
required during the comet exploration phase. Thus, a full-fledged,
auxiliary chemical propulsion system is avo" ded and the propellant mass
expended during this phase of the mission is drastically reduced. Maneu-
vet requirements that cannot be met by low-thrust propulsion can be
handled by the hydrazine attitude control thrusters. Use of these thrusters
in a dual mode for velocity co_trol a_.d attitude control is flight proven,
simple and economical. The low impulsive thrust o: 0,005 g's also
minimizes dynamic loading of the solar array and other flexible appendages
(e. g., experiment booms).
The question of how much bydrazine propellant _ .ust be provided
C) for auxiliary thrust pruposes is important because of the stringent lim-_t_-
tions on payload capacity imposed by the selected transfer trajectory _nd
power level. A generalized parametric approach is used here to
delineate propulsion tasks that should be performed by the auxiliary
chemical thrusters. This approach takes the time constraints of SEP
maneuvers and the mass penalties of chemical propulsion maneuvers in-
to account.
Figure 5-17 shows regimi s of typicallow-thrust and high-thrust
operations in a force versus velocity diagram with thrust time as t0ara-
meter. Propellant mass for chemical versus electricpropulsion is also
shown on the abscissa axis, assuming a gross spacecraft mass of t090 kg.
The propulsion requirem_'nts for guidance corrections, stationkeeping,
coma, tailand nucleus exploration maneuvers can be handled adequately by
low thrust with times of operation ranging from several hours to several
days. Thi_ is delineatedby the shaded area at the lower right. A large
G saving of propellant mass compared to chemical propulsion can thus be
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Figure 5-17. Regimes of SEP and Chemical Propulsion Use
(1000 kg Spacecraft)
achieved. However, small rapid maneuvers -n the vicinity of the nucleus
such as terminal approach maneuvers, collision avoidance maneuvers, and
circumnavigation, delineated by the shaded region in the upper left, require
chemical propulsion because of time constr_tints.
This is further explained by Figure 5-18 in terms of the range of
_i.' maximum excursions achievable by the low-thrust system as a function ofk.
time, compared to what is needed in various comet exploration phases.
The solid line designated Sp shows the maximum transverse maneuver
achieved by full thrust application (see diagram inserted at the upper left).
: The dashed lines S show the forward motion of the spacecraft during the
: same time interval at typical velocities for coma/tail exploration,
_ terminal nucleus approach and near-nucleus maneuvers, 50, 5 and O. 5
._ m/sec, respectively. Intersectiol_s of the dashed lines and the solid line
_ relate worst-case maneuver durations with required excursions. It is
apparent that the long-duration maneuvers in coma and tail and during the
s-3o
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nucleus approach with excursions of the order of 10,000 and 100 km can
be met adequately by electric propulsion whereas the close-range
maneuvers of 1 to 10 km would require too much time, and therefore
demand addition of the chemical propulsion capability. The time delay of
10 to 3U minutes that elapse between transmission of a ground command
signal and the return of a TV image from the spacecraft must be taken
into account in setting time limits for maneuver execution. An estimate
of the total maneuver requirements for which the use of the hydrazine
propulsion is essential (i. e. 10 to 20 maneuvers _'') is 40 to 50 m/sec
which corresponds to about 20 kg of hydrazine propellant. This figure
takes into account the 2:1 savings in AV expenditure that is achieved by
impulsive thrusting compared to SEP operation with 100 percent thrust
time.
b
":"See also Section 6.6.2 for AV requirements. ,
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5. 5 _NAVIGATION
"4
5. 5. i Navigation Concept
Previous studies (References _-I through 5-4) have established
the feasibility of accurate low-thrust navigation using ground-based
precision doppler tracking and orbit determination. For a comet rendez-
vous mission an onboard terminal navigation sensor is required in addition
4 to determine the vehicle's relative position with respect to the comet.
t
_ This is necessary since the uncertainty of the comet's trajectory charac-
teristics dominates all other error sources.
As shown in Figure 5-19, taken from a recent comet rendezvous
study by IITRI (Reference 5-2), the ground station receives the results
of the optical fixes made by the spacecraft sensor performs orbit
. determination based on these data as well as on doppler tracking data
c
•_ and telescopic observations of the comet, and transmits terminal guidance
• commands to the spacecraft. Thus, in spite of the complexity of the
overall navigation task the spacecraft onboard system can be kept reason-
ably simple.
i! SUN, CANOPU_
COMET COMPUTER AND
._ TRACKER -- AND t._R_ST VECTOR _ SPACECRAFT
CO/_'E T _TE LLAR (VIDICON) SEQb_NCER CONTROL MOTION
. R_"cERENCE
/
--_ + SPACECRAFT COh'MANDS SPACECRAFT
.,_ EARTH
"'!
l  ENSORI
I
P°'I'"G1
TELESCOPES TRAJECTORY
COh'E T/_TE LLAR _ _ ESTIMATION _ TRACKING
REFERENCE
GUIDANCE Jh'_NEUVER$ l
COMPUTATIONAL FUNCTW)N$
Figure 5-19. Rendezvous Navigation Functional Diagram
"*_'_ (From IITRI Study)
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Several factors inherent in the trajectory characteristics of a low-
thrust mission to Encke are helpful in simplifying the navigation problem:
i) Low-thrust operation permits substantial
guidance corrections at negligible extra propellant
cost. This includes major terminal guidance
maneu,_ers after grotmd-based recovery and onboard
acquisition of the comet.
Z) The low closing rate permits successive terminal
navigation measurements and trajectory corrections
without critical time constraints.
3) Encke's ephemeris can be predicted with higher
accuracy for a given mission year than that of
other comets because of its short orbital period,
frequent observations in the past and the high W
developed theory of its non-gravitational perturbations.
Results obtained by IITRI (Refexence 5-2) for a 1980 Encke rendez-
vous mission are directly applicable to the 1984 mission because at least
the second half of the transfer trajectory is comparable with similar
arrival dates relative to Encke's perihelion passage.
In this study we have adopted IITRI's midcourse navigation data
but modified the terminal phase by introducing a simpler mechanization.
Instead of requiring a high accuracy for arrival at the nominal target
point, i.e., the comet's nucleus in the case of IITRI's mission concept,
we are proposing rendezvous in two stages.
i) The nominal first target point is at a large
offset distance, typically 50,000 km from the
nucleus on the sunward side. Accuracy at this
stage is not critical for accomplishing the
mission.
2) The final rendezvous target is the nucleus which
is reached after initiallyperforming a sweep
through the coma/tail region and removing
residual navigation errors at the same time.
3) Thus, an accurate final rendezvous can be
achieved without demanding early target
acquisition or high-resolution accuracy by
the spacecraft optical navigation sensor.
#
This modified terminal navigation concept will be discussed below in
greater detail.
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5. 5.2 Re resentative Navigation Characteristics of a Single-Stage Q_) , ,
Rendezvous Mission
.i
Navigational characteristics of the transfer phase obtained in the
IITRI study are summarized in Table 5-I. The results reflect the
uncertainty in measuring position and velocity by doppler tracN_ng due to
the "process noise" of random thrust magnitude and pointing angle errors.
Coast periods which occur initiallyand toward the end of the transfer
phase improve tracking accuracy and thus keep position and velocit_
uncertainties at a low level.
Table 5-1. Midcourse Navigation Characteristics of
1980 Encke Rendezvous (From IITRI Study,
Reference 5-2).
Gene ral
Trip time to rendezvous 950 days
Rendezvous date T - 50 daysP
Unguided terminal position deviation I. 7 x t06 km*
Unguided terminal velocity deviation 205 m/sec
Orbit Determination 3
Maximum position uncertainty in mtdcourse "-4000 km
Maximum velocity uncertainty in midcourse 0. Z5 rn/sec
Termlnal position uncertainty 750 krn
Terminal velocity uncertainty 0.4 m/sec
Guidance
Maximum position deviation in midcourse 245 x 103 km
Maximum velocity deviation in midcourse li m/sec
Terminal position deviation 1000 km
Terminal velocity deviation 0. 5 m/sec
_AII accuracy figures represent i_
_*Assumes earth-based reference; does not reflect errors relative to comet.
Current studies performed by JPL show that DSIF tracking accuracy
can be improved even without such coast periods by using the new quasi-
long-baseline interferometry technique and by refined iiltering. In any
case, the comet position uncertainty assumed to be 3,000 km (1_) at the
rendezvous point is generally several times larger than the resid" al error
of ground-based orbit determination of the spacecraft toward the end of the
transfer phase. Hence, the requirement for terminal navigation by means
of an onboard optical sensor.
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. ": Table 5-2 summarizes the characteristics of terminal navigation in
{ the single-stage rendezvous investigated by IITIRI. The optical sensor is
assumed to have a 0. i milliradian (20 arc sec) angle tracking error, in
accordance with the specified angular observation accuracy of the high-
resolution TV image system of Mariner 1969 and i97i which was con-
firmed experimentally during Mars encounter (References 5-5 and 5-6).
IITRI's study assumes that the comet can be acquired by the opticalQ ,
_' Table 5-2. Terminal Navigation Characteristics of
"3 1980 Encke Rendezvous (From IITRI Study,
"! Reference 5-2)
• ;
."
::¢ Gene ral
• .- Observation interval One d-_y
'" .j Observation error 20 arc sec
:;', :_ VidicGn detection threshold 9th magnitude
i. i!iI Q Onboard recovery 6Odaysbeforerendezvous
i' Nominal aim point offset I000 km
-. .._ Approach Orbit Determination
• ."_ Initial range uncertainty before earth-based recovery 29, OOOkm
• . .,,! after earth-based recovery 24,000 km
' "_'_ after onboard recovery tO, 000 km
""_'':_ Termmal range uncertainty I0 km
?:_:..._ ,_,
" -.:.A Initial miss uncertainty before earth-based recovery 18,000 km
i_ " _ after earth-based recovery "3,500 km
;', . after onboard recovery 400 km
i Terminal miss mLcertainty l0 km
All accuracy figuxes represent hr.
Range h, easured along approach velocity
Miss orthogonal to approach velocity.
: navigation sensor as an object of 9th magnitude at a range of about
_ 4 x 106 km, 60 days before rendezvous. At this time the miss uncertainty
• ', decreases sharply by about an ordeI of magnitude to 400 km; after 50 days
!_ O of co--tin_ous tracking i_ v_i,l be reduced to, 0 klTl. Range uric e r tainty:" decreases only much later, but r_a_hes values below 100 km four days
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before rendezvous. These values were obtained with initialmiss and
-It
range uncertainties of Z0,000 to 30,000 km that reflect comet ephemeris
uncertainty before recovery of the comet _t earth, as listed in Table 5-2.
5.5. 3 Comet Ephemeris Uncertainty
The positional uncertaint:- of Encke prior to recovery at earth, in a
given mission year, in estimated as 30,000 km (I_) and the uncertainty of
the time of perihelion passage as 0.005 to 0.01 days. After earth recovery,
which typically occurs at 150 days before perihelion, the comet ephemeris
can be rapidly updated, and position uncertainties reduced by about an
order of magnitude. These uncertainty levels are reflected in the IITRI
study. Additional information received from B. G. Marsden, of the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory indicates that the time uncertainty
of perihelion passage can be reduced to 10 -4 days under favorable circum-
stances. Residuals of angular position for Encke are about 2 arc sec. A
time uncertainty of 10 -4 days at perihelion projects to 10 -3 days at the
time of rendezvous which is consistent with a positional uncertainty of
3,000 km at that time. Residual velocity uncertainties at perihelion are
estimated to be of the order of Z0 to 30 m/sec. This projects into an
uncertainty about six times smaller at [ AU, typically 3 to 5 m/see.
These estimates play an important role in the proposed simplified ter-
minal navigation approach.
5.5.4 Simplified Terminal Navigation in a Two-Sta_e Rendezvous
The two-stage rendezvous _.oncept simplifies terminal navigation
and reduces the accuracy requirement of optical navigation fixes. Two
options are of interest:
a) Incomplete terminal navigation prior to the nominal
rendezvous as a result of late comet acquisition.
b) Deferment of terminal navigation until after the
nominal rendezvous.
In the first case the navigation error at the nominal aim point is about
1,000 km. In the second case the error is about 3,000 km (1_), since the
g
_',_
Personal communication. (See also Appendix D. )
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spacecraft trajectory has not been updated with respect to the comet. This
error therefore reflects aH of the comet's position uncertainty.
The large position error that remains at the start of the coma
exploration phase is of no serious concern since enough time is left for
precise terminal navigation while passing through the coma. The small
terminal guidance corrections of 5 tc, 10 m/sec can be readily performed
by the electric pxopulsion system during turnaround maneuvers. Spacecraft
orientations required for these maneu,_rs are compatible with thermal
control capabilities (see Section 7).
This approach has the following advantages.
I) The TV system resolution that is required
for navigation purposes can be reduced so as
not to exceed that required for scientific
observation purposes (i.e., 0.5 milliradians).
2) Onboard target acquisition may be delayed at
least until ten days before the nominal first
rendezvous when the range is less than 106
km and target brightness has increased to
_" 4th magnitude. This permits a reduction of
the TV optical system size and sensitivity
and eliminates ambiguity in target identifica-
tion.
3) A wider field of view (5 by 5 degrees) is
provided. This increases the number of
bright reference stars available for navigational
fixes by a factor of 20 on the average.
In summary, compared to terminal navigation in the single-stage
rendezvous concept, navigational fixes carried out during the 30-day
transverse of the coma are simlAer, faster and more accurate because
of larger line-of-sight rotation rate, smaller target range, smaller
relative velocity, and greater target brightness. The system becomes
less costly, not only because of simpler optics but also because of reduced
calibration and pointing accuracy requirements.
Terminal guidance accuracy can be determined in first approxima-
tion based on the geometry of target observation illustrated in Figure 5-20.
The sketch at the left shows the influence of angle errors on the triangula-
tion scheme where T l and T 2 are two consecutive relative positions of the
target as viewed from the spacecraft. The subtended angle _ is found by \
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65 - 6V. TM J
6V
6c 2 6E ov :u ?.35.3 _ r
et _,, 0.7(_ _ r
6_ bv =" 0.353 6V "rM
b_l_= 0.707 CO' _/2 r
Figure 5-Z0. Effect of 6¢ and 6V on Terminal Navigation
Accuracy (Simplified Geometrical Model)
repeated observation of the target with respect to nearby refere,_ce stars.
The angle error _ of the navigational sensor determines the dimensions
a_, b_ of the error ellipse for a given baseline S and subtended angle_.
This navigation erroz is plotted in Figure 5-Zl as a function of range with
subtended angle _ as a parameter.
Referring again to Figure 5-Z0, the influence of a velocity error
6V on the triangulation accuracy is shown on the right. In the presence
of a velocity error the baseline becomes S + 6S = (V + 6V)T M where T M
is the time interval between observations. The error distance 6S
determines the dimensions of the error ellipse for a given nominal base-
line and subtended angle. The resulting navigation error is plotted in
Figure 5-Z2 as a function of range with 6V/V and 6V T M as a parameter.
An improvement of the relative velocity error 6V/V is to be
expected as a result of continued orbit determination. Thus, the naviga-
tion error a E can be assumed to be reduced in the manner shown by
dashed arrows.
The geometry diagram shows that an increase in the line-of-sight
rate reduces the error due to 64 but also, indirectly the error due to 6V
since the observation time interval T M can be shortened, and 6S is
8
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fproportional to T M. Although the illustration does not show the out-of-
plane error components, it is easily sern that they are of the same size
as the semi-minor axis of the respective error ellipses shown in
Figure 5-20.
Table 5-3 summarizes representative navigation accuracies
obtainable at two phases of the final rendezvous approach. The errors
, due to _ and dV are assumed as statistically independent and combined
in an RSS sense in the last columns of the semi-major and semi-minor
; axes.
, A large reduction of navigation error due to the decreased range at
the second nucleus passage &s shown in the table is typical for this
navigation technique. We note that with a reduction of velocity uncertainty
_V during the time between the two passes (not reflected in the results
shown) the aV and bV components shoutd be further decreased. These
results are based on a sensor accuracy 6_ of 0.5 miUiradians. The
proposed sensor design (see next section and Appendix F) with an accuracy
of 0.25 milliradians would further reduce the navigation errors in terms
of the direct 6_contribution and reduced observation time T M.
Table 5-3. Terminal Navigation Errors in Two-Stage Rendezvous
Sensor Accuracy 0.5 millirad
Velocity Error I m/see
i Relative Velocity 60 m/sec
Location and Time of Observation NaviRation Errors (krr,)L'' , . =| .
Measurement Interval i Serr,1-Ma_or A-xls Sem_-IViinor Axis
t, First nucleus passage aC I &v aRSS bE by brss
r = 25,000 krn One day 43 ] 147 IS3 4. 5 30.4 30.8
!
/
T I + l0 days Two days 21 / 147 148 4. 5 60.8 6f'. B
/i2. Second nucleus passage
r = 1000 km One hour 1.6 ] 3.5 3.8 I 0.2 I. 3 1.3] I
TI +30days Twohours 0.8 [ 3.5 i 3.6 [ 0.2 2.5 2.5J i I
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' Figure 5-23 shows the stepwise reduction of gross navigation error
• levels during the final approach phase based on the foregoing discus-
sio'._.Additional analysis of the orbit determinat;,otzprocedure and guidance
maneuver characteristics is required to define the navigation accuracy
achievable by this approach in greater detail, and to optimize the sequence
of ope rations.
, 5.5. 5 Navigation Sensor
Characteristics of the TV image system required for terminal
; navigat,on and scientific observation of the nucleus are presented in
, Appendix F. A sum-
': '04[ I 1 : mary of the charac-"I 5@ = {'.5 MIL 'RADtAN
I:ARTH-I_ASEDCO:,'E;RECCVERYI teristics that a re
AND EPHEMERIS UPDATE | V : _,0 A" SL,_
:}, FIRSTPASS' ; the navigation concept
_" NAWGAT_CNFIX i discussed above are
' I ! summarized here.
NAVIGATION F q).
" ;.',1 - I
'.'="_' I _ 10 2 -. !---- an optical system with
• >
'_ I£RMINAL APPROACH [ 25-ram focal length
• '.{ Z TONUC,.%'S
• ';ii{ 101 NOMINAL J"--i' and f/2 aperture ratio.RENDEIVC l&
._ :_. ___ The total field cover-
•_._ 100o 100 I0 i age is 4. -i x 5. 6 de-
Y:, z _IME FRCM FINAL NUCLEUS REI'.,DtZVCUS {.D:, "-_ grees The instru-
•.• Figure 5-Z5. Gross Terminal Navigation Error ment sensor is the
' Levels same slow- scan
vidicon ernployed in the Mariner 1969 and 1971 cameras. Each pixel -e-
presents an angular resolution element of 0. iZ rnrad.
Pre-encounter calibration of the instrur._ent should allow measure-
ment of the nucleus line-of-sight direction relative to surrounding reference
stars to an accuracy of 0. Z5 mrad (3_). To detect reference stars of
magnitude _.5 the image system requires an exposure time of 33 seconds.
j Thus, a very low drift rate of about Z x 10-4 degree/second (4 _rad/sec)
: .! C_ must be maintained to hold image smear below one pixel per frame. This
•.i is near the limit of present spacecraft attitude control capabilities• Drift
:?_ 5-4!
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• rates about an order of magnitude larger would be allowable ifa higher
• _-_ sensitivity silicon vidicon, e. g.. the Viking type, were used in the TV
; image system, requiring an exposure time of about 3 seconds for a
sensitivity threshold of magnitude 6.5 (Reference 5-7).
The signal processing design uses a peak detection scheme to
narrow the coma/nucleus image size for improved angular definition of
_ the comet center with respect to available reference stars. In the
_; 24. 6 degree field of view the average number of availaUe stars of
' _ magnitude 6.5 or brighter is between 10 and I! at the galactic equator and
2 to 3 at the galactic pole. The viewing geometry during the final phase of
iI the transfer trajectory is such th._t the comet appears at about 50°S
30 days from rendezvous, and at 3Z°S at rendezvous. Thus, a sufficient
number of reference stars (three o four on the average) should be
_...'j.-_. available for navigation fixes, with conditions improving gradually toward
- ._ rendezvous.
:i. Launch iod constraints can be deduced from the net spacecraft
,h
: ':- mass contours that were shown in Figure 5-6 with respect to launch and
"__" arrival dates. The fast and slow trip options differ greatly in their
_._.:. sensitivity of net mass to v-%riation of the launch date in the operating
• ;.--...! regimes of interest: the fast trip option shows a small payload loss of
• about 2 kg per day of launch delay if the arrival date is held fixed. The
:.
payload loss in the slow trip region of interest (Option 2) is much larger
?_ ranging from 3 to 20 kg per day. However, a larger payload margin is
_vailable in this case, so that the mass penalty for a typical iS-day
launch period could be more readily accepted than in the case of fast
trips. In the preferred operating mode (Option i) we propose to avoid
launch delay penalties by allowing the arrival date to vary slightly with
launch date. The constant payload co,_tours show that one day of arrival
delay would be req,.'red for every four days of launch delay. The launch
period could thus be extended to 30 days without apparent detriment to the
mi ssion.
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._ (" 5.6. 2 Launch Phase Geometry
,_ Only a rudimentary analysis of the launch phase geometry was
carried out to determine whether significant constraints on launch azir_uth
and parking orbit coast period are imposed by the mission. For the
nominal trajectory, with launch on or about 8 December i981, the declina-
tion of the departure asymptote is a_out 20°S. This permits a direct
ascent trajectory, or indirect injection with less than 25 minutes coast
' arc which is consistent with current Centaur stage operational constraints,
both options permitting due east launch from Cape Kennedy. Under these
very favorable launch geometry conditions we have a daily launch window
of several hours within the available azimuth angle range at Cape Kennedy
and where azimuth weight penalties are minor.
The departure angles will change greatly when a launch nearer the
longitude of Encke's descending node is selected, e.g. , slow trips with
, launch in February/March 198i. In these cases a large southern declina-
tion (50 to 60 degrees) of the departure asymptote would be required for
_. optimal out-.of-plane departure, and a more detailed analysis of launch
{_ geometry constraints must be performed.
-i
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( 6 EXPLORATION STRATEGY AND MISSION PROFILE
6. ! SELECTION CRITERIA
To formulate a preferred strategy of comet exploration and define
the mission profile we adopted the following criteria and guidelines:
i) Define a mission sequence which achieves the scientific
objectives effectively in terms of timing, exposure
duration, areas covered, viewing options provided, etc.
2) ..:..ke vest use of available spacecraft resources such as
payload capacity, mounting space, power and maneuvera-
bility
" 3) Adapt the exploration strategy to environmental conditions
: so as to minimize hazards to spacecraft survival
4) Select operating modes that are consistent with the goals
,; of simplicity and cost economy
_-,.
5) Provide mission profile flexibility, permitting changes as
conditions warrant
f,_ 6) Select an exploration strategy tha effectively comple-
i ments the capability of an earlier flythrough mission.
: These guidelines emphasize the capabilities inherent in a rendez-
.vous mission as distinct from a flythrough mission with the goal of making
," most effective use of the long residence time and flexible maneuver modes
available in rendezvous, The exploration strategy also should be designed
_" to exploit the unique advantages offered by electric propulsion in per-
._ forming this mission thus enhancing the scientific yield. These include
the extended maneuvering capacity, operational flexibility and abundant
power available during coast phases to operate scientific payload instru-
ments and to support high data rate telemetry.
6.2 EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON STRATEGY
To meet environmental constraints and to survive the hazards
inherent in a comet mission the spacecraft and its payload must be de-
i signed with the proper protective features. This includes thermal pro-
tection, meteoroid damage protection of critical components by
shielding against particles streaming from the nucleus, etc.
i 6-!
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'_ Spacecraft design features as well as the mission profile must
,!
: be compatible with the environmental constraints. Operating modes
that demand excessive spacecraft protection against the environment
and, conversely, constraints on operational freedom dictated by lack of
protective spacecraft design are to be avoided. Consider, for example,
the extreme thermal environment encountered by the spacecraft at or
near the perihelion passage. Clearly, an inactive spacecraft that is
, allowed to remain at a fixed attitude relative to the suu can be thermally
• _ protected more readily than one that must reorient frequently for pro-
;, pulsion maneuvers. However, such a spacecraft would have only very
.' restricted exploration capabilities. Our approach permits spacecraft
i
reorientation over a relativelywide angular range providing flexibility in
..
•" maneuvering and payload pointing without imposing extreme thermal
control problems. However, to achieve certain required thrust orienta-
tions the spacecraft must rotate 180 degrees around the sun line in
• _ order to maintain effective thermal control. Thus, an exposure of the
-f
:-_ thermally sensitive rear area to direct sun illumination can be avoided
as will be discussed later in this section.
_:_ The best exploration strategy is one that minimizes the exposure
', _ and accepts risks only to the extent that they are inevitable in achievingi
.._ the fundamental scientific objectives. Thus, we cannot avoid the po-
i "_ tentially hazardous exposure to the efflux of the nucleus, but we can
:'_ design the mission to minimize the risk. For example, we propose a^. •
"..* late approach to the nucleus after initially exploring the coma/tail
• :., region, because the nucleus will be less active by the time the comet
approaches perihelion, and hence less hazardous for a close approach.
A close approach to about 10 km or less is necessary to be able to mea-
sure gravity with reasonable accuracy (see below). We can also adopt a
flexible approach by continuing the coma exploration phase until in situ
measurements reveal that the nucleus activity is beginning to subside,
: and a close approach to the nucleus is likely to be less hazardous.
Figure 6-I illustrates, _n a general way, the relation between
scientific value gained and the attendant risk to survival of the space-
craft. The merit of late arrival at the nucleus is expressed by a function
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Figure 6-1, Figure of Merit of Two Comet Exploration Strategies
which is the product of W_scientific data yield" times probability of sur-
vival. Scientific data yield V is expressed in normalized form where
i. 0 represents the ideal data return of the completed mission. Proba-
bility of survival R declines less rapidly in the coma than near the
nucleus, particularly when taking into account the initial most active
C_.; phase of the nucleus. Thus the product M = R.V shows a distinct ad-
vaz_tage (0.76 versus 0.6) of early coma exploration as compared to
early nucleus exploration.
i
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Table 6-1 gives further examples of the effect of environmental
factors on the choice of mission strategy. Some aspects of thermal
protection and meteoroid/particle flux protection have already been
discussed above. In addition, the table lists such influences as solar
pressure, solar differential gravity, solar flare activity, the observao
bility of a prominent cometary tail, and the effect of the earth-comet
geometry on the choice of mission modes.
Table 6-1. Environmental Effects on Mission Strategy
J
Environmental and Affected Available Mission Strategy
Physical Factors Mission Objective Options and/or Preferences
._ Dust particle flux Close approach to nucleus ,; '_ual D._fer nucleus approach unti_ flux
from nucleus observation, gravity measurement) decreases
Extended hovering at nucleus
Gravity measurement
Thermal environ- Survival through perihelion Limit orientation angles when
sent at and near Feasibility of some propulsion closest to sun {accept constrained
perih,_lion maneuver modes
maneuvers and payload pointing
'; maneuvers Restrict coma exploration
Operations near nucleus (hover maneuvers
and circumnavigation) Restrict hover posltion, I.e., to
-_ nucleu_ terminator
,':._ Seek shelter in penumbra in
•.$ emergency
ObservabUity of Depth of tail exploration Change coma/tail exploration path
+._ taft from earth a_ warranted
:i+
Occurrence of Observation modes of solar wind Change excursion path as
# major solar flare interactions warranted
+_ during comet
, exploration Exit and reenter comet envelope
• | Solar pressure Hover stability near nucleus and Thrust intermittentl_
. and differential distant from nucleus
._ gravity Partially retrac" solar array
Small nucleus Gravity measurement Approach close t:_ nucleus
gravity Gravity orbit feasibility Defer gravit_ orbit until large
solar distance Is reached
Large earth TV comma],d (ontrol feasibilit_ Defer close approach to r,ucleus
distance (long corn- ur, til communicatlon distance is
munications delay_ High data rate TV n_ar minimum
Earth-sun-comet Communication blackout near Avoid critical mlssion sequencesL
!:, position perihelion durmg this pL-rtod _Z days)
'f
?
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6.3 MODEL OF PARTICLE FLUX AND IMPACT RATE NEAR NUCLEUS
A model of the flux of non-volatile material from the nucleus was
derived as a quantitative basis for estimating the environmental hazard
in close nucleus vicinity.
Based on the estimated maximum flux rate of particulate matter
(see Section Z) i.e., 6 x I04 grams/see, about 10 percent of the total
flux consisting of volatiles and particles, and using a flux density model
of cometary matter defined in NASA SP-8038 (October 19704
logi0 S = -18.73 - i.Zi3 logi0m
(S ^ meter 3= particles/ )
a particle flux is obtained as a function of particle size m and distance r
from the nucleus as follows (R° = nucleus radius):
log|0 F = -5.237 - |.2i3 logl0 m - logi0 r/R °
Z
(F =^ particles per m -sec)
The assumed relative velocity is I0 m/sec. This flux rate model is un-
certain by at least +I order of magnitude. Figure 6-Z shows the resulting
flux density and impact rates of particles of one gram and one milligram
size on a spacecraft and solar array of typical dimensions, assuming
the array to be fully deployed and oriented at right angles to the flow
vector.
The large impact rates, i.e., 104 to 105 milligram size particles
per day in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus present a potential
hazard in spite of the low impact velocity because they may impair
delicate instruments and degrade the effectiveness of thermal protection
blankets. There is little experimental or theoretical knowledge to date
on qualitative degradation effects of a large flux of small particles at
low velocities. However, we believe that the main concern is fouling of
delicate instruments and equipment (sensors, ion engines, moving
parts) and degradation of the solar array and of thermal properties of
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Figure 6-2. Particle Flux and Impact Rate Near Nucleus
insulation blankets, if a significant percentage of the exposed area is
covered by particles that stick to the surface. The probability of
; particles adhering to spacecraft surfaces increases inversely with impact )
; velocity. Small particle deposition may be of concern if they cover a
signLficant area during long exposure. For a quantitative evaluation of
; potential hazard presented to the spacecraft we are making the following
as s umptions:
_, • Low emission velocity (,_3 m/sec average) assumed
• Velocity up to 1DO m/sec in sporadic outbursts and
: due to solar pressure
• Spacecraft relative velocities not exceeding
10-30 m/sec
• Low-density particles (O. i - 1. O g/crn 3) of fluffy
structure unlikely to cause impact damage at
these velocities
• Only larger particles (I0 "| to 10 -2 cm) may cause
some denting or chipping of glass surfaces.
As a worst case example, we have assumed a flux of 10 -6 gram
particles at the nucleus surface estimated as 10 6 particles/m 2 sec.
For an assumed density of 0.5 g/cl_r? the particle diameter is about
6 x 10 =4 crn. With the further amlumption of a sticking fraction of one ;"_
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-_ percent of the incoming particles we obtain an arrival rate that would2
cause an area of about 0.03 m per square meter or three percent of the
exposed surface to be covered per day. Clearly, this conditionwould
jeopardize survival of the vehicle,or at least unimpaired functioningof
criticalelements, for any reasonable time required for nucleus observa-
tion. Itis therefore advisable to postpone a close approach untilsuch
time when the flux has subsided.
6.4 FUNCTIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON EXPLORATION SEQUENCE
In additionto the environmental factors discussed before there are
functionalconstraints dictated by the spacecraft design, propulsion capa-
bilities,sensor charactezistics, etc., thatinfluence the choice of mis-
sion modes. Although spacecraft design features were not covered in
detailin this study these constraints and their influence on the mission
strategy can be discussed in general terms.
Principal constraints of thistype are summarized in Table 6-2.
The problem of thermal protection of the spacecraft under the extreme
environment that exists during the perihelion passage has been previously
noted. The design approach addressed to this problem will be discussed
in Section 7. The spacecraft willbe protected against direct solar heating
by a multilayer aluminized Kapton thermal blanket on allexterior surfaces
except the louvered radiatingsurfaces needed for waste heat rejection
on the rear side of the equipment and propulsion modules. Exposed de-
sign elements and appendages will be protected by low-absorptivity high-
emissivity coating. Thus thermal control can be achieved even under
the extreme solar flux at perihelion provided the spacecraft attitudeis
maintained so as to protect the sensitive rear areafrom direct i11umination.
Limited angular excursions from the nominal orientation (with the center
body normal to the sun) are therefore allowed for propulsion and payload
pointing purposes.
Other spacecraft functionalconstraints listedin Table 6-2 include
the primary (electric)propulsion pointing mode, the navigation sensor
location and fieldof view limitation, scan platform mounting provisions
and fieldof view, and solar array orientationrequirements, all covered
:-_. in Section 7.
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."_ Table 6-2. Functionai Constraints on Mission Sequence
, ,_
" _ Functional Constraint Affected Mission Phase Available Mission Profile
or Operating Mode Options and/or Preferences
Thermal control See entry in Table 6-I
constraint
Thrust vector pointing Restricted sensor pointing Point as required for optimal
requirement angles during thrust phases thrust, or
PGint off-optimally and accept
weight penalty
qs Accept pointing constraints dur-
'_ ing short thrust periods
'! Solar array orients- Constraint on spacecraft roU Accept constraint in sensor
._ tion and retraction orientation restricts sensor operation and fieh j of view
,_ requirements pointing
Field-of-view restriction '_f
payload instruments if sc.L
• array is "feathe d"
; Thrust power limit:.Lion if Avoid major maneuvers at times
solar array is partly retracted when so_ar array is retracted
near nucleus
.!
Navigation sensor Approach navigation phase Reorient spacecraft as required
;' fi_id of view con- hampered by target obscuration for navigational fixes
"_ straint (target ob- Revise navigational techniques
ii scuratlon by space- (two-phase rendezvous_
.. c r a.f; body)
,_ Fayload sensor field Limitation on scan capability Reorient spacecraft during coast
,,/._ of view constraints to circumvent field of view re-. striction
q". Place bensor platform on ex-
._, tended deployment arm
• "_ High-gain antenna Earth lock required during all Use two-axis gimballed antenna
i i,_ pointing requirements mission phases and pointing mount and three-position deploy-
• modes ment arm to meet earth poirting
:):.,_ requirement-Accept occs,_ional restriction of
• ,,. _. payload sensor field of view
• :. _ Radar altimeter 'Rrlative posltions of earth, P]an nucleus gravity measure-
pointing restriction sun and nucleus during nucleus me_t in accordance with space-
observation require front area craft and a,_enna pointing
coverage by antenna capabtl_tie_
The intermittent use of electric propulsion during the comet ex-
ploration phase does not basically interfere with scientific measurements
of electric and magnetic fields if proper attention is paid to compensa-
_." tion of stray magnetic fields and to electrostatic cleanliness (see
Appendix G). However, the presence of ion beam exhaust products in
the vicinity of the spacecraft may affect mass spectrometer readings
and optical/photometric observations. Thus the mission strategy should
6-8
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,_ ( be designed around the minimum number of thrust periods necessary to
_chieve the desired exploration paths.
As mentioned before, an exploration sequence starting with coma/
tail exploration and approaching the nucleus subsequently appears
preferable, under the functional constraints imposed by rendezvous
propulsion and navigation task_. These factors are summarized as
follows :
1) Terminal navigation is simpli,ried since large miss un-
certain ,_s are permitted at the first (nominal) rendez-
vous taAget point.
• 2) Terminal navigatLon fixes with respect to the nucleus
can be performed effectively and rapidly during the
coma exploration phase.
, 3) Exploration of the coma before the nucleus saves pro-
pulsive effort because the residual approach velocity
can be utilized for coma exploration. This not only
-_ conserves propellant but eliminates potential propul-
• s ion/payload interactions at a time whet, measurements
of particles and fields phenomena are importan;, e.g. ,in
the bow shock and transition zone being traversed dur-
_, _ ins the last 5 to i0 days before nominal rendezvous.
_'"/" 4) During final approach to, and operation near the nucleus
we desire high telerr.etry data rates and short communi-
: cation time delays to facilitate close control of the
_ vehicle by ground command and TV feedback. Arrival at
the nucleus around perihelion time decreases the corn-
i rnunication range to 0.6 AU from the initial l.d AU at
r rendezvous. This means that the data rate can be in-
creased by a factor of six, while the radio signal round-
: trip delay is decreased from 2Z minutes to about
10 minutes.
5) Accuracy of nucleus gravity measurements is enhanced
by the above sequence. If the passive, doppler measure-
ment technique is to be used v,hich hi_lges on the detec-
tion of very sinai] velocirl increments (of *.he order of
I mm/sec), the signal-to-noise r,_tioof the measure-
ments is of critical importance. A range reduction in
the ratio of Z. 5:1 availab,e at closest approach to earth,
i.e.. near perihelion, would provide a significant
advantage.
Secondly, if the gas flow from the nucleus has subsided,
there will be less of a distorting influence on gravity
measurement whether by passive doppler technique or
by an active thrust-while-hover detection of radial
•,' forces (see below).
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i 6.5 MISSION TIMING AND DURATION
Among the alternate mission profile_ those with short trip times
_v are preferable because (1) reliability problems, especially those of the
SEP system, are lessened and (2) r.lore effective use can be made of
_' results that would be obtained from a 1980 Encke flythrough which under
._! the ground rules of our study is being assumed as a possibility (see
_. Section 1). In addition, the fast mission with its later launch date pro-
vides greater procurement flexibility.
The selected nominal mission with a trip time of 800 days (Option 1
as defined in Section 5) would be launched eight tc nine months later than
a typical long trip time mission (Option 2). The time difference may be
a significant advantage if the spacecraft under development for the 1984
missian must be modified as a result of data returned from Encke during
the postulated 1980 flythrough, considering the extremely short "turn-
around time" available. Practical questions regarding the feasibility of
such modifications and their impact on the spacecraft development and
test program are discussed in Appendix H
Figure 6-3 summarizes several optiors in rendezvous timing and
missioh duration and indicates the preferred options (in heavy outline).
The criteria for this selection are listed on the right. The preferred
timing of arrival at the comet 30 to 50 days before perihelion passage
has al. eady been discussed. This ch'._ce i_ dictated by the szientific
ob_2ct.¢e of observing the comet during its most active phase, as much
as possible, before perihelion without the weight penalty that would be
prohioiti',e for an earlier arrival. The suvere thermal environment at
G.34 AU should be _lanned for since a missionwithout extended staytime at
the comet would not gain the full advantage inherent in the rendezvous
mooe.
': The payload advantage of late arrival, amounting to 5 to 10 kg per
day far a 15-kw system as discussed before, ca:mot be matched in the
case of early arrival unless a longer t,'ip time is used, or the power
level is increased. However, even with this penalty we selected 40 days
befcre perihelion as a nominal arrival date _ecause of the broader
scientific coverage achieved b,/ t.his option.
-".. b-lO
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°Regarding the total length of the comet exploration phase we are
selecting as a primary goal a duration of 80 days, starting 40 days be-
fore and ending 40 days after perihelion. This has the advantage of per-
mitting a comparison of cometary phenomena that occur at symmetrical
points of the incoming and outgoing comet trajectory, especially detec-
tion of the causes of Encke's pronounced asymmetri_1 behavior before
and after perihelion.
As a secondary goal we extend the duration of the encounter phase
as far as possible toward aphelion. If it is assumed that the spacecraft
must be designed to survive the perihelion passage and continue opera-
tion for 40 days there is every reason to expect it to survive for an
extended time during the outbound phase. Observation during dormancy
(which is the state of the comet during 90 percent of the orbital period)
has interesting scientific objectives as stated before.
Tracking a spacecraft traveling with the comet during the extended
outbound mission phase could also serve the important scientific objec-
tive of accurate determination of long-term comet trajectory perturba-
tions. This is intended to confirm current theories of EnckeJs non- J
gravitational accelerations (Section 2). Asymmetry of these perturbations
with respect to perihelion and the directionality of the gas flow can thus
be reconstructed with higher accuracy than during the relatively brief
comet visibility phase.
A possible simplification of continued stationkeeping requirements
during this extended mission phase may be achieved by placing the space-
craft in a tight thrust-free orbit around the nucleus after the sphere of
influence has iucreased to 75-100 kin, at solar distance greater than
3 AU. However, this scheme is only conceptual and requires further
analysis.
6.6 COMET OBSERVATION AND MAPPING STRATEGY
6.6.1 Gross Coverage of Cometary,. Features and Coma Exploration
Figure 6-4 illustrates regions of special interest in and around the
comet that should be visited with some priority. These include the area
of the postulated shock front, transition zone, outer and inner coma
6-ta \
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Figure 6-4. Excursions through Principal Comet
i Features (Not to Scale)
and contact discontinuity, the region where tail phenomena begin to form,
"I
and the nucleus and its halo. A mapping path of the type previously dis-
cussed (Section 5) is shown which passes all of the points of interest.
After mapping the coma/tai] regions (30 days) and performing close-up
observations of the nucleus (Z0 days) the 80-day primary exploration
time still permits 30 days of further exploration. Most of this time may
be spent in exploring the coma/tail region, possibly leaving and reentering
the comet envelope to explore the contact surface. Three-dimensional
coma exploration may also be performed during this time. Thus, we cau
take advantage of the two principal characteristics offered by a low-
:; thrust rendezvous: ample time and ample maneuvering capability.
4
i By comparison a ballistic flythrough mission can cover only a few
[i _ of the points of interest and in too little time for systematic n'apping.
The =elative trajectory is nearly a straight line parallel to the V vector
', CO
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and is dictated by mission dates and launch energy. (For selected en-
counter dates this path can at least be chosen to run roughly parallel J
to the comet's axis, moving in a radially outward direction.)
An interesting option available to the low-thrust vehicle is varia-
tion of the depth of penetration of the coma and tail region. E.g., if
ground observation should find that Encke is developing a pronounced
tail as the spacecraft approaches rendezvous, a simple change of the
exploration path further into the tail region can be made at an acceptable
extra propellant and time expenditure as shown by the dashed path in
Figure 6-4.
The 1984 mission year offers a nearly optimal relative geometry
for viewing the tail, if visible in that year, as shown in Figure 6-5.
6O
• LOCUSOF REFERENCE
EARTHPOSITIONS AT
COMET APPARITIONS
Figure 6-5. Viewing Conditions of Encke's Tail from Earth
: (Encke's Relative Trajectory in Bipolar
Coordinates Projected into Ecliptic Plane)
2
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_ ¢-- (This "bipolar" plot has many useful applications in the analysis of
/i _' _ mission characteristics as will be discussed in Appendix A.) Since the
tail extends radially away from the sun, it can be seen broadside during
almost the entire encounter except during 10-15 days of the comet's
closest solar proximity when the tail is pointing in the direction of earth.
Since the comet has a nearly rotationally symmetric structure it
wo_dd appear that mapping in the orbital plane is adequate to infer from
it the corresponding characteristics out of plane. This would conserve
propellant expenditure and time. However, any asymmetry in the third
dimension that car. be observed by the spacecraft would provide important
additionalscientificdata on the nature of the comet. Such out-of-plane
' excursions might be performed after the basic in-plane coma/tail
-': mapping and the nucleus exploration is completed.
i
• _! There is no clear-cut requirement for stopping the coma traverse
.:_ in any particular area to keep the spacecraft in a stationary hover mode.
: _ As discussed in Section 5 hovering at large distances from the comet
: ,j center requires an appreciable amount of intermittent thrusting which
'_ 0 complicates the mission sequence and potentially interferes with delicate
../_._"':'_ particles and fields measurements. Since the coast velocity relative to
:": ..,:"_ the comet is only about 30-60 m/sec observations are actually made
-ii.i!,I under quasi-stationary cot :,tions. This facilitates the differentiation
• of spatial variations and temporal variations of cometary phenomena
with fair accuracy.
6.6.2 Nucleus Exploration
:: Exploration of the nucleus can be performed in the hover or cir-
cumnavigation mode. The hover mode permi*s continuous observation
of surface features from a favorable vantage point such as the vicinity
of the terminator. E. :., from this position it is convenient to measure
thermal transients on the surface associated with sunrise or sunset.
Hovering over the pole has advantages of observing the rotating body
,_i from a more revealing perspective and measuring the surface tempera-
_ tures under extended uniform heating conditions assuming that the pole
does not happen to be precisely on the tez:nninator.The position of the
C
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pole can be readily deduced from a sequence of TV images that show
,J
successive positions of moving features with respect to the terminator.
Hovering over a nonpolar region permits mapping the elevation of the
rotating terrain by means of an altimeter radar. At very close distance
a gravity, gradiometer could be used to deduct mass concentrations _n
addition to measuring the total mass of the nucleus. However, the
gradiometer is not included in the fundamental payload because other
techniques are available to perform gravity measurements without extra
instrumentation, and because it would require a very close approach
distance (see below).
These operations are carried out more conventiall7 and syste-
matically in the hover mode than during circumnavxgation, and at a fixed
spacecraft attitude. Continuous or intermittent stationkeeping maneuvers
are required. However, with a surface gravity of only 40 _g, hovering at
a reasonably small stand-off distance requires only a fraction of the
available SEP thrust capability (50 _g). Thus, at a distance of two
nucleus radii a duty cycle of 1:5, with thrust periods of 24 minutes
every two hc_.rs, is sufficient to maintain altitude within ±250 meters.
A simple onboard radio altimeter can be used for automatic control of
this slow altitude limit cycle. As mentioned before; the pressure of out-
flowing gas actually, will tend to counteract the small gravity force and
reduce the propulsion requirements even more. Since the solar array
will be in a "feathered" orientation, nearly 90 degrees from the sunline,
it is apparent that the outflowing gas will produe a greater lifting effect
at positions near the terminators where flow velocity is normal to the
solar paddles, than elsewhere.
The mission sequence also must include circumnavigation maneuvers
for unconstrained observation from all sides. Because of the almost
negligible gravity field of the nucleus a conventional orbit governed by
gravitational forces is impractical. This can be seen readily when con-
sidering the sphere of influence of the nucleus relative to solar gravity.
Assuming a mass of Z x 1016 grams, which is 17 orders of magnitude
less than the sun's, the spher_ of influence is only 8.5 kmat the comet's
perihelion, and 23.8 km at I AU. Uncertainty _f the actual mass of the
"qa
nucleus, and the presence of perturbations other than solar gravity make -3
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_-, a gravity orbit around the nucleus even more problematic. Adequate
velocity control would be extremely difficult from a practical standpoint:
a tight orbit at a radial distance of three nucleus radii would have a
circular velocity of only about 0.5 m/sec. If this velocity were inad-
vertently increased by 40 percent (0.20 m/sec) the spacecraft would
escape the nucleus gravity field, whereas a loss of 30 percent (0.15 m/
sec) would cause it to hit the surface.
A more feasible alternative is circumnavigation with the aid of
periodic maneuvers as illustrated in Figure 6-6. The "orbit" is a
triangular, quadrangular or other pattern, not necessarily symmetrical,
with turn maneuvers about every two hours. For the dimensions shown
the relative velocity is 2 rn/sec and each turn maneuver requires a AV
of about 3 to 4 m/sec adding up to about IZ m/sec for a complete orbit.
: The maneuver requirements are compatible with the available SEP thrust
capability of Z m/sec per hour. Low-thrust maneuvers would of course
mean rounded corners, not shown in the figure. The schematic diagram
also ignores the effect of gravity which would make the sides of the
C} polygon pattern bulge out (less than 100 meters for the assumed path
velocity and dimensions).
Disadvantages of using SEP thrust for these maneuvers are the
frequent reorientations of the spacecraft and the undesirably long thrust
duration per orbit. This suggests a reduction in path velocity or an in-
crease in orbit size. The preferred alternative is to use chemical
(hydrazine) propulsion since no reorientation is required to perform the
hydrazine thrust maneuvers if multiple thrusters are used as illustrated
in Figure 6-6 for the quadrilateral orbit. Although a greater amount of
propellant would be expended per orh_.tal pass, this will be acceptable
because the vehicle, rather than circumnavigating continuously, will
probably spend most of the time in the hover mode using SEP thrust.
A preferred mode of operation for purposes of low-thrust propulsion
would be to rotate the spacecraft continuously at the small constant rate
of one revolution per orbit. This provides the desired thrust angle
variation without discrete attitude reorientation r_neuvers. The spin
0
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"v Figure 6-6. Nucleus Circumnavigation Maneuvers at Close Distance
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.... ,_ vector does not have to point exactly at the sun since solar array re-
" ._ orientation away from the sun is required for thermal protection any-
: _ way. Alignment with the sun implies an orbital plane that coincides
..... ::..t payload end of the spacecraft continuously at the nucleus, and of main-
: :"":] taining a constant, or near!y constant, solar aspect angle alleviating
i! thermal control problems. Incidental to the choice of orbital plane at
:'-_'" or near the terminator is the avoidance of solar eclipses.
i!ii"'_'"_ 6.6.3 Nucleus Gravit)r Measurement
' _ For a smallbody such as the nucleus of Encke, assumed to have
_ a radius of only a few kilometers (our model uses R = 1.8 kin) and a
i6
mass of 2 X i0 g, any gravi t -measurements short of landing on the
surface require a very close approach distance. Three types of mea-
surements have been considered:
_ I) Doppler velocity measurements from the ground
with a sensitivity of 0.5 mm/sec
2) Gravity gradiometry
3) Measurement of thrust expenaed for hovering at
low altitude.
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i ( The various techniques of gravity measurement are illustrated in
Figure 6-V. The various measurements actually are not identical in
2 scientificdata yield, but can be used ifnecessary for backup purposes.
The doppler technique requires not only a close approach but a
low flyby velocity,to produce aperceptible velocity change• We assume
closest approaches of a few km and velocitiesin the range of 2 to
I0 m/sec• To maximize the doppler frequency,the flyby trajectory
should be traversing the nucleus at right angles to the earth line-of-
sight. Figure 6-8 shows the altituderequired to measure the gravity of
' g/cm 3a 3.3 body within one percent as a function of its radius with fly-i by velocity as parameter, based on a recent paper by J. D. Anderson
(Reference 6-I) Also shown is a curve for gradiometer measurement,
,_. •
i based on a 30-second integrationtime and a noise threshold of
•_ 0.3 E6tv6s Units, based on a p_tperby R. L. Forward of Hughes Re-
•_ search Laboratories (Reference 6-2). With less conservative assump-
• lions on noise threshold and a longer integrationtime the altitudecan
probably be increased by an order of magnitude• A closest approach of
_ measurement.
The gradiometer technique has the advantage of being insensitive
to nongravitationalforces acting on the spacecraft. Both the doppler
'] technique and the thrust-while-hover gravity measurement would be
•I" affected by any appreciable gas _1ow pressure on the vehicle which in
the worst case is of the same order of magnitude as the local gravity.
In the hover mode this effectcan be easily isolatedby a series of mea-
surements wi_h the solar array fullyor partiallyexposed ('tfeathered")
with respect to the radi,d flow direction. As a by-product this would
also yield the dynamic flow pressure, from which the flow rate and
density of the emitted gas can be inferred.
In allcases, an accurate range mea.urement is required for which
• a simple low-powered radio altimeter is proposed with a range of the
'_ order of 50 km (see Appendix E). The altimeter also permits an indirect.
i_ aetermination of relativeveloc.i_ybased on line-of-sightrotation. Fur-
i C_ thermore, the dimensions of the nucleus can be derived from the distance
measurement and the subtended angle• Mass and dimensions yield _he
nucleus density•
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(, 6.7 SPACECRAFT ANDINSTRUMENT POINTING MODES#
"'_ 6.7. i Constraints and i_equirements
To show the feasibility of the various mission phases _iscussed thus
far a more detailed examination of typical spacecraft orientation and
instrun,unt pointing modes is required. The objective i--_,."_show that the
spacecraft with its body-mounted and _rticulated appendages, including the
, _,¢o-gimballed scan platform, the two-axis steerable high-gain antenna,
and the one-axis rotatable solar array, can meet the basic pointing re-
! quirements of the mission. The maj¢,- pointing constraints and require-
"_ ments are as follows:
4 i) The thrust vector must be pointed over a wide
:! range of cone and clock angles _ relative to a
sun oriented reference system to maximize thev
_ payload. This requires rotation of the center
"_ body relative to the solar array and/or rotation
! of tb_ entire spacecraft around the sunline.
...._ 2) The sola" a.'ray must be oriented away _rom the
""_ sun, up to 80 degrees from the nominaI orientation,
('_ _or thermal protection.
_':_"_ 3) The c_nter body orientation relative to the sun is,',j' ,'#
:"_-i constrained by thermal control requirements.
"; 4) The high-gain antenna must be capable of pointing
•,:I at earth under all attitudes of the vehic).e with
:;,_ earth view angles (cene angles) up to 180 uegrees
""L_ from the sunline.
:',,_.,:i 5} In any spacecraft attitude the one-axis rotatable
; _ at'dtude referen, e star sensor must be able to lock
; on a bright reference star that is not obscured by
the solar arrays, without stray s'.mlightinterference.
6) The gim%alled payload scan platform must be capable
of pointing the instruments at all comet phenomena of
interest prior to and during the entire exploration
phase, in particular, the TV image system used as
terminal navigation sensor, must be able to view the
central coma and/or nucleus before anci after en-
'_, counter through a wide range of body orientations.
_" 7) Finally, the one-axis altimeter _adar muet be ab_.e•__
*These angles to be defined in the next subsec,£on.
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These requirements and constraints were analyzed in sufficient
depth to permit definition of preliminary spacecraft design concepts and
operating modes. Typical results are presented below. We have
attempted to reduce the complexlty of the articulation system and pointing
sequ_ _ces as much as _ossible, but feel that further simplification is
desirable. To define a mission profile with a minimum number of space-
craft reorientations more detailed analysis beyond the scope of this study
;: is required to cover alternative pointing options and perform functional
+;
,; tradeoffs. A survey of available reference stars should also be performed
'i
,,. to select preferred acquisition and tracking modes for attitude control
+ 6.7. Z Coordinate Systems Used
;_ Two spacecraft-centered coordinate systems -_ere adopted to
facilitate analysis of time-varying pointing requirements.
+_ Sun-Oriented System. The first is a sun-oriented system Xs, Ys'
.._ and z s as shown in Figure 6-9(a), with z s pointing to the sun; Ys orthog-
,_ onal to z in a plane normal to the ecliptic and containing the spacecraft;
S
(o) SUN-ORIENTED _) IOOY-FIXED t
<
!
;_ (suN) z
ZI CONE ANGLE CO-IELJEVATION/
? '
"; YI Y
Xl _ = X
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- --'---- - ˆ e.LLCM
- Figure 6-9. Sun-Oriented and Body-Fixed Coordinates
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'I C "'_ and x s normal to Ys and z s. In the nominal attitude the vehicle is aligned
.} with these coordinates such that the solar array is normal to z s, and the
thrust exhaust beam is in the direction of x . Pointing angles in thiss
system are denoted as con_ and clock angles (see Figure 6-9(a)), in
agreement with conventional usage at JPL.
Body-Fixe d System. The alternate coordinate system x, y, and z,
shown in Figure 6-9(b), adopted from JPLts SEMMS study, is body-fixed,
._ with the x-axis in the direction of the exhaust beam; the z-axis normal to
.'_ this and to the undeflected solar array; the y-axis being orthogonal to x
! and y extends along the solar array length axis. Pointing angles in this
.i
:_ system are denoted as co-elevation and azimuth in correspondence with
'"i the cone and clock angles of the x s, Ys' Zs system. Azimuth is measured
in the x-y plane from the exhaust beam axis, x. The positive sense is
;_ clockwise when looking along the z-axis. Figure 6-I0 shows the angular
transformation between the two systems, as projected onto a unit sphere.
In this section we shall describe orientationand pointing requirements
in one or the other coordinate systems as appropriate: generally, the
relative motion of a target object is first defined in the sun-oriented
reference system in terms of cone and clock angles, then interpreted
in body-fixed coordinates, in terms of azimuth and co=elevation as will
be illustrated by several examples in the following paragraphs.
:_! 6.7.3 Pointin_ ,Requirements durin_ the Transfer Phase
:_ The optimal thrust pointing profile during the transfer phase was
presented in Section 5 in te-.'ms of thrust vector cone and clock angle time
_ histories (see Figure 5-9b). From these characteristics and the rela-
tive positions of spacecraft, sun and earth we can derive orientationre-
quirements of the spacecraft center body in sun-oriented coordinates,
and solar ar__y and antenna pointing requirements in body-fixed coordi-
nates. These steps are necessary to establish compatibility of the
optimal thrust pointingprofile with thermal control constraints and with
pointing limitationsof the solar array, the high-gain antenna and the
star seeker.
O
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Figures 6-i la and b show three-dimensional loci of the space-
craft -x axis (thrust vector) and +z axis in sun-oriented coordinates,
Xs' Ys' as' plotted on a unit sphere. The coordinate grid inscribed on
the sphere consists of circles of constant cone and clock angles. Time
from launch is marked along the vector loci. The apparent motion of the
earth line-of-sight in this coordinate system is confined (approximately)
_ to the Xs-Z s plane and is indicated by time marks around the periphery
(Figure 6-ila). We note that the thrust vector describes a loop that
i follows roughly a circular arc, starting on the reverse side of the
, sphere as indicated by the dashed portion of the curve. However, during
the major part of the transfer phase the thrust vector points toward the
i visible northern half of the sphere, as indicated by the solid part of
Jr
! the curve. Since the Xs-Y s plane approxi,_n_ttely coincides with the
ecliptic plane this thrust profile produces the chan_e in orbit inclination
and line-of-nodes that is required to match those of Encke.
The z axis locus shown in Figure 6-i ib follows a "figure-eight"
C_ pattern around the sun line. To exhibit this pattern more clearly the
aspect of the spherical projection has been changed from that used in
Figure 6-1 ia. The y axis orientation can be read_y derived from the
i x axis and z _-_s loci as function of time.
As a result of the prescribed thrust axis motion and the restriction
that the solar array centerline (y axis) be always located in the x s, Ys
plane, we obtain a nearly monotonic and uniform slow rotation of the
spacecraft around the sun line, completing roughly one revolution during
the transfer phase. This rotation requires that the star reference sensor
be rotatable over a wide range of azimuth angles.
By inspection of the z axis locus in Figure 5-i Ib we can establish
whether the rear surface of the spacecraft is exposed to solar illumina-
tion at any time during the transfer phase. In our example the positive
_ z axis always stays within the hemisphere centered on the sun line. Thus
the spacecraft rear surface is never exposed. (The cone angle margin
always exceeds 10 degrees). If the locus had crossed the Xs-Y s plane at
any time, a 180-degree spacecraft pitch maneuver around the x axisI3 •
would be required to return the positive z axis to the sun centered hemi-
sphere while leaving the thrust orientation unchanged.
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Figure 6-11. Locus of Thrust Vector and z Axis Orientations
during Transfer Phase (Xs, Ys' 7s Coordinates)
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!i zone of 80 -2:t0 de- Figure 6-1Z. Sun and Earth Track in
grees of co-elevation Body-Fixed Coordinates
and _ithin the same quadrants of azimuth. Thus the solar paddles,
deflected nearly 90 degrees from the x-y-plane at those times as dictated
by the sun's position, could potentially obstruct the high-gain antenna's
view of earth. Such a contingency can occur only in one or the other, not
both, of these instances depending on antenna placement, configuration
and size of its deployment arm, and solar array dimensions (see
Section 7. t).
If the antenna is placed at the spacecraft end designated by the
-x-axis, opposite the ion thruster package, me earth view obstruction by
the solar array is avoided during the critical rendezvous approach (i. e.,
0
_This pl0t was obtained by graphical analysis and is accurate only within
about ±3 degrees, which is sufficient for purposes of this discussion.
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I 740-760 days after launch). Furthermore, by using the nominal mission
profile with a coast period from 135 to 185 days after launch, the earlier
instance of earth view obstruction can also be avoided since the spacecraft
orientation program reflected in Figure 6-12 can be temporarily changed
to circumvent this condition.
The figure also indicates the times at which the earth and sun lines
coincide, or nearly coincide, viz. about 240, 450 and 650 days after
• _ launch. Among these three syzygies, the superior conjunction occurring
450 days after launch may cause a temporary communications blackout.
",_
i
6.7.4 Sensor Pointing Requirements Durin_ Coma/Tail Exploration
") Figure 6-13 shows a prefe)red mode of pointing the spacecraft
_ and payload sensors during a typical coma mapping path, and delineates
phases during which the various sensors are turned on. The gimballed
,-_._ instrument platform can be scanned over a range of three=dimensional
viewing angles that nearly cover 3= steradians. To have an unobstructed
" |_ view of the nucleus during the first and second legs of the traverse both
'+' for scientific observations and navigational fixes, the spacecraft is
reoriented so that the payload module points toward the nucleus. Thermai
control requirements constrain the center body orientation but within
rather wide limits. Reorientation is required during the brief thrust
phases that control the coma exploration trajectory and terminal
guidance.
-u
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Figure 6-14 shows the orientation sequences of the scan platform
and the high-gain antenna in terms of sun-oriented and body-fixed co-
ordinates; the plots differ by a 45-degree offset during tLe first and by
135 degrees during the second leg of the exploration path. The motion of
the spacecraft, the comet and earth can be assumed as being coplanar
for purposes of this analysis, hence only two-dimensional tracks are
shown in this diagram. A 180-degree roll maneuver is required betweell
the two cruise phases to avoid sun illumLnation of the rear surface of the
spacecraft.
The short one to two-day thrust phases at the begizming and the end
of each leg of the exploration path require additional reorientations (not
shown in the diagram) that can be deduced from the indicated thrust
vector orientations Ti, T 2 and T 3.
O
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Figure 6-14. Pointing Requirements During Coma Exploration
6.7.5 Pointing 11equirements During Nucleus Circumnavigation
As a first option we considered clrcumnavig&tion in fixed-body
orientation (Fig_re 6-J5) to minimize therma/ control problems and
frequent attitude maneuvers. The circumnavigation orbi_ is shown here
6-30
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schematically ms a circle; actually it woulLl be in the shape of a polygon,
as previously discussed (Figure 6-6). Orbkting in a fixed-body attitude
is compatible with the use of hydrazine thrust at the "corner points."
The use of SEP thrust would require radial pointing of the vehicle at
each turn in the orbital pattern.
This oper&ting mode limits observation by scan platform-mounted
sensors as shown in the diagram. A cone angle range of about 270 de-
grees is desired for acceptable nucleus viewing during 3/4 of the "orbit."
The body-mounted Sisyphus particle detector is oriented at a 13S-degree
co-elevation and 0-degree azimuth and can operate over about Z/3 of
each orbit without interference of stray 11ght from the nucleus.
As an alternate option we also considered a continuous slow revo-
lution of the spacecraft about the z axis v hich would allow intermittent
radial thrusting at the corner points of the orbit without discrete reorienta-
tion maneuvers (see Section 6.6.2). In this mode the scan platforrn can
O point :it the nucleus either continuc, usly or intermittently in a time-shared
mode as desired. Since the earth line-of-sight describes a cone relative
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to the body coordinates, i.e., around the axis of reV_Ol_tton z, this "_
nucleus viewing mode requires continuous 1"eorientation of the ant_enna
if the z -_:_is is oriented to the sun, Earth cone angles of 50 and iS0 de-
grees correspond to nucleus L;irciImn_iga.tion dates 30 days before and
t_ days after perihelion, respectively. As an alternative, the spin axis
can be pointed at earth to avoid Continuout antenna reorientation. This
means that the sun line would move in a conical pattern which is accept-
able as long as the cone angle does not exceed 60 or ?0 degrees, i.e.,
until about 15 days before perihelion passage.
6.8 OTHER SCIENTIFIC EXPLORATION OBJECTIVES AND OPTIONS
6.8. i Cruise Phase Science
During the transf,-.r phaue the spacecraft penetrates the asteroid
belt entering at a heliocentric latitude of i. 5 degrees and emerging
477 days later at a latitude of 7.9 degrees. The spacecraft traverJes
the asteroid belt at distances between 0.05 ,_U and 0.28 AU from the
ecliptic plane. Some observers have placed the asterc,id dust beit within
a distance of 0. ! AU on both sides of the ecliptic. This would corres- -_
pond to :_. degrees of heliocentric latitude at the radius of greatest
asteroid density, 2.8 AU from the sun. The Encke spac._-aft, being
the first vehicle to traverse the asteroid belt substantially off the eclip-
tic plane, can be used advantageously to map meteoroi_ diutributi'_n au
a function of radial as well as out-of-ecliptic distance. The long ex-
posure (447 days between entry and exit at 2 AU) provides enough time
for statistically significant sampling in the di/ferent zones.
Figure 6-16 schematically illustrates the three-dimensional
transfer trajectory and its penetration of :,he asteroid belt. During the
initial passage the spacecraft crosses the_teroid belt "above" the
ecliptic plane, i.e., at northern latitudes. During the extended mission
phase the spacecraft follows Encke toward aphelion and cr_sses the
asteroid belt for a second time, this time below the ecliptic plane.
An interesting objective of meteoroid detection and classification
would be a sampling of different Taurid meteoroid streams. Since the
Taurids are presumed to have originated from comet Encke this would
6-32
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Figure 6-f5. Asteroid Belt Penetration During Mission
give the possibility of gathering data on the flux density and orbit
C_ parameters of this material as well as its chemical composition. At
the high expected encounter velocities (i5-30 km/sec) an impact mass
spectrometer could operate effectively while it would be useless at the
low velocities prevailing during the comet rendezvous.
Appendix C discusses meteoroid detection during the cruise phase
and concludes that, considering the small size of practical impact
sensors, the frequency of encounter is quite low (low enough to eliminate
serious concern about survival). From these data it appears not suf-
ficiently justified to include impact sensors such as TRW's cosmic dust
analyzer (impact ionization mass spectrometer) or NASA-GSFC's
momentum and velocity sensor in the fundamental payload.
The optical meteoroid sensor (Sisyphus) with its large effective
cross-sectional area (Z50,000 m 2 at a range of i km) has dual applica-
bility during transit and encounter and is therefore included in the basic
payload complement. Pointing requirements for this body-fixed instru-
ment were obtained based on predicted encounter angles of asteroids/
and cometary particles. A compromise orientation of zero degree
6-33
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azin,uth and 135 degrees co-elevation was adopted that would be effective
during a large fraction of the total mission time.
Figure 6-17 shows an orbital plot of seven regularly observed
Taurid streams and of comet Encke, projected into the ecliptic plane.
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Figure 6-i7. Taurid Streams Encountered by Spacecraft
on Way to Encke Rendezvous (Projected
into Ecliptic)
The Taurids have orbit inclinations between two and eight degrees.
aphelion distances frorr, 3. I to 4.8 AU and their orbital axes vary in
: orientation by about 40 degrees, with the longitudes of perihelion
?
generally smaller than Enckets. It may be argued that the Taurid
streams exhibit orbit characteristics of earlier phases of Encke's
4W
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_ evolution, since major perturbations of the comet do not affect an entire
stream of small particles in the same manner. Thus a detection of
Taurid orbital characteristics during transit encounters (especially of
streams that cannot be observed from earth) will be of potentially great
scientific interest. The Sisyphus detector is designed to differentiate
orbit parameters sufficiently well to serve this objective.
Figure 6-17 _hows that the Encke spacecraft is likely to cross out-
bound trajectories of Taurids early in the mission and inbound trajec-
tories after passing aphelion and on approaching the rendezvous point.
Since the out-of-plane aspects of the trajectories shown were ignored,
this prediction is only qualitative. More detailed analysis would be re-
quired to substantiate this point.
._ 6.8. Z Asteroid Flyby Options
The long tour through the asteroid belt offers the interesting possi-
bility of visiting one or several known asteroids as a secondary mission
objective. The payload designed for comet nucleus observation is suit-
'0._ able for asteroid observations, particularly if the flyby is at close range,
Such options are being considered with growing interest by the scientific
community and have been recently investigated by R. Bourke and D. Bender
of JPL (Reference 6-3) and by D. Brooks of NASA/Langley.:',-" The ex-
] tended dwell time in the asteroid belt, the flexible choice of transfer tra-
jectories, and the modest propulsion effort required for large excursions
from a given nominal trajectory make the multiple target mission concept
feasible without appreciable propellant penalty, e.g., only five percent
extra propellant in a typical case investigated by Bourke and Bend_r_
A computer search for conveniently located flyby targets was per-
formed. Table 6-3 lists several asteroids that are within less than
30 X 106 km of the nominal 800-day 1984 Encke rendezvous trajectory.
Massalia is among the Z0 largest asteroids with an absolute magnitude
of 7.38.
-' _i' ':'Unpublished notes
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,'! Table 6-3. Closest Approach of Nominal 8O0-Day
1 Trajectory to Some Known Asteroids
Ast,eroid , Time N_is s
No. Name (Days) (I0 u kin)
20 Massalia 460 26
III Ate 690 18
g
123 Brunhild 520 14
.i 35Z Gisela 320 16 .....
I 6.8.3 Deployable Lander and Solar Wind Monitor Probe_
."
' _ The concept of carrying s deployable nucleus lander probe or a
. solar wind monitor has co-,siderable appeal from a standpoint of en-
• "i_ hancing the scientific yield o_ a comet rendezvous mission. However,
'__ as mentioned before the overriding goals of simplicity and cost economy
• _ rule out any plan for carrying such a probe at present. We therefore
ii lin.ltthe discussion to pointing out some implementation and delivery
concepts.
._'_ The lander probe can be deposited from low altitude and would
il impact the nu_.l_us at small velocity (I. 2 m/sec _" velocity of escape) if
allowed to descent by free fall. This reduces the tendency to bounce off
and makes "hard landing" a practical possibility. A key to feasibility
is the provision of an anchoring mechanism that can operate reliably in
'_-_ a wide variety of soils.
-_ The probe would undoubtedly use the parent spacecraft as a corn-
-
munications relay. Hovering at an altitude of 5 to I0 km would serve
this objective better than circumnavigation because contact periods are
more f'.'equently repeated in the former case depending on the expected
length of surviva.t cf the probe after touchdown.
The second deployable probe concept is keyed to the objective of
determining the correlation between solar wind "input" phenomena and
events in the coma and tail that respond to these inputs. A reasonably
simple spin-stabilized particles and fields probe such as the small P
and F _unar orbiter (35 kg) carried by Apollo, or a Pioneer 6-9 type
6=36
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_) vehicle of larger size would meet the scientific objectives of solar wind
sensing. Ejected from the parent vehicle either on approach to rendez-
vous or after entering the coma, the monitor probe would travel radially
inward, gaining a forward circumferential component in time due the
Coriolis effect and solar differential gravity. At a separation velocity
of only I0 m/sec the probe will cover a distance of the order of 106 krn
in about I00 days, sufficiently large to sample the solar wind phenomena
unaffected by interaction with the coma, but not so large as to miss the
correlation effect in a given sector of the solar wind.
Communication to earth via relay link can be readily achieved by
a rotational fan beam like 1=_oneerts. This beam would be aligned with
the common orbital plane of the probe and the parent spacecraft to avoid
probe reorientation requirements.
Our SEP spacecraft design does not include a provision for carrying
a daughter probe. However, it has sufficient mounting space and enough
payload capacity if flown at a long trip time to accommodate a 50 kg or
_... even 10O kg deployable probe. This option is available in case mission
..... pla_s should be broadened to include such a probe.
6.9 MISSION PROFILE SUMMARY
The preferred nominal mission sequence is summarized in
Table 6-4. Figure 6-18 iUustrates this mission prvfile and shows the
positions and times of key events. These re sults are to be interpreted
as tentative based on the tradeoffs performed in this and the preceding
section and on the scientific rationale developed in Sections Z and 3.
Formulation of a more detailed mission profile will be governed by the
definition of the system and subsystem design and detailed operational
modes of attitude control, navigation, electric propulsion, command and
telemetry, ground system operations and by the design and operational
constraints of the payload instruments.
The nominal sequence includes the preferred short transfer
(800 days), arrival at the cornet 40 days before perihelion, a nominal
exploration phase of 80 days, plus an extended exploration phase of
C_ several hundred days with maneuvers in and out of the comet envelope.
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_ Table (>-4. Summary of Flight Sequence
' 'i i
Event Time
: (Days except as noted)
I I I Ill |
I. Launch L
2. Deploy solar array and appendages L + 2 hours
' 3. Acquire sun and star references L + 3 hours9
4. Initiate SEP thrust phase L + 12 hoursi
!
• _ 5. Intermittent coast periods to refine -
"•I navigation accuracy
;_" 6. 11educe housekeeping power drain L + 450
.!! near aphelion4 _
_" 7. Resume normal housekeeping and L + 550
_I telemetry operations
*_ 8. Comet recovery at earth L + 700 • 30
"_', 9. Update targeting based on new comet L + 7i0 _- 30
i'ii tracking data
I0. Acquire comet by onboard optical L + 790
system
i i. Correct terminal approach trajectory L + 795
ii!_ as required
12. Arrive at comet with 50,000 km offset. 11 _ L + 800 -- P - 40
:!!! on sun side4
_ 13. Hold position and observe comet at 11 to 11 + I
*_ offset point
14. Start coma/tail excursion on earth 11 + ! to 11 + 30
com m and
15. Arrive near nucleus About P = P - I0
16. Circumnavigate nucleus or hover R + 30 to 50
i7. Extended survey 11 + 50 to 80
i8. End nominal mission, start extended 11 + 80
m is s ion
i9. Stationkeeping and excursions on It + 80 to 200-300
earth command
L = Launch; 1t = Rendelvous; P = Perihelion
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Since the spacecraft must be designed to survive perihelion passage as
well as solar distances above Z AU in any case the ex_ended
mission life
_ of several hundred days places no major design constraint on the space-
_! craft. This provides a significant additional yield of scientific data yet
requires only modest extra propellant expen2itures, typically 5 to JO kg.
Table 6-5 lists various mission profile alternatives and/or de-
f
partures from the nominal mission concept that have been studied in the
?
Table 6-5. Summary of Mission Profile Alternatives
"' Legend: P -positive (desirable}; N- negative (undesirable} implication
of change
'. ' 't CHANGE FROM NOMINAL EFFECTON SCiENTIFiC EFFECTON COST, COMMENTS AND
. _ MISSION PROFILE OBJECTIVESORYIELD COMPLEXITYANO I_NNING RECOMMENDATIONS
i; 4 LATEARRIVALA1 COI_T P kAOBEPAYLOADCAPACITY! UNDESIRABLEBECAUSEOF
• "_ (20 TO 30 DAYS) OBSERVATIONTime LO$$ LOWERSCIENTIFICYIELD
;1
J
"..i LONGER FLIGHTTIME t,AOREPAYLOADCAPACITY AVESSEPPOWER UNDESIRABLEIN SPITEOF
i.. (200 TO 300 DAYS) N )REDUCEDREUAEILITY PERFORk_NCEADVANTAGES
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.; 19BDMISSION !
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EXECUTEAS CONDITIONS
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/RANSFERPHASE YIELDOF STRAINT SECONDARYMISSION GOAL
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Q SEQUENCE
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foregoing analysis. Desirable and undesirable aspects of these changes -_
/
are summarized and comments and recommendations are given in the
last column. The outstanding characteristic of this rendezvous mission
is its adaptability to late program plan entries and to desired changes
in the mission profile and exploration sequence as warranted by the un-
foreseeable conditions that the spacecraft will find at the comet. This
is largely due to the maneuver flexibility of the electric propulsion sys-
tem, and the noncritical encounter conditions inherent in the rendez-
vous mode.
-)
3
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--, 7. SPACECRAFT DESIGN CONCEPT
7. ! TYPICAL SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION
A representative spacecraft configuration with design features
required for the Encke rendezvous mission was adapted from several
earlier solar-electric spacecraft studie_. These sources includ_ JPL's
SEMMS Study (Reference 7-I), TRW's multi-missinn spacecraft studies
(References 7-2 and 7-]), and similar studies by North American
Rockwell (Reference 7-4). The selection was guided b_- criteria such as
efficient thrust operation during all mission phases, convenient payload
instrument pointing modes for comet exploration, simplicity and cost
economy.
Figure 7-I shows the spacecraft in the cruise configuration. F_g-
ure 7-2 shows additional design detail, with the spacecraft in stowed
configuration mounted on the Centaur upper stage. The 3.05-m (10 feet)
Intelsat nose fairing with an extended cylindrical section provides ample
stowage volume.
"_ The vehicle consists of a flat oblong center body and two boom-
deployed solar arrays. The center body is separated into two modules:
the electric propulsion module with an articulated array of six mercury
ion thrusters, power processors, propellant storage and feed system;
and the equipment/payload module mountc d below the propulsion module
on the spacecraft adapter. The two modules are separated by a field
joint for ease of assembly, handling and testing. The entire structure
consists of open trusswork which for the large overal I dimensions of the
center body (about 4 xZ X I meters) offers weight advantages compared
to a semi-monocoque box structure. Four longerons carry the main
structural load to mounting points on the adapter. A l.SZ-meter (6-foot)
diameter high-gain antenna is mounted on a deployment arm that is
hinged to the bottom of the equipment module. This biaxially rotatable
antenna is stowed against the vehicle body during launch. After deploy=
ment it can be pointed in all directions in front and rear of the center
body for an unobstructed view of earth.
0
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Figure 7-1. Spacecraft in Cruise Configuration
The vehicle is three-axis stabilizedusing the sun and a selected
: reference star as celestialreferences. Three-axis stabilizationis
, the most effectivemeans of providing thrust vector, solar array, h _h-
gain antenna, and payload instrument pointing in allmission phases.
:": Attitudecontrol functions are performed during thrust periods by the
articulatedion engines and during coast periods by hydrazine thrusters.
The hydrazine thrusters are also used during the electric thrust phase
(a)to control large attitudeexcursions and (b)to provide third-axis
control capabilitywhen only one ion thruster is operating.
For small but rapid trajectory control maneuvers that are required
when operating close to the comet nucleus (see Section 5.4.4), the
vehiclets electricthrust capabilityis augmented by attitudecontrol
thrusters which at a nominal Z-pound (9-Newton) thrust level are ade-
quate for this purpose. Use of the hydrazine system in the dual mode of
attitude control and trajectory control saves the cost and weight of an
• additionalchemical propulsion system.
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£_ The two solar arrays use the roUout deployment principle developed
by General Electric under JPL contract. A single boom serves as deploy-
ment actuator and support structure for each panel. Partial solar array
retraction is desirable during the comet exploration phase. The General
Electric solar array was designed for such a requirement. As an
alternative to the roUout array configuration an accordion-folded array
concept developed by TRW and Lockheed was also considered which would
have the advantage of lower specific mass, simpler mechanization and
greater panel stiffness. However, because of the more extensive develop-
ment and test experience of the roUout array model accumulated to date,
including a successful flight demonstration performed in 197 1 with a
similar model built by Hughes Aircraft, we have selected this design for
our conceptual spacecraft configuration.
The solar arrays with a deployed length of 70. 5 m by 4. 2 m width
Z
for each panel have a total cell mounting area of 163 m and generate
17.5-kw of gross power at earth departure. This includes an initial
C} margin of 4. 5-kw for solar array degradation and housekeeping power.
The nominal net propulsion power at the power processor input terminals
is 13 kw.
The solar array panels can be rotated up to +90 degrees from an
orientation parallel to the center body to permit optimal thrust vector
pointing relative to the sun line; unconstrained terminal guidance and
other maneuvers in the vicinity of the target, and controlled sun ex-
posure at solar distances below 0.68 AU. Out-of-plane thrust vector
pointing is achieved by rotating the entire vehicle around the sun line.
Such roll maneuvers are facilitated by the one-axis rotatable star seeker
mounted on the rear side of the vehicle. Rotation of the star seeker also
permits selection and tracking of reference stars that are not obstructed
by the solar panels.
The equipment and payload module houses the engineering sub-
systems, the scientific payload instruments and associated electronics.
Several body-mounted, boom-deployed and articulated sensors are
shown in the configuration drawing mainly to illustrate probable place-
O ment and field of view allocations. Not all of these, e.g., the impact
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, ionization cosmic dust analyzer and the impact velocity and momentum
:_ sensor, are included in the basic payload complement discussed in
i
Section 4. The Sisyphus optical micrometeoroid sensor is mounted
at an oblique angle, nominally pointing 45 degrees from the anti-solar
line, as a best compromise for dust particle detection during the
transit and comet exploration phases.
A double-gimballed scan platform attached to one corner of the
payload, module carries the TV image system and other optical sensors
_md spectrometers. This platform ca_ be scanned over a wide range
of azimuths and co-elevations without field-of-view obstruction, as
illustrated schematically in Figure 7-3. Nearly all of the vehicle's
rear hemisphere and half of
_, its front hemisphere can thus v..Ams_
., be scanned readily by the
platform sensors. This is
. facilitated by the choice of ,/,_Z-AmS
attachment point location and n
_ gimbal arrangement. Re-
!
orientation of the center body
CO-ELEVATION DmlVE
by a 45-degree cone angle mi_
rotnormal to the sun, has the X-AXmSadvantage of allowing the scanplatform to cover its full 3v
steradian scan capability with
minimum stray sunlight inter-
Figure 7-3. Scan Platform Art.iculation
ference as was illustrated in
Figure 6-13. The cone angles scanned by the sensors range from 45
to i80 degrees in this spacecraft pointing mode.
: A one-axis gimballed altimeter radar antenna of Z-ft diameter,
required to support nucleus gravity measurements is shown on the front
side of the spacecraft body. This location is selected because of the
relative positions of earth, spacecraft and nucleus at the preferred time
of close approach to the nucleus. This antenna can also serve as an
: auxiliary medium-gain backup antenna in the event of a main antenna
gimbal malfunction.
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" 7.Z PROPULSION AND POWER SUBSYSTEM
7.2. I Power Subs[stem
The required propulsion power of 13 kw at I AU (see Section 5)
dictates the size of the solar array. In addition a sufficient power
margin is needed initially to compensate for solar array degradation
and harness losses, and for housekeeping power. Table 7-i gives a
summary of estimated power allocations which shows that under rea-
sonably conservative assumptions a total installed solar array power
of i7.5 kw at I AU is required for this mission.
Table 7-I. Summary of Estimated Power Allocations (kw)
Gross solar array power at i AU I7.5
Solar array degradation and losses, 19 percent 3.3
Housekeeping power reserve (provides minimum of
200 W at 2.8 AU aphelion distance) i. Z
SEP power processor input 13.0
O SEP thruster input power at I AU (0.91 x 13.0) Ii.8
Input power to each of four thrusters ( i I. 8/4) Z. 96
Thruster maximum power rating (reached at 0.92 AU
iduring initial inbound passage) 3.3
Maximum power input to five thrusters at 0.74 AU
(1.34 x II.8 kw) 15.8
Maximum power rating of five thrusters (5 x 3.3) 16.5
(Percentage of maximum power of five thrusters
reached at 0.74 AU, I00 x 15.8/16.5) (96%)
The solar array must operate over a large range of temperatures
varying typically from 50°C at earth departure to -100°C during the
outbound phase of the mission to +i40°C at solar distances of 0.68 AU
and less during the inbound phase. This upper temperature limit is
maintained when close to the sun by a programmed rotation away from
full sun exposure starting at 0.68 AU solar distance. The required
array offset angle increases to 75 degrees at perihelion (0.34 AU).
With the solar array in "feathered" orientation the radiation pressure
O effect at close solar distance is greatly reduced. Partial solar array
retraction is desirable during the comet exploration phase to further
7-7
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reduce solar pressure and to minimize field-of-view obstruction of the
platform-mounted sensors, as illustrated in Figure 7-4.
120' 60
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/
/
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LOOKING
_)" =INSIDE-OUT"
Figure 7-4. Scan Platform Field of View.
The large solar array temperature and voltage variations of this
mission introduce problems in the electrical design of the propulsion
power processor subsystems. With solar distances ranging from
0.34 AU to 3.8 AU the array voltage varies over a ratio of 3:1 which
exceeds the present state of technology of high-efficiency power
processors. Two alternative approaches were considered: (i) opera-
tion over the stated solar array voltage r_.nge; this requires additional
I
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C_ power processor development causes weight efficiency penal-and
and
ties totaling I0 to 20 percent; (2) reduction of output voltage variation
by in-flight switching of solar array module interconnections. The
first, more conservative approach was selected in our design concept.
The solar array is divided into iZ modules which are inter-
connected with a grounded center tap so that one output terminal is
positive and the other negative with respect to vehicle ground. This
arrangement doubles the input voltage to the power processor and
permits an appreciable weight saving while reducing the risk of electron
drainage currents flowing between the solar array and the ambient
plasma.
7.2.2 Propulsion Subsystem
The power profile of the nominal 800-day transfer trajectory is
shown in Figure 7-5. A tradeoff between the number of thrusters, re-
liability, and weight was performed based on results of an earlier study
(Reference 7-3). By selecting a total of six thrusters, each rated at a
O nominal input level of 3.3 kw, we obtain a thruster switchingpower
sequence that uses four thruster8 initially as shown in the diagram.
The number of thrusters operating during the 751-day total thrust period
varies between five and one. The sixth thruster is available as a spare.
This operating profile does not require any thruster to operate for more
than 350 days and the resulting overall thrust system reliability is
0.95 based on a nominal thruster design life of 550 days.
The assumed thruster characteristics (3.3 kw at a 3000-second
specific impulse and 70 percent efficiency, providing a maximal thrust
of 35 millipounds) are consistent with the projected performance range
of the 30-cm thrusters currently under development by JPL and NASA
Lewis Research Center. Since the maximum thruster throttling ratio
of Z:I is not exceeded at any time during this mission, as shown in
Figure 7-5, ahigh level of thruster efficiency can be maintained.
The thrusters are mounted in a hexagonal array on a two-axis
translation platform based on the thrust vector control system design
developed by JPL (Reference 7-5). This platform aligns the total thrust
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Figure 7-5. Propulsion Power and Thruster Switching Profile
vector with the spacecraft center of mass regardless of how many
thrusters are in operation at any given time and automatically com-
pensates for lateral shifts of the spacecraft center of mass which may
be caused, e.g., by solar array deflections. In addition to the thrust
vector alignment function, the TVC articulation system also performs
continuous attitude control functions during the thrust phase. To add a
V
third axis attitude control capability, each thruster is mounted on a
7-i0
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._ one-axis gimbal so that it can be deflected by a small angle around an
'"_ axis extending to the center of the hexagonal array. Individual gimbal
actuators are envisioned but one centrally located actuator could be used
instead to drive all six gimbals.
The dimensions of the propulsion module (Z,45 X 1.58 x 0.9 meters)
are dictated primarily by the panel area of the power processor units
that must radiate a maximum of 1.5 kw of dissipated heat based on a
9i percent power processor efficiency when the solar distance decreases
to 0.75 AU during the initial inbound main thrust phase. For most effec-
tive waste heat rejection the power processors are mounted in the rear
area of the propulsion module.
7.3 ENGINEERING SUBSYSTEMS
7.3. i Attitude Control
The attitude control subsystem performs the following functions:
• Initial celestial reference acquisition after separa-
tion from the booster and reacquisition at any time
,--, during the operating life of the system
• Three-axis stabilization of the vehicle attitude
within ±0.5 degree and thrust vector orientation
by rotation of the spacecraft about the yaw and
roll axes
• Antenna pointing at the earth with an accuracy of
0.5 degree
• Experiment pointing with ±0.5 degree accuracy
• Solar array rotation through ±90 degrees
• Computational support to the propulsion and power
subsystems on a noncyclic basis.
The attitude control system includes coarse and fine sun sensors;
a one-axis rotatable star reference sensor; two redundant rate inte-
grating gyros; the reaction control system; and a control electronics
assembly which provides interconnection and switching "_f subassemblies
and establishes interfaces with other subsystems.
A control processor assembly consistin_ of two redundant digital
computers provides logical control and comj_utation functions within the
7-II
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attitude control subsystem and supports other subsystems on a priority "_/
interrupt basis. The large number and diversity of attitude cont;ol
operating modes and switching requirements can be significantly sirapli-
fled by the use of this computer, with an increase in system reliability.
The spacecraft attitude is controlled within a relatively wide dead
band (0.5 to I degree) such that limit cycle oscillations have a low fre-
quency, about 0.01 cps. This is required to save attitude control propel-
lant as well as to minimize dynamic interaction with the flexible solar
array structure. Of principal interest in this connection is the frequency
of the first asymmetrical bending mode of the spacecraft/solar array
combination. This frequency is about one order of magnitude greater
than the attitude control limit cycle frequency. Hence the two oscilla-
tion modes are effectively decoupled.
In addition to the nom_.nal cruise control mode the attitude control
system also provides a precision pointing mode with a drift rate sinai:
enough (2 X 10°4 deg/sec) to allow accurate navigation fixes by means of
the TV image system with a maximum exposure time of about 30 seconds
(see Section 5). ._
7.3.2 Communication and Data Handlin_
The design of these subsystems is keyed to the objective of limiting
the required mission support by the Deep Space Network considering the
prospect that the Encke rendezvous mission may be in progress con-
currently with other interplanetary missions of long duration. Reasonably
large telemetry data rates will be maintained by the spacecraft even at
maximum communication range, with the uplink and downtiz,k charac-
teristics designed to rely primarily on the 85-foot rather than the
2i0-foot DSIF antennas.
Since electric power is abundant we selected a 25-watt transmitter
for the baseline configuration operating at S-band, The size a.-d payload
capacity of the vehicle permits the use of a six-foot (t.82 m) high-gain
antenna. Thus, even at a communication r__,_geof 3.8 AU, occurring at
aphelion, a telemetry bit rate of 258 bps will be available using an
85-foot DSI.r'antenna. During rendezvous the data rate increases to
J
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*_ 2048 bps at the initial encounter and to 16.3 kbps at the time of earth-
comet opposition when nucleus exploration is in progress and a larger
number of TV frames is to be transmitted. With the use of the 2Iv-loot
DSIF antenna these data rates would be increased _o 16.3 kbps and
131 kbps, respectively.
7.3.3 Thermal Control
The t_ermal design must provide adequate temperature control to
the vehicle, all its subsystems and appendages over the wide range of
propulsion power and r.olar heat flux conditions that characterize the
mission. The basic thermal control concep* _rovides the spacecraft with
an insulated body so as to minimize heat leaks into and out of the interior.
Multilayer thermal insulation blankets consisting of aluminized Kapton
sheets are used for effective passive control. Birr_etallically actuated
louvers are used to control the temperature of high-heat rejection com-
ponents such as the power processors in the propulsion module, and
TWT's and their power supplies in the equipment module. The ,vo
modules are also thermally decoupled since each is optimally operating
; at different temperature levels, and thermal transients occurring in the
propulsion module would unnecessarily complicate thermal control of the
more uniformly operating equipment module. Heaters are ,_sed to keep
the propulsion module equipment above minimum temperatures of -55°C
during coast phases.
External equipment is protected against excessive solar heating
by low-absorptivity, high emissivity coating (Z-93 thermal white paint)
and by multilayer Kapton insulation sheets where required to minimize
heat leaks into and out of the equipment. The high-gain antenna dish
uses stainless steel wire mesh coated with Teflon to withstand the ex-
treme heating at close solar distances without serious deformation
The ion engines are arranged in a hexagonal array, with up to five
engines operating simultaneously. Under worst-case heating conditions
local high temperatures may reach Z95 to 320°C at 0.4 AU solar distance.
Use of permanent magnets rather than electromagnets make this condi-
tion acceptable. These results are conservative since operation of ad-
:-
:) jacent engines is unnecessary during the comet exploration phase.
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The solar array panels are protected against excessive solar- Q
thermal radiation by rotation away from full exposure, as solar distance
decreases below 0.68 AU, thus maintaining a maximum temperature of
140°C. Degradation due to overheating may become a p_-oblem if the
solar array blankets do not remain ideally flat under extreme heat flux,
but exhibit curling along the edges while held in the feathered orientation.
The angle of solar incidence along the edges can thus become sufficiently
large to cause permanent damage in this portion of the array. Actually,
a large thermal degradation of the solar array can be accepted after
rendezvous is achieved, nominally at 0.96 AU since much less than the
full thrust power is needed to perform subsequent comet exploration
maneuvers. However, for great,i" flexibility in mission planning, we
must include the option of arriving at a later date, closer to perihelion.
A promising design approach for controlling edge curl is shown in Fig-
ure 7-6. Solar array panels are stiffened by collapsible beryllium
copper tubes installed along the edges and across the substrate, sub-
dividing the array into rectangular modules. The stiffeners can be rolled
up and deployed from the storage drums without difficulty. The estimated _ :
weight of this modification (8 to 12 kg for a 17.5-kw solar array) in- 8
creases the to_al array weight by only four percent. Further study, engi-
neering development, and test of this concept as a modification of the
existing ro]lup array model is recommended.
A principal operat'_ng constraint of the spacecraft, particularly
during closest solar approach, is to avoid exposure of the rear surface
of the center body with its louvered radiating panels to direct sun illumi-
nation. As previously discussed in Section 6 all maneuver sequences
can be adapted to this constraint. However, at times this requires a roll
reorientation of the spacecraft by 180 degrees.
7.4 WEIGHT ESTIMATES
Although no detailed design of the selected spacecraft concept and
its subsystems was performed durin_ this study, preliminary weight
breakdown estim31_s can be derived by extrapolation from the earlier
designs on which our configuration is based (References 7-i through 7-4).
T_ble 7-Z shows the weight estimates for electric propulsion and power
according to data derived in Section 5, and gives upper and lower weight _
 -t4
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Table 7-2. Estimated Weight Breakdown (kg) I
Nominal 800-day mission; total thrust time: 75i days
Gross solar array power 17.5 k-w, SEP input po_x,er i3 k-w (at I AU)
Titan KID/Centaur (five segments), offloaded 14 percent
Gross injected mass at V = 8 kmlsec i380 e Launch penalties covered by
eo 14 percont unused booster capacity
Solar electric propulsion dry mass 417 Based on a = 30 kg/kw plus 27 kg
to accommodate initial power
increase
Propellant mass (mercury) 536
Net spacecraft mass 427
Solar array degradation and housekeeping power 67 4.5 kw at i5 kg/kw
Structure and engineering subsystems 310 ± Z0
Structure I00- l i0 WeigbL elements adapted from
Thermal control 30- 35 previous SEP spacecraft studies
Power 30- 35 by TRW and JPL (Reference 7-I
Attitude control 30- 35 and 7-2)
Electrical integration 25- 30
Communications and 50- 55
data handling
Hydrazine and tankage 25- 30
290-330
Net payload capacity (science) S0 ± 20"
*Extension of thrust time by 49 days to 800 days would increase gross injected mass to 1460 kg "_
. and net payload capacity to 76 ± Z0 kg (hyperbolic departure vo]ority decreased to 7.5 km/sec). ,7
i.
brackets for spacecraft structure and engineering subsystems. Comments
that explain some of these estimates are added in the last column of the
T
table. The resulting net weight capacity for payload instruments is
50 :t 20 kg. Since the lower estimate shows only a marginal payload
capacity it is apparent that a more detailed design study is required to
narrow the uncertainty range of subsystem weight assumptions. Areas
that provide a significant weight reserve are: (1) reduction of mercury
propellant mass through optimum use of the total launch vehicle injection
capability and by reducing the 49-day coast period included in the nominal
transfer trajectory; (Z) savings in the amount of power margin allocated
to solar array degradation and housekeeping; and (3) reduction of hydra-
zine propellant mass by better definition of emergency maneuvers that
would require hydrazine rather than low-thrust propulsion capabilities.
Preliminary analysis indicates that a net payload increase of up to 70 kg
should be achievable if
necessary by combining all of these steps. A
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_} shift in arrival date by I0 day's would yield an additional margin of 30 kg.
Thus the desired scientific instrument complement of 50 kg can be readily
_,_ accommodated with a substantial weight margin.
! 7.5 ADAPTATION TO LAUNCH BY THE EARTH ORBITAL SHUTTLE
The possibility of using the Ezrth Orbital Shuttle augmented by a
, chemical upper stage to launch interplanetary missions has important
implications in connection with a 1984 Encke rendezvous mission. A
_ _ -eliminary investigation of the compatibility, of our spacecraft with the
• _,'
Shuttle launch mode was conducted and the following potential advantages
of this mode were identified:
s Substantial cost savings compared to the Titan IIID/
_ Centaur booster
•
_, • Ability to deploy the solar array, ariel conduct a pre-
• _ flight orbital checkout, especially" of the electric
I propulsion _ystem
• Ability to detect and correct malfunctions, thus
:_ increasing the probability of mission success com-
_ A_,_ pared to the conventional automatic launch mode
%.£
!_ • Salvaging the spacecraft if major repair is required
that is not feasible onboard the Shuttle.
The possibility, of adding this mission to the list of subscribers to the
Shuttle program, along with other SEP missions now being contemplated
for the 1980's should be a matter of interest to Shuttle program planners.
Figure 7-7 shows estimated performance characteristics of the
•. Shuttle with Centaur and Agena upper stages (solid lines) compared to the
t current Titan IIID/Centaur performance (dashed lines). The performance
requirement for a nominal 800-day SEP Encke mission is seen to be well
within the capability of the projected large-trnk Agena upper stage. The
Centaur upper stage would have sufficient performance to inject two
vehicles of the Encke spacecraft class, although such a dual launch is not
envisioned at this time.
_ii Figure 7-8 illustrates the concept of orbital checkout of the electric• spacecraft mounted on top of the Centaur stage. The stage is still attached
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Figure 7-8. Spacecraft Deployed for Preflight Checkout
C_ in Shuttle Launch Concept
to the Shuttle by means of a deployed strongback, so that it could be re-
tracted for servicing if necessary. The solar array is deployed and the
electric thrusters on top of the vehicle are then turned on for a full
thrust check run. A complete power and propulsion checkout is not feasible
in ground test facilities of practical size. Some of the engineering systems
and science payload checkout tasks are summarized below.
a) Engineering systems
• Deployment, retraction and rotation of solar array
under zero g condition
• Thruster decaging, articulation and switching
• Full-power active thruster test
• Automatic thruster throttling and cutoff sequence
under simulated solar intensity variation (array
rotation); maximum power tracking by power
processors
O • Command sequences, data handling and telemetry
• Therm-q control cycles in day and night phases.
";-19 \
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4b) Science payload
• Measurement of earth-orbit observables and sensor
calibration (i.e., plasma probe, magnetometers,
E-field meter, IR and UV sensors)
• SEP-interaction levels
• TV system checkout against known targets on surface
• • Payload platform unc_ging and articulation test
• Checkout of instrument command sequences, data
handling, and telemetry.
We note that the launch ":onfiguration of the electric spacecraft
5
designed for Titan IIID/Cent_,ur lau_ch, especially the placement of the
_• propulsion module on top, is com_at;h' -,o ._ '.,_h the Shuttle orbital checkout
concept and no significant modification between the Titan launch and
Shuttle launch appears to be required. Further study of Shuttle launch
implications to substantiate these preliminary conclusions is required
_ and should be performed along with other feasibility and implementation
studies projected for the Encke mission.
_, 7.6 ALTERNATE SPACECRAFT CONCEPTS
A critical look at the large and relatively complex, three-axis con-
trolled 17.5 kw spacecraft configuration that has resulted from this study
_ inevitably leads to the question whether a simplez and less costly space-
craft concept could not be devised to provide a minimum Encke rendezvous
mission capability. Is it possible to achieve aless sophisticated but ade-
_ quate mission by giving up some design feattures that complicate the se-
lected spacecraft concept following the same precepts that led to the defi-
nition of a minimum but essential science payload complement ? In our
search for a simpler spacecraft implementation we have explored these
avenue s:
l) Reduction in propulsion power
" 2) Simplification of design features
This aspect is relevant _o possible multiple-mission uses of the SEP
spacecraft,%
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3) Use of spin-stabilization rather than three-axis
stabilization
4) Use of a ballisticthree-impulse trajectory to achieve
rendezvous without electricpropulsion.
The firstapproach is feasible but would necessitate adoption of a
longer flighttime, typicallyi050 days, as discussed in Section 5. In this
case the propulsion power can be reduced to 7 kw and the gross (installed)
power to about 10 kw. However the shorter flighttime that necessitates
13 kw of propulsion power (17.5 kw of gross power) provides greater
flexibilityof mission planning, improves the probabilityof success, and
provides a more adequate time interval to muke use of data obtained from
the 1980 Encke flyby. In addition, with 13 kw of propulsion power we gain
mission growth potential,e.g., the capabilityof carrying a lander probe
in a later mission that would use essentiallythe same spacecraft configu-
ration. The adopted power level makes the spacecraft compatible _ ith a
number of other mission objectives as identifiedin JPL's SEMMS study,
so that the development cost may be shared by differentusers. We con-
•._ clude that the limited cost reduction achievable through a 7 kw (40 per-
...
cent) power reduction imposes too many significant disadvantages in the
fra:nework of overall program considerations.
The second approach, simplification of design features, concerns
such elements as the rotatable solar array, the antenna size, and the two-
axis gimbalted scan platform. The rotatable array is essential because of
the high sensitivity of payload mass to optimal thrust pointing. As shown
in Section 5, a 20 percent lower net spacecraft mass would result from
thrusting along a nonoptimum fixed-cone angle. This would reduce the net
(instrument) payload capacity to a marginal level, at best. Solar array
rotation is essential for several other functional reasons as well, as
previously discussed.
Antenna size is not critical to mission performance, but reduction
from the selected 6-foot diameter would complicate data transmission
during important events of the mission without offering a significant cost
or weight saving. The gimballed scan platform is an essential feature of
_., a three-_xis stabilized spacecraft for effective comet exploration and
cannot be eliminated.
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The third approach, use of a simple spin-stabilized electric propul-
_ sion vehicle (Reference 7-6) was found to be incompatible with the propul-
_ sion requirements of an Encke rendezvous mission, owing to the thrust
vector and solar array pointing constraints inherent in that design. For
example, at 15 kw of propulsion power only t50 kg of net spacecraft mass
would be delivered by the spinner, and even at 24 kw only 250 kg. (These
data apply to a 950-day mission in 1980.) The possibility of performing
. a ballistic Encke rendezvous mission using major impulsive maneuvers
at aphelion (3500 m/sec) and at the comet encounter (250 m/sec) has been
I investigated by IITRI, Reference 7-7. (These data are for a 1300-daymission in 1980.) For such a mission a simple spinner such as Pioneer,
i_ or a three-axis spacecraft such as Mariner, with an added chemical pro-
pulsion stage could be employed, the former within the launch performance
!': envelope of a Titan IIID/Centaur/TE364-4. Further analysis, outside the
_ scope of this study, is required to establish the feasibility of prolonged
comet exploration by these ballistic vehicles and to compare their payload
i performance with that of the SEP spacecraft.
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_,:C_ 8. COST CONSIDERATIONS
Determination of a cost estimate for the Encke rendezvous mission
exceeds the scope of this study. To obtain reasonably valid cost figures
at this time would require a spacecraft design study in a much greater
depth. However, since cost economy was specified as a principal con-
straint in our selection of the mission concept and payload composition
q, it is relevant to compare this mission with other types of comet expiora-
tion missions on a relative cost and complexity scale. In addition, we
! have evaluated the relationship of payload size to cost in a qualitative
way and arrived at trends oz_ cost-effectiveness that can be stated inde-
• pendent of detailed system ,:_,_ acteristics.
Figure 8-1 summarizes principal features of four corr.et missio_
|
i types, starting with flythrough as the simplest and lowest cost entry to
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Figure 8-I. Comet MissiorL Types
the extremely complex and costly class of a rendezvou_ and sample
return. A rendezvous mission such as the missior, studied here ranks
;. second in terms of cost and complexity relative to the other mission
types. However, the advantage of greater scientific data return through
i C _ flexible and systematic comet exploration compared to a fast or even a
slow flythrc_gh that has been proposed, would warrant the additional
. , comple_city and cost.
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. : Actually, the payload instruments required for a flythrough r_is-
! sion must be more sophisticated in response characteristics and resolu-
tion than those required in a rendezvous mission, and hence perhaj._s
costlier to develop, in order to provide a reasonable scientific yield. At
typical flythrough velocities of 15-20 km/sec the spacecraft would pass
through the inner con a in less than 20 minutes and provide best viewing
conditions for nucleus imaging at a range of less than IO.000 km for even
" , a shorter period. The TV system resolution would have to be " "least an
• oz r of magnitude higher than the 0. 1 milliradian assumed for the
rendezvous image system and exceeding that of the Mariner 1971 high-
._ resolution camera,
._ Missions with nucleus cont_.ct or sample return to earth are much
more complex and costly. The additional scientific value of data obtain-
_ a];le by these advanced missions relates particularly to the origin, evolu-
:_ tion, and age of the comet.
Figure 8-Z shows brackets of total cost of some recent ballistic
missions and of estimated cost of solar-electric missions that would use
10t_0•
} I ACT LBALLISTIC
MISSIONSi I I I , I
• 0 50' I00
SCIENCEPAYLOADMASSt KG
. Figure 8-Z. Cost Brackets of Representative Missions
spacecraft of a size and complexity _omparable to the spacecraft cuncept
described in Section _ and capable of performing the Encke rendezvous
(References 8-I through 8-3). Figure 8-3 supports the above cost cate-
gories with an estimated cost breakdown from the recent TRW design
8-Z
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Figure 8-3. Program Elements and Cost Estimates
from a Recent iT-kw SFP Vehicle Design
• Study (Reference 8-2)
• _: study of a multi-mission SEP upper stage (Reference 8-Z). More detailed
.,n
_' cost f_gures cannot be presented in this context without additional study.
l_ough estimates of payload cost categories in the above quoted
examples anticipate a range of SiS to 25 million for instrument design,
de-lelopment, test, integration and scientific data support, i.e., typically
15 to 30 percent of the total project cost. With these cost brackets in
mind it is apparent that _yload cost alone is not a decisive factor in
•_2 cost-effectiveness evaluation. It also follows that payload economy while
important must not be overemphasized since the scientific value of the
_._, mission is strongly dependent on payload capabilities while the overall
cost of the mission is a much weaker function of this variable.
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These trends can be illustrated in a general way by the cost
characteristics and scientific returns of a typical mission in the $50 to
100 million class, expressed in normalized form as shown in Figure 8-4.
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Figure 8-4. Cost Effectiveness Trends
The normalized cost and sciertific value are shown as functions of pay-
load weight. From these curves a cost-effectiveness figure (scientific
value per unit cost) is derived. Upper and lower bra=k0_ts of the sci-
entific value function reflect in a variation of the cost effectiveness by
about 30 percent. The trend of these curves shows that the optimum
occurs in the middle range of payload weights considered, i.e., at about
85 kg of payload weight. Characteristics of the Encke mission cost I
;, tradeoff are reflected by this treud.
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTIVITIESAND REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
In planning a rendezvous mission to Encke in I784 (or any other
year), many spacecraft design and mission analysis tasks are yet to be
done, and even to be identified. However, there are also many scientific
tasks stillto be accomplished, and it should not be assumed that the
scientificobjectives of a mission to Encke rest entirely on the results of
measurements by the rendezvous vehicle, and measurements to be con=
fined to the actual time of rendezvous. The listbelow includes selected
activitiesthat should be regarded as integral parts of a mission to Encke,
or to any other comet for thatmatter.
9.1 DESIRED FUTURE ACTIVITIES PREPARATOR&
TO THE SPACECRAFT MISSION
9. I.I Development of Existing Data
There already exists on photographic plate and in data filesa store
of observations and measurements of, and inferences about, comets in
general and Encke in particular that have not been fully exploited or
pubicly e.xposed. It would be valuable to form a "Task Force Encke 'v to
assemble and catalogue the best and most reliable data on this comet,
especially from recent passes, and to compile and document the inferences
that have or can be made from these data. For example, it would be help-
n
ful to have the heliocentric dependence of _nuclear twbrightness, r" ,
_ documented graphically and the best value of n displayed explicitly.
Similar documentation would be appropriate for brightness and diameter
of any feature or layer of the comet that might be consistently identifiable,
such as inner coma, coma, or tail.
9. i. Z Telescopic Observation
Substantial benefit v;ill probably be derived from an improved pro-
gram of ccmetary observation from earth in the next few years. In
particular, there will be opportunities to examine Encke in i974 (sunspot
minimum, poor visibility), t977 (low but rising sunspot numbers, poor
visibility), and 1980 (high sunspot numbers, good visibility). Two of
C_ these opportunities, in 1974 and 1977, would produce recovery only after
i 9-i
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• _ perihelion, according to historical precedent. It would be appropriate
therefore to plan on use of the best modern equipment, including, with
emphasis, telescopes in southern hemisphere stations.
9. i. 3 Theoretical Models
; Computational approaches _o cometary atmospheres, of the type
developed by Mendis, et al (Reference 2-3i), should be improved and
' extended. Allowance for Delsemmels icy grain sources of neutral gasesn
t and radicals should be made and the radial distribution of ionized products
should be encompassed. Also, the calculations should be specialized to
Encke, perhaps even including the probable nonuniformity of Enckets
emissions.
9.1.4 Instrument Definition
_ Once an improved theoretical model has been established, the re-
suits should be applied to determine, or at least set limits on, the various
_: parameters that spacecraft instruments will be expected to measure.
Detailed definition of payload instrumentation and selection of specific
detectors will then follow.
9. i. 5 Sc]ar Activity Correlation
A careful reevaluation and multifactor analysis of the historical
presence and absence of Enckels tail and nucleus should be carried out
and published at an early opportunity. The results can be tested during
the i974, 1977, and 1980 apparitions, which wUl span a wide range of
sunspot numbers from minimum to maximum.
: 9.1.6 Solid-Particle Composition
Instrumentation for determining the composition of nonvolatile dust
grains without requiring their ionization by impact should be developed
and tested for inclusion in a rendezvous payload. An instrument of this
type is under development at NASA, Ames Research Center, but no data
,./' on its characteristics have been published to date.
_" 9. i. 7 Laborator_ Simulation
i The experimental work of Delsemme and Wenger (Reference Z-i i)has been an important recent contribution to the physics and chemistry
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_ ( of comets. This type of simulation of cometary conditions should be
'_ continued and serious consideration should be given to repeating and ex-
tending such experimentation in an extraterrestrial laboratory such as
might be available on the Shuttle.
9.1.8 Combination of Asteroid Flyb 7 with Comet Mission
Opportunities of achieving one or several asteroid flyby's by small
excursions from the nominal trajectory to Encke {Section 6) should bes
further evaluated, and ifpossible, included among the secondary objec-
; tives of the mission. NASA's Small Bodies Mission Panel has started
deliberations on possible options of this type, their feasibility and rela-
_ tire priority in 1971 and is currently issuing its recommendations. :''
s
•} Further analysis and tradeoff between scientific value of multitarget flyby
"- and possible increases in cost, complexity and the risk to the primary ob-
I jective should be performed.)
9.Z ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
Results of system analysis and design studies indicate that the im-
C--'_ plementation of the electric stage program depends strongly on technology
:_| development not only in the field of solar-electric propulsion but other
critical areas as well, e.g., attitude control of large flexible structures;
.._
.:_ guidance and na, _gation with respect to targets having a poorly defined
,--$
, _ ephemeris and being hard to detect, such as asteroids and comets; thermal
i' control under extreme conditions; communication and data handling with
_i wide variations of mission charac.teristics and constraints.9.Z. I Solar Electric Propulsion Technology
This technology has been greatly advanced in recent years, and its
performance test by the SERT 2 mission in 1970 has been highly suc-
cessful. Io, thrusters of the type and size envisioned for this mission
(Section 7) are under advanced development and test by NASA and JPL.
Advanced power processors are also being developed. However, a
! realistic all-up technology evaluation flight is being considered a necessity
to provide sufficient confidence before undertak'ng a demanding and costly
:.'_ mission such as Encke rendezvous, with thrust times of the order of
iiOi _',c• Private communication by R. Newburn of JPL, a participant.]
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700 days. However, the 1984 Encke mission with seven years of lead
• _" time remaining to date, and three years before system development
would have to get started, could provide the ultimate incentive for
undertakin_ the first-generation SEP fligh_ program in the second half
of this decade.
r
9.Z.2 Thermal Protection
Advanced thermal control technology will be incorporated in the
: 1974 Mariner Venus-Mercury spacecraft and the Helios 0.Z5 to 0.3 AU
solar probes, to be launched in 1974/1975. However, the Encke mission
which includes outbound (2.8 AU) and inbound phases (0.34 AU) with athermal flux variation of about I00: i poses new and even more extreme
thermal control problems. Among the problem areas to be addressed
_: are flexible orientation modes and ion thruster operability under the
maximum solar flux at 0.34 AU. The possible degradation of the solar
array under these extreme conditions and the damage that may be caused
.'_
:-_ by thermal warping of the solar cell blankets must be further investigated
and techniques for its control should be developed and tested, including
the panel stiffener concept proposed in Section 7.
9.2.3 Protection Against Cometary Dust, Ice Grains, etc.
The inevitable dust impact hazard in the inner coma and near the
nucleus must be further investigated and techniques for protection of
sensitive surfaces, optical apertures, etc., developed. The mission
_ • profile can be adapted so as to minimize the exposure but a quantitative
t. evaluation of system degradation should be performed. One of the most
_: sensitive parts of the spacecraft may be the ion thruster that would be
contaminated and subject to short circuiting by even minute amounts of
dust entering the discharge chamber and inter-electrode space. Since
the thrusters are largely dormant during most of the comet exploration
phase, the concept of providing a protective cover that can be folded back
" during intermittent short thrust periods appears promising.
i More analysis of the novel concept of two-stage rendezvous is re-
• quired to evaluate its use and accuracy in apprcaching the nucleus. The
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prospect of adding asteroid flyby to the mission objectives would in-
crease the complexity and accuracy requirements of terminal navigation.
However, the onboard optical sensor already provided for nucleus termi-
nal navigation fixes provides asteroid detection capabilities to sixth
magnitude consistent with requirements currently being established in
parallel studies of asteroid rendezvous.
9.Z. 5 Remote Spacecraft Operation under Control by TV Command Link
During critical mission phases, particularly in close approach to
the nucleus, the long round-trip communications time delay of i0 to
30 minutes is a severe impediment for effective use of the TV command
link to control the spacecraft remotely. There will be a requirement of
autonomous maneuvering and sensor pointing under onboard command
sequencing and feedback control. This technology is needed for inter-
planetary missions of various types and has been under development for
some time, e.g., by a study team at JPL. It is recommended that
conceptual and practical problems of autonomous and remote control be
_ studied jointly by a team of spacecraft/mission designers and remote
control specialists, with an initial review of available approaches,
priorities, complexity levels, etc., to be followed by mission-oriented
research.
Private communication by L. Fried: :_.\u of JPL.
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F igure  2-3, legend at lower right reads  
C = Coma 
N = Nucleus or Condensation 
T = Tai l  
Fi u r e  2-22, r i g h t  h a y  column, third sca le  f rom top: 
19 % k m  should read  10 k m  
Figure  2-25, solid line should a l so  be  labeled "Asteroidal 
Brightness Law" 
Figure  2-26, replace caption by: 
Temperature  of cometary ma te r i a l  vs. heliocentric distance 
F igure  6-2, i n  absc issa  and ordinate legend of g r w h  at left, 
delete the word LOG 
